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I.Previous Settlement History

Around November 8, 2002, Plaintiff offered to settle for provision of the first ten escrow accounts

in time to prevent the loss of$350,000.00 and to pay the defendants $6000.00 for fees. Defendants rejected

the offer through their attorneys Patrick J. McLaughlin a partner and co-chair in the corporate trust services

of Dorsey & Whitney LLP and Mark A. Olthoff, KS lie. #70339 of Shughart Thompson & Kilroy. The

defendants' problem with the plaintiff proposed settlement was that even though no damages would have to

be paid and the plaintiff would be paying US Bank the lucrative fees for the first ten accounts, the

plaintiff would have entered the hospital supply market violating the agreement between US Bancorp Piper

Jaffray and Novation LLC's Neoforma, Inc. to exclude competitors in the supplier markets that weren't

approved by Novation LLC, VHA and UHC.

In a partial settlement effort, the plaintiff offered to accept US Bancorp Piper Jaffray. In the

alternative, the plaintiff offered to work with potential buyers of US Bancorp Piper Jaffray. See Exb 1

(letter to Irving Weiser, CEO of Royal Bank of Canada).

In a 2003 Tenth Circuit Mediation conference during Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. US Bancorp,

NA, et all12 Fed. Appx. 730 (lOth Cir. 2004) where US Bank and US Bancorp through their attorneys

Mark A. Olthoff, KS lie. #70339 and Andrew M. DeMarea KS lie. #16141 of Shughart Thompson &

Kilroy offered merely to not seek attorney's fees from the plaintiff if plaintiff dismissed his claims.

II. Evidence of Contract

The plaintiff has copies of the email, memorandums, loan application, bank receipts, Five Star

Guarantee, Non Disclosure notice, tape recordings.

A. Notice at 2003 Rule 16 Conference to preserve electronic records

The plaintiff served notice of his expectations that recent federal decisions on electronic discovery

be observed and that the defendants maintain all electronically stored data relative to the plaintiffs contract,

tortuous interference, fiduciary duty and antitrust related claims and submitted a proposed electronic

discovery plan in the plaintiffs report of the case management conference to Magistrate Waxse on or

around May 6, 2003 See Exb 2
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The May 6 ,2003 report documents notice was given to the defendants US Bank and US Bancorp

that all identified electronic records were to be preserved and provided to the plaintiff for litigating the

contract related claims:

"Electronic Data discovery requests will seek relevant data from and about the following:

• System users and administrators. The system administrators and relevant system users will be
asked how, when and where information is stored, and why it is stored in that manner -- for
example, how files are named, password-protected and encrypted.

• Personal computer and server hard drives. Information will be extracted from PCs and servers.
For PCs, the preferred extraction method is to create a bit-by-bit image of their hard drives. Failure
to follow this procedure, such as by employing a simple unerase or disk-copying utility, may lead to
destruction of data, claims of spoliation and sanctions.

• Telephone And Cell Phone Records You have cell phones and their call logs and Palm Pilots.
You have browser-based applications. Do you have to get cookie files and personal history files? In
certain parts of the world, you may outsource communications.

• Network backup tapes. Backup tapes of server data are regularly archived in case of a server or
system failure. The system administrator typically follows a backup-tape recycling rotation schedule
in which tapes are overwritten after a certain period, typically two to four weeks. As discussed
above, the rotation schedule should stop once litigation is commenced to preserve possibly relevant
information.

• Internet server data and Internet visit data, such as cookies. These data can help administrators
trace someone's Internet usage trail. The trail may be reconstructed from server logs and other trace
evidence, such as cookies. You have browser-based applications. Do you have to get cookie files
and personal history files?
• Embedded chips and PDA devices. Relevant data can often be found in voicemail systems,
dictaphone systems, EZ Pass, and Palm Pilots and other personal digital assistants.

• Databases -- spreadsheets, e-mail and other dynamic systems. Database printouts frequently do
not accurately represent the system data available to and/or used by the user. Computer code under
each field or cell may affect the presentation of data to the viewer and what is actually printed. This
may be important if the database's operations -- how it functioned and processed information -- is
relevant to the proceeding. If that is the case, examination of the code under each field or cell will be
necessary.

• Meta data. Meta data is embedded data. For example, many word processors store information
about a document that is not readily apparent from the face of the document, such as the author or
the time it was last accessed or modified. Likewise, the specification (international standard) for e-
mail enables e-mail to be exchanged between different systems. The specification identifies about
30 fields, but the sender and recipients typically see only a few fields -- to, from, subject, date and
headline. The sending e-mail system may contain more information such as time sent or blank
copies -- "bees." This information, particularly bees, could be critical in this litigation.

• System logs. Many computers and servers have their own "audit trail" software that traces user
action and inaction on the system. Some track user identities, passwords and access times.

• File slack -- deleted and encrypted files. Files are stored in "allocated" space. Deleted files
typically reside in unallocated or "slack" space. Computer forensics can recover deleted files even if
they have been overwritten many times. Comparison of deleted files with the printed or current
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electronic versions of the file may reveal evidence of tampering or alteration. Encrypted files require
a deciphering key to access the data.

Authentic Copies Of Electronic Information
Data that is not captured properly may not be admissible in evidence. What constitutes an authentic
copy of electronic data? Most courts allow duplicates, subject to a proper foundation, which is
premised on the data's being authentic. Federal Rule of Evidence 100 I(3) defines "original"
computer data as "any printout or other output readable by sight, shown to reflect the data
accurately .... " Rule 1001(4) further defines "duplicate" as "a counterpart produced by the same
impression as the original, or from the same matrix ... or by mechanical or electronic re-recording ...
or by other equivalent techniques which accurately reproduces the original."

The copying process must be exact and complete; the data must be capable of independent
verification as a duplicate of the original (accomplished through algorithmic electronic file
comparison, which creates an identifying number that will match the original with the copy); and
the data must be tamper-proof so as to protect against alteration of the data between copying and
presentation in court (the IT specialist should write-protect the data, run virus checks and document
the secure transport and storage of the data).

RULE 16CONFERENCES
One of the most useful management tools for electronic discovery is the Rule 16 pretrial conference.
Topics for discussion at the conference may include: preservation of evidence (including whether
backup, archival and "deleted" files will be exchanged), preliminary disclosures as to the parties'
computer systems (including numbers, types, and locations of computers, operating systems in use
and backup schedules), document processing and production formats, testifying experts and
anticipated evidentiary disputes.

As with the Rule 26(f) meeting, counsel must be armed with all of the salient facts regarding all
electronic evidence that is relevant to the case. Being fully prepared at a Rule 16 conference may
help limit the scope of discovery of the client's data while maximizing the disclosures from
opposing parties. The court may be educated by expert testimony as to the nature, location and
volume of electronic data, as well as the time and cost involved in producing it.

DISCOVERY REQUESTS AND REVIEW
Parties will incrementally approach electronic discovery by fashioning their request as narrowly and
reasonably as possible. Electronic discovery takes place like a ladder. The first rung or two are
narrow requests that will not give rise to defenses about the expense and burden.

After the Rule 26 disclosures, attorneys may acquire more in-depth information or additional
electronic data through a combination of interrogatories, requests for documents, and depositions.
Requests should be carefully crafted to seek the data relevant to the claims and defenses in the
matter. A request for "all electronic data" will likely result in an objection based on burden or
expense, and courts often will not allow a "fishing expedition." Therefore, discovery requests must
be specific and exhibit an understanding of how electronic data are created, stored and destroyed.
The same criteria used in disclosing client data under the Rule 26 initial disclosure provision can be
used to formulate effective interrogatories. The response to those interrogatories should provide a
road map for a follow-up request for documents or subpoena duces tecum. If the response does not
provide a road map, there are plenty of cases to support a motion to compel.

Understanding all the advantages and potential pitfalls of electronic evidence is very important.
Though electronic searches may be easier and faster than reviewing hard copies, the sheer volume of
electronic documents can lead to mistakes. In a few million electronic pages of data, for example, it
is relatively easy to miss an e-mail between you and your own client, inadvertently waiving the
attorney-client privilege.
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FRCP 34 authorizes requests for production of documents, including "electronic data compilations."
FRCP 34(a). It is now black letter law that computerized data is discoverable if relevant. Anti
Monopoly, Inc. v. Hasbro, Inc., 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16355, 1996 WL 22976 (S.D.N.Y.).
Computer records, including those that have been "deleted," are discoverable documents under Rule
34. Simon Property Group v. mySimon, Inc., 194 F.R.D. 639, 640 (S.D. Ind. 2000).

Courts routinely grant requests for electronic production, even when the same information has been
produced in hard copy. Anti-Monopoly, supra. Courts recognize the necessity and efficiency of
production in electronic form, and have applied the federal rules' mandate of just, efficient and
inexpensive resolution of disputes to require electronic production.

If a requesting party will otherwise incur unnecessary expense, paper will not substitute for
computer-readable discovery. Storch v. IPCO Safety Products Co., 1997 u.s. Dist. LEXIS 10118,
1997 WL 401589 (E.D. Pa. 1997) (defendant required to produce electronically rather than impose
upon plaintiffthe cost ofre-inputting data to allow computer analysis); In re Air Crash Disaster at
Detroit Metropolitan Airport, 130 F.R.D. 634 (E.D. Mich. 1989) (party compelled to re-create
computer-readable tape though it had already produced printouts)."

From Plaintiffs Report of Parties Planning Conference May 6, 2003 at pgs. 29-32. Exb 2.

Spoliation

Already an administrative hearing by the Securities and Exchange Commission has found

spoliation of evidence including destruction of emails that are relevant to this action and that have been

identified in the complaint. On December 3, 2002 Securities regulators found U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray

violated SEC Rule 17a-4 by failing "to preserve for three years, and/or to preserve in an accessible place for

two years" such office memoranda as e-rnails related to their exchange, brokerage or dealer businesses.

U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray agreed to pay $1.65 million in fines. See Exb 3. SEC December 3, 2002 news.

Specifically the email received by US Bancorp Piper Jaffray containing the plaintiffs executive

summary. The defendants through their agent Shughart Thompson & Kilroy PC , have already attempted to

deceive this court with a false representation dated December 19, 2007 entitled Memorandum in Support of

Motion to Dismiss. The defendants are trying to deceive this court into dismissing the plaintiffs claims for

theft of trade secrets by deliberately misrepresenting the email to US Bancorp Piper Jaffray as containing

the business plan the plaintiff sought to protect. See Exb 4 Excerpt from Defendants' December 19

Memorandum in Support of Dismissal at pgs. 12-14.

The repeated unlawful acts by the defendants causing the dissolution and delay of Medical Supply

Chain, Inc. in addition to the early disclosure of the plan to healthcare suppliers aligned with the

competitors of Medical Supply Chain, Inc. has now made the continued secrecy of the business plan

meaningless and the plan is contained herein.
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The plaintiff through his counsel Bret D. Landrith in a F.R. Civ. P. Rule 16 case management

conference the week of May 2, 2003 with Steven D. Ruse, KS lic. #11461 and Mark A. Olthoff, KS lie.

#70339 of Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, PC and reminded them again of the plaintiffs proposed electronic

discovery plan. A tape of that conference was made by the plaintiff and is Exb 5

( and can be heard online at

httr:i!www.medicalsuRplvrhain.,;pl1\!pdfiSugllart%20T"hompson%20Kilwv':'o20St("vt'n"!o20Ruse%20Mark%2001thoft'!!o20COflvcrsio{]

.wav)

B. Formation of contract

The escrow services contract was formed between the parties with the following email which has

Brian J. Kabbes a Vice President of US Bank's Trust Department in St. Louis Missouri accepting the

escrow agreement or memorandum after the inclusion of a term requiring the funds to be invested in a

treasury fund owned by US Bank.

US Bank's Trust Department through its Vice President Brian Kabbes signed the escrow

agreement. Brian Kabbes signed the agreement both by acknowledging and approving the agreement in a

return email and also by causing his name "Brian J. Kabbes" to be affixed to the memorandum as required

under 2 E. Farnsworth, Farnsworth on Contracts § 6.8, at 144 (1990); Restatement (Second) of Contracts §

134 (1981); Dinuba Farmers' Union Packing Co. v. J.M Anderson Grocer Co., 193 Mo.App. 236,182

S.W. lO36 (1916); Kamada v. RX Group Ltd., 639 S.W.2d 146, 148 (Mo.App.l982); Vess Beverages, Inc.

v. Paddington Corp., 941 F.2d 651 at 654 (C.A.8 (Mo.), 1991) Venable v. Hickerson, Phelps, Kirtley &

Associates, Inc., 903 S.W.2d 659 at 662 (Mo. App.W.D., 1995); Intern. Casings Group v. Premium

Standard Farms, 358 F.Supp.2d 863 (W.D. Mo., 2005) .

The email of Brian Kabbes accepting written contract to provide escrow accounts and escrow

agency services and instructing affixing his name and address to it ( Exb 6):

From: <BRIANJ.KABBES@usbank.com>
To: Samuel Lipari <Saml@MedicaISupplyChain.com>
Subject: Re: Up Date:
Date: lO/08/2002 2:20:23 PM

Attachment Nl: MSCI Escrow.doc

Here is my address:
Brian J. Kabbes
Vice President
U.S. Bank National Association
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6

One U.S. Bank Plaza
Mail Code: SL-MO- T6CT
St. Louis, MO 6310]
314-418-3943
314-418-1225 FAX

>"Samuel Lipari" <Saml@MedicaISupplyChain.com>
> To: Brian.J.Kabbes@USBank.com
>cc: "bret landrith" <colaborator7@yahoo.com>
>Subject: Up Date: 10/07/02 09:59 AM

>Bryan, we have made the necessary changes to #10 Security Interests. Can
>you provide me with acceptable language as it relates to an Authorization
>andlor Rejection release. You may have a better feel for what language is
>needed and/or will be recognized by the Escrow/Bank. S-
>Samuel Lipari
>Chairman &
>Chief Operating Officer
>Medical Supply Chain, Inc.
>Corporate Center
> 1300 NW Jefferson Court
>Blue Springs, MO 64015
>: 816.220.4128
>Fax: 816-220-4199
>SamL@MedicaISupplyChain.com
>www.MedicaISupplyChain.com
>This message is intended solely for the designated recipient, which may
>contain privileged or confidential information and may be subject to
>confidentiality agreement(s). Access to this email by anyone else is
>unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
>distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
>prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this message in error,
>please notify the sender immediately by reply and destroy the original
>communication.

Kabbes email to Lipari 10-8-02 Exb 6

The above email incorporating the text of the email it was a reply to was sent to the plaintiff in

response to a telephone call request for approval of the agreement in its final form to send to the first group

of hospital supply representative candidates selected by Medical Supply Chain, Inc. who were to deposit

their certification funds in the escrow accounts, capitalizing Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s entry into the

national hospital supply market. The email Brian Kabbes was responding to (Exb 7 Lipari email to Kabbes

10-7-02) had as an attachment the written escrow agreement:

From: Samuel Lipari <Saml@MedicaISupplyChain.com>
To: <Brian.J.Kabbes@USBank.com>
Subject: Up Date:
Date: 10/07/20028:59:16 AM

Attachment Nl: MSCI Escrow.doc

mailto:Brian.J.Kabbes@USBank.com


Bryan. we have made the necessary changes to # 10 Security Interests. Can you
provide me with acceptable language as it relates to an Authorization and/or
Rejection release. You may have a better feel for what language is needed
and/or will be recognized by the Escrow/Bank. S~

Samuel Lipari
Chairman &
Chief Operating Officer
Medical Supply Chain, Inc.
Corporate Center
1300 NW Jefferson Court
Blue Springs, MO 64015
Phone: 816.220.4128
Fax: 816-220-4199
SamL@MedicaISupplyChain.com
www.MedicaISupplyChain.com

This message is intended solely for the designated recipient, which may
contain privileged or confidential information and may be subject to
confidentiality agreement(s). Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender immediately by reply and destroy the original
communication.

Exb 7 Lipari email to Kabbes 10-7-02.

The attachment N 1 to the 10-7-02 email agreement had an escrow agreement without Brian

Kabbes Signature block affixed. Exb 8.

The word document meta data shows that the Brian Kabbes signature block was attached as

instructed by Brian Kabbes in his email to Lipari on 10-8-02. The escrow agreement approved after

amendment to include a benefit to US Bank that was included in the email signed by Brian Kabbes on

behalf of US Bank Trust department is Exb 9.

After the escrow agreement terms had been agreed upon and the escrow contract approved for

mailing to the first 10 candidates selected by Medical Supply Chain, Inc. The plaintiff began working on

the release that would be utilized after the seminars were concluded. The next email is the plaintiff

forwarding the release to Brian Kabbes for review, Exb 10. The email also is evidence that documents were

entrusted to the Noland road branch office of US Bank in Independence, Missouri and that the plaintiff had

instructed Doug Lewis to fax to Kabbes in St. Louis the tax clearance and corporate standing:

From: Samuel Lipari <Saml@MedicaISupplyChain.com>
To: Brian Kabbes <BrianJ.Kabbes@USBank.com>
Subject: Escrow Release
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Date: lO11112002 11:22:31 AM

Attachment N 1: MSCI Escrow Release.doc

Brian, attached is the MSCI Escrow release. Please review and advise? Did Doug
fax our Tax clearance and Corporation standing documents? Let's talk Monday.

Sam

Samuel Lipari
Chairman & Chief Operating Officer
Medical Supply Chain, Inc.
Corporate Cen ter
1300 NW Jefferson Court
Blue Springs, MO 64015
Phone: 816.220.4128
Fax: 816.220.4199
SamL@MedicaISupplyChain.com
www.MedicaISupplyChain.com

This message is intended solely for the designated recipient, which may
contain privileged or confidential information and may be subject to
confidentiality agreement(s). Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender immediately by reply and decommunication.

Exb. 10 Lipari email to Brian Kabbes lO-II-02.

The last email between Kabbes and the plaintiff is dated 10-14-02 and is a query by Lipari on the

status of a separate writing, the release that the MSCI candidates would have to execute to free the

remainder of the escrow funds for use by Medical Supply Chain, Inc.:

From: Samuel Lipari
To: Brian Kabbes
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2002 3:57 PM
Subject: Escrow Release

Brian, is the escrow release OK? Sam

Exb 11 Lipari email to Brian Kabbes 10-14-02.

The voicemailleft by Becky Hainje of US Bank in Independence, Missouri (See Exb 12 or hear

online at http://www.medicalsupplvchain.com!pdfillSB%20Beckv%20Hainje%20Collversion,wav ) explains that Brian

Kabbes will not consider accepting additional documentation. Becky Hainje states the reason the escrow

accounts will not be provided is the know your customer provision of the USA PATRIOT Act. Hainje
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reveals additional documentation or changing the contract to meet the requirements claimed by the bank to

make performance an impossibility under the USA PATRIOT Act will not be considered. This

conclusively shows breach and liability of the defendants under the plaintiffs claim for breach of contract.

Refusal to adapt or change the contract to make performance possible voids the UCC impossibility defense

and is a violation of the UCC duty of good faith and fair dealing.

The defendants did not disclose any email as part of their Rule 26 disclosure. The defendants

sought a stay of discovery based on the defendants' misrepresentation of Missouri law on whether the

plaintiff had standing to proceed pro se. See Exb 13 at pages 23-34 from the plaintiffs second draft of the

parties' January 2008 case management conference report. The plaintiff gave notice that the court lacked

jurisdiction to relieve them from their Rule 26 disclosure requirements where the appeal of the same case or

controversy was before the Tenth Circuit as Medical Supply Chain, Inc. and Samuel Lipari 1'. Neoforma, et

al., Case No. 06-3331.

The defendants' May 4, 2007 letter Exb 14 defends their actions and provided Rule 26 (a)

discovery disclosures that did not include the email critical to resolving the central issue of this litigation:

whether the parties were in contract and whether the contract or contracts were in writing.

October 18 Letter (DEF 00010 Exb 15) from US Bank Trust Legal Services senior corporate

counsel Kristen Strong attempting to overcome the pretext nature of the USA PATRIOT Act know your

customer reason given for breaching the contract discussed by the plaintiff's counsel with her as a

misrepresentation and a legally incorrect understanding of the USA PATRIOT Act law by the bank's trust

department acting as the plaintiffs fiduciary and at length with US Bank officials in previous recorded

conversations.

In ~3 of the October 18 Letter (DEF 00010 Exb 15) Trust Legal Services senior corporate

counsel Kristen Strong also gives two more pretext and false reasons the escrow services contract was

breached, stating the escrow agreement was not in writing and not signed by US Bank.

The defendants omitted or excluded DEF 00011 from disclosure to the plaintiff.

October 22 Letter from US Bank Trust Legal Services senior corporate counsel Kristen Strong

acknowledging receipt of proposed draft complaint and requesting plaintiff to cease communications with

bank employees. DEF 00012 Exb 16
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III. Effect of Anticipatory Breach

The defendants repudiated the contract with the plaintiff. The complaint describes Brian Kabbes, a

US Bank Vice President stating that the escrow contracts would not be performed after they were sent to

the key candidates selected by the plaintiff "An anticipatory repudiation can be made orally. See Upland

Ind. Corp. v. Pacific Gamble Robinson Co., 684 P.2d 638,643 (Utah 1984) (anticipatory breach "is the

outcome of words or acts evincing an intention to refuse performance in the future"); accord

REST ATEMENT § 250 (indicating that anticipatory repudiation is typically made by way of a

"statement")."Becker v. HsalWexford Bancgroup, LL c. 157 F.Supp.2d 1243 at 1252-1253 (D. Utah,

2001).

By repudiating the contract, the defendants voluntarily accepted liability for the plaintiffs lost

profits:

"It is settled law in this state that either party to a contract has the right to repudiate the contract on
the usual terms of compensating the other for the damages, and that a repudiation of the contract
amounts to a breach. When defendant repudiated the contract on April 6th, the contract was
breached, and a right of action then accrued to the plaintiff to sue for and recover damages caused
by the breach. Itwas not within plaintiffs power thereafter to publish the advertisement in its
catalogue, and sue upon the contract as for a performance, and recover the contract price. Plaintiffs
remedy, having expended labor and incurred expense in a part performance of the contract before its
repudiation, was by suit to recover the money expended, the value of the labor bestowed in part
performance of the contract, plus the profit that would have accrued had not the performance
of the contract been prevented by the defendant." See, also, Frederick v. Willoughby, 136 Mo.
App. 244,116 S. W. 1109." [Emphasis added]

Western Advertising Co. v. Midwest Laundries, 61 S.W.2d 251 (Mo. App., 1933).

Federal courts are consistent in recognizing the long established principle of anticipatory breach

under Missouri law:

Medcon clearly stated its intent not to perform under the contract at that time or any other time.
Medcon lacked a valid legal basis for reaching this extreme conclusion. Engel exercised its statutory
rights when it continued to perform and then resold the goods when Medcon failed to retract its
repudiation. See Mo.Rev.Stat, §§ 400.2-610,400.2-703. Engel is therefore entitled to damages."

Engel Industries v. First American Bank, 798 F.Supp. 9 at 12 (D.C., 1992). The defendants in their

December 19,2003 have argued that escrow accounts are goods. Therefore the defendants have likely

conceded Mo.Rev.Stat. §§ 400.2-610, 400.2-703 apply.

The plaintiff attempted to exercise the option of seeking a declaratory judgment in federal court

against the conduct of US Bank and US Bancorp in anticipatorily breaching the contract that was certain to

injure patients and even result in death in the national market for hospital supplies, not to mention injure
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Medical Supply Chain, Inc. The [non-breaching] party can immediately treat the anticipatory repudiation as

a breach, or it can continue to treat the contract as operable and urge performance without waiving any

right to sue for that repudiation. Kasco Servs. Corp. v. Benson, 831 P.2d 86, 89 (Utah 1992).

Neither US Bank, nor US Bancorp retracted their anticipatory breach before the plaintiff brought

his action.

"Because a party injured by another party's anticipatory repudiation may elect to immediately sue
for damages, a retraction of an anticipatory repudiation must be made before suit is brought to be
effective. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts Sec. 256(1) (1981 )."

Glatt v. Bank of Kirkwood Plaza, 383 N.W.2d 473 at 479 (N.D., 1986). The immediacy of the

plaintiff s cause of action also negates the effect of later misrepresen tations of the bank officials regarding

whether the parties were in contract and a cause of action ripened at the repudiation. At law, the filing of

the suit which did not result in Hon. Carlos Murguia hearing the state contract related claims provided the

defendants notice that their anticipatory repudiation could no longer be modified, altered or retracted. It

was at that point quite simply an intentional breach. US Bank and US Bancorp had assumed liability for the

natural damages in contemplation of the parties;

"FARNSWORTH ON CONTRACTS, § 8.21, at 542-43. "As soon as the injured party has
materially changed its position in reliance on the repudiation, ... it is too late for the repudiating
party to retract." Id. at 543. Ifthe injured party notifies the repudiating party that it considers the
repudiation final, either by statements to that effect or by filing a lawsuit, then it need not show
reliance on the repudiation to prevent revocation. Id. at 543, n. 15. However, if there has been no
material change in reliance on the repudiation, and no notice that the repudiation is considered
final, such as by the filing of a lawsuit, then revocation is possible. If the repudiation was by
words, then "the repudiating party can nullify it by giving notice of retraction to the injured party."
Id. at 542. If the repudiation was by deeds, then "the repudiating party can nullify it by correcting
the situation that amounted to the repudiation." Id. at 543." [Emphasis added]

Kinesoft Development Corp. v. Softbank Holdings, 139 F.Supp.2d 869 at 898 (N.D. Ill., 2001)

A. Lack of Business Justification

The defendants had no measurable risk of liability from providing the escrow accounts:

"30A C.J .S. Escrows § 8, page 991, states in pertinent part as follows:
b. Liabilities

A depositary is liable for a breach of the duties assumed by him under the terms of the escrow
contract.

The liability of a depositary or escrow holder is both fixed and limited by the contract under
which he undertakes to perform the impartial function of stake-holder. So, a depositary is not liable
for failure to comply with instructions or provisions of a contract between the depositors to which
he has not assented and is not bound. On the other hand, ifhe violates duties assumed under the
terms of the escrow contract or instructions, he is liable in damages for the loss suffered thereby,
unless it appears that his wrongful act has been ratified by the injured party. He is liable for his
negligence, as in caring for the property deposited with him, or for breach of duty of good faith
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toward the depositor in personally acquiring such property at an inadequate price, or for conversion
in delivering escrows in violation of the escrow agreement as discussed infra § II; and he may be
compelled to deliver the instrument to the grantee or obligee where the latter has complied with all
the conditions of the escrow, infra § 15.

Generally, no liability attaches for the depositary's failure to do something not required
by the terms of the escrow, or for a loss incurred while obediently following the escrow
instructions without neglect or fraud. Also, a depositary is not liable for failure to inquire
concerning the authority of an agent of certain of the parties making the deposit; ... (Footnotes
omitted)" [ Emphasis added]

Federal Deposit Ins. v. First Nat. Bank and Trust, 496 F.Supp. 294 at 296-297 (W.D. Okl., 1980).

In addition to clearly established legal authorities severely limiting or excluding liability to escrow

agents, the escrow agreement adopted by US Bank expressly indemnified the escrow agent against all

liability:

"S.Indemnification

Seller and Purchaser jointly and severally agree to indemnify and save the Escrow Agent harmless
from all loss, cost, damages, fees and expenses, including, but not limited to attorney's fees suffered
or incurred by the Escrow Agent as a result thereof."

Exb. 9 Escrow contract article 5.

B. The Falsehood of the Reason Given For Not Performing

The complaint details the misrepresentation of the defendants that the USA PATRIOT Act

prevented from performing the contract and required their breach. The tape recording of US Bank officials

reveals the USA PATRIOT Act was the reason given (later recorded and written communications

demonstrate the defendants sought to deny they had used the USA PATRIOT Act as a pretext for not

performing).

The falsehood is independently demonstrable for each of the following reasons; I) the "know

your customer" reporting requirements contemplated under the act were not a barrier but a mere reporting

mechanism; 2) the applicability of any reporting requirements to a domestic trust or escrow account was

speculative at the time the reason was given; and 3) the US Treasury Department which is responsible for

regulating banks had published it was delaying implementation of the USA PATRIOT Act to banks.

The May 2005 United States Government Accountability Office Report to Congressional Requesters

entitled "USA PATRIOT ACT Additional Guidance Could Improve Implementation of Regulations

Related to Customer Identification and Information Sharing Procedures" (GAO-05-412 USA Patriot Act)

20 reveals that regulations for Customer Information Procedures ("CIP") did not even get issued or enacted
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till October of 2003 a year after US Bank and US Bancorp breach of the contract to provide escrow

accounts on the false pretext that the "know your customer" provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act the CIP

procedures prevented escrow account deposits:

"Since February I and October I, 2003-when financial institutions were to be in compliance with
regulations for sections 314 and CIP of the PATRIOT Act, respectively-banking, securities, and
futures regulators and SROs
issued examination guidance and trained examiners to assess firms for compliance with both
provisions. The five banking regulators jointly issued guidance for CIP and section 314. The SEC
and the securities SROs we reviewed issued final guidance for both provisions individually, and the
futures SROs we reviewed issued final guidance jointly in February 2004 through the Joint Audit
Committee-a consortium offutures exchanges. NFA updated and issued its guidance by October
2003 for both provisions. All federal financial regulators and SROs continue to update staff on
changes to examination procedures and have trained examiners to assess firms for compliance with
CIP and section 314. All Financial Regulators and SROs Have Issued Final Guidance and
Procedures for CIP and Section 314 and The banking regulators jointly issued guidance and
procedures for section 314 on October 20,2003, and for CIP on July 28, 2004. Although banking
regulators did not issue final examination guidance for CIPs until several months after the
regulations took effect, examiners were assessing firms' CIPs using draft or interim guidance
beginning in October 2003."

GAO-05-412 USA Patriot Act at pg. 28 http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d05412.pdf

Ed Higgens, a Senior Vice President and attorney acting for US Bancorp's Chief Financial Officer

Andrew Cesere also stated in a taped phone conversation with the plaintiff that he saw no way that the

know your customer provision of the USA PATRIOT Act would apply to the plaintiffs escrow accounts or

prevent the plaintiff from receiving the escrow accounts, line of credit, clearing and settlement services.

Exb. 17 Ed Higgens recording.

The USA PATRIOT Act reason provided by US Bank and US Bancorp was a false pretext but is

further demonstrable as intentional fraud because the plaintiff supplied the defendants with information

about the inapplicability of the USA PATRIOT Act and also sought to correct any problems causing the

repudiation in order to preserve performance. Exb 12 Becky Hainje voice mail.

IV. Emails, Escrow Agreement, Loan Application Written Contracts Per Missouri Law

Under Missouri Statute of Frauds law, the contract itself need not be in writing; a memorandum of

the contract is sufficient. See Wei! Clothing Co. v. National Garment Co., 148 S.W.2d 586, 594

(Mo.App.1941) (quoting Carter v. Western Tie & Timber Co., 170 S.W. 445, 446 (Mo.App.l914)). The

memorandum need not be a single document but may comprise several writings that, in combination,

supply the essential terms. Bayless Bldg. Materials Co. v. Peerless Land Co., 509 S.W.2d 206, 211
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(Mo.App.1974). Even if only one of the documents is signed, the requirement is satisfied as long as one

document refers to the other, or their contents clearly show they are related. See Mayer v. King Cola Mid-

America, Inc., 660 S.W.2d 746, 748 (Mo.App.1983).

The email exchange led to the Escrow Memorandum to be a signed contract:

"Under the statute of frauds, the writing evidencing a contract of the character of that here involved
is not required to be signed contemporaneously with the making of the contract itself."

Gate City Nat. Bank v. Elliott, 181 S.W. 25 at 28 (Mo., 1915).

The contract itself need not be in writing; a memorandum of the contract is sufficient. See Wei!

Clothing Co. v. National Garment Co., 148 S.W.2d 586, 594 (Mo.App.1941) (quoting Carter v. Western

Tie & Timber Co., 170 S.W. 445, 446 (Mo.App.1914)). The memorandum need not be a single document

but may comprise several writings that, in combination, supply the essential terms. Bayless Bldg. Materials

Co. v. Peerless Land Co., 509 S.W.2d 206, 211 (Mo.App.1974). Even if only one of the documents is

signed, the requirement is satisfied as long as one document refers to the other, or their contents clearly

show they are related. See Mayer v. King Cola Mid-America, Inc., 660 S.W.2d 746, 748 (Mo.App.l983).

Although the signature requirement may be met with initials, Kamada v. RX Group Ltd., 639 S.W.2d 146,

148 (Mo.App.1982), they must be affixed with the intent to authenticate the writing as that of the signer, 2

E. Farnsworth, Farnsworth on Contracts § 6.8, at 144 (1990); Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 134

(1981).

The escrow contract attachment approved by Brian Kabbes ( Exb. 9) as well as the email of Brian

Kabbes ( Exb. 6) approving the escrow contract for sending to the first round of Medical Supply Chain,

Inc. candidates both meet the Missouri requirements for a signed document: A signature may appear

anywhere in the document and may be typed, printed, or stamped, as well as written. [emphasis added]

Dinuba Farmers' Union Packing Co. v. J.M Anderson Grocer Co., 193 Mo.App. 236, 182 S.W. lO36 at

1039 (1916). See also Venable v. Hickerson, Phelps, Kirtley & Associates, Inc., 903 S.W.2d 659 at 662

(Mo. App.W.D., 1995).

A. The Signature of Vice Pres. Brian J. Kabbes for the US Bank Trust Department

Throughout this tragic litigation from 2002 forward (the plaintiff estimated 40,000 Americans die

each year his company is kept out of the market for hospital supplies, US Bancorp's co-conspirator General

Electric has estimated publicly that 50,000 Americans die in hospitals unnecessarily each year because
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healthcare information technology companies are kept out of the market) , the defendants have asserted

there was no written escrow agreement and that the escrow agreement was not signed. Missouri state

attorneys practicing in the Kansas District court repeatedly asserted the agreement was not signed and

repeatedly sought dismissals before discovery and before evidence can be presented that there were

writings and that the writings were signed. The defendants' counsel continues this assertion even though

the issue has been clearly resolved and the writings described in the plaintiffs complaints and pleadings

meet the Missouri statute of frauds signature requirement:

'The Dinuba case indeed holds that the signature of the party to be charged under the statute of
frauds is not confined to the actual subscription of his name. Dinuba, 182 S.W. at lO39. Rather, the
name of the party to be charged may be either in writing or in print, or by stamp upon the
memorandum. Id."

Venable v. Hickerson, Phelps, Kirtley & Associates, Inc., 903 S.W.2d 659 at 662 (Mo. App.W.D.,

1995).

The issue of whether a printed name caused to be affixed to a document with the intention

evidenced by Brian J. Kabbes October 8, 2002 email ( Exb. 6) doing the same to finalize the document of

the Escrow agreement and enable the agreement to be sent to Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s first round of

candidates has been clearly established in Missouri from 1915 onwards:

"But it is said the memorandum is not even signed by the brokerage company. It is true no formal
signature appears to be affixed thereto, but this is unimportant, in view of the fact that the name of
the broker - that is, the Rosen-Reichardt Brokerage Company - is printed on the heading of the
memorandum, and defendant's name is clearly written by the broker therein in typewriting as the
purchaser. The signature required by the statute is not confined to the actual subscription of his
name by the party to be charged, as is said by Mr. Benjamin on Sales (6th Ed.) § 256. Indeed, the
name of the party to be charged may be either in writing or in print, or by stamping the name upon
the memorandum. Moreover, it may be in the body of the writing or at the beginning or at the end of
it.

"But when the signature is not placed in the usual way at the foot of the written or printed
paper, it becomes a question of intention, a question of fact to be determined by the other
circumstances of the case, whether the name so written or printed in the body of the instrument was
appropriated by the party to the recognition of the contract."

See Benjamin on Sales (6th Ed.) § 259. Drury v. Young, 58 Md. 549,42 Am. Rep. 343;
Browne on Statute of Frauds (5th Ed.) § 356. See, also, Saunderson v. Jackson, 2 Bos. and Puller,
237. In Clason's Ex'rs v. Bailey, 14 Johns. 486, Chancellor Kent says:

"It is a point settled that if the name of a party appears in the memorandum, and is applicable to
the whole substance of the writing, and is put there by him or by his authority, it is immaterial in
what part of the instrument the name appears, whether at the top, in the middle, or at the bottom. * *
* Forms are not regarded, and the statute is satisfied if the terms of the contract are in writing, and
the names of the contracting parties appear."

See, also, Higdon v. Thomas, I Har. & G. (Md.) 139, 152. It sufficiently appears that
defendant's name was written into the memorandum as the purchaser by the Rosen-Reichardt
Brokerage Company who, according to the evidence, at that stage of the negotiations had, in virtue
of its function as broker, become the agent of defendant, as well as plaintiff, and was authorized to
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do so; moreover, that defendant appropriated the name thus written by accepting and retaining the
memorandum of the sale thus prepared and delivered to it. In the case of Durrell v. Evans, 1
Hurlstone & Coltman's Rep. 172, a similar memorandum was considered, for there the name of the
defendant, written by a factor at the head of the memorandum delivered to him, was regarded as a
sufficient signature by his agent. In that case the memorandum related to the sale by the plaintiffs
factor of certain hops, and on a cursory reading of the opinion it would seem that the court, through
laying stress upon the evidence tending to prove the factor was the agent of defendant and
authorized to sign his name thereto, cast an inference that such evidence was essential in every case.
What was there said on the question of evidence showing authority in plaintiffs factor to represent
defendant as well must be considered, however, in connection with the office of the factor, which is
not in all respects identical with that of a broker. The broker, as before said, is in the first instance
the agent of one party only - that is, the party who first employs him - but rises to the dignity of
an agent for both on consummating the negotiations so as to enable him to represent both in
executing the bought and sold notes. See Bouvier's Law Dictionary, "Brokers." But a factor is an
agent of his principal only employed to sell goods for a factorage, or commission. See Bouvier,
"Factor." With this distinction in mind, it is clear that the language of the court employed in Durrell
v. Evans, supra, touching the matter of the evidence essential to show the authority of the factor to
write the defendant's name in the heading of the memorandum as a purchaser of the hops, is to be
treated as beside the instant case, for here the broker possessed the essential authority employed in
virtue of his calling - that is, the authority is implied in law. We regard the memorandum as
sufficient under the statute of frauds, in that the broker possessed authority to represent defendant as
well as plaintiff."

Dinuba Farmers' Union Packing Co. v. J.M Anderson Grocer Co., 193 Mo.App. 236,182 S.W.

1036 (1916).

B. E-Mail Contracts Under Missouri Statute of Frauds Intern. Casings Group

The plaintiff asserted the legal basis under the E-Sign electronic signatures act as it applies to

contracts formed via email or subject to the Missouri Statute of Frauds for seeking a preliminary injunction

in 2002 against the defendants and a declaratory judgment in advance of the breach and injury based on the

November 28,2000 writings of Patrick A. Randolph, Jr., Professor of Law , UMKC School of Law in his

postings to the LIST SERVE for the Real Estate Brokers Discussion Group (Exb??) and cited in 2002 and

2003 by the plaintiff.

The plaintiff believes the issues of whether a Missouri contract was formed via email and whether

it meets the requirements of Missouri's Statute of Frauds has been dispositively resolved by The Honorable

Nanette K. Laughrey, United States District Judge for the Western District of Missouri in Intern. Casings

Group v. Premium Standard Farms, 358 F.Supp.2d 863 (W.D. Mo., 2005). To aid the parties in settling

this matter and since the Hon. Carlos Murguia produced no written memorandum or findings of fact in

either of the plaintiffs 2002 hearings seeking preliminary injunction, the plaintiff is incorporating the

relevant analysis from Hon. Nanette Laughrey's opinion at length and with the page numbers marked:
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"Considering the evidence presented at the preliminary injunction hearing, the Court
concludes that a jury is likely to find that the parties intended that their agreement be reduced to
writing as a memorialization. They did not intend the writing to be a condition precedent to the
formation of the contract. Pummill's e-mail onJune7.2004.said that everything looked fine except
two things. Sanecki then agreed to PSF's proposal concerning those two things. The parties then
implemented the new pricing structure which was the major stumbling block to the formation of the
contract. In his June 21 e-mail, Pummill says that "we" will mark up the contracts to conform to the
agreement and PSF was then to send them to ICG. At no time does Pummill say "I" will mark them
up and then give them to Manley for his approval, and if Manly approves them, we will send them
to you. There is nothing in the communications or the actions of the parties that suggest that no
contract was formed until the paper documents were formally signed by both Sanecki and Manly.
See Hunt v. Dallmeyer, 517 S.W.2d 720, 724 (Mo.Ct.App.1974) (where there is an intent by the
parties not to be bound by the oral contract but only by a later prepared and signed written contract,
such an intention must be specifically understood in the original agreement).

Nor is there objective evidence to indicate that Pummill did not have the authority to
enter into the agreement on behalf ofPSF. The evidence strongly suggests that he had authority to
bind PSF. While there is evidence that suggests that Sanecki did not want to make repairs required
by the terms of the agreement until there was a writing, this does not mean that the parties
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intended the written documents be a condition precedent to the formation of a contract.

Sanecki was obviously concerned about making the repairs on the defendant's property in the event
that PSF attempted to backtrack on its agreement. Itwas also a minor issue in comparison to the
implementation of the new pricing structure which was done as of June 28,2004. It is probable that
a jury will find that a written document with a formal signature was not a condition precedent to the
formation of the contract.

2. Statute of Frauds

Because this dispute involves a contract for the sale of goods in excess offive hundred
dollars, it must satisfy the Statute of Frauds or one of the exceptions to it. Mo.Rev.Stat. § 400.2-201
(applying the Statute of Frauds to contracts exceeding five hundred dollars). PSF contends that the
Statute of Frauds has not been satisfied because the agreement was not in writing and was not
signed. ICG contends that the April 27, 2004, documents and the e-mails between Pummill and
Sanecki satisfy the writing and signature requirements of the Statute of Frauds.

The Statute of Frauds has two requirements relevant to this dispute. See Mo.Rev.Stat,
§ 400.2-201. The writing must evidence a contract for the sale of goods and "it must be 'signed,' a
word which includes any authentication which identifies the party to be charged ...." Howard
Construction Co. v. Jeff-Cole Quarries, 669 S.W.2d 221,226 (Mo.Ct.App.1983); also see Sedmak v.
Charlie's Chevrolet, Inc., 622 S.W.2d 694,699 (Mo.Ct.App.l981); Vess Beverages, Inc. v.
Paddington Corp., 886 F.2d 208,213 (8th Cir.1989).

a. Written Contract for the Sale of Goods

As previously indicated, the Court has concluded that it is probable that the e-mail
exchange between Sanecki and Pummill and the written contracts sent by Sanecki on April 27,
2004, established a contract which contained all the essential terms of the parties' output agreement
for the Milan and Clinton facilities.

The fact that the terms of the agreement are contained in separate documents does not
prevent compliance with the Statute of Frauds. To satisfy the Statute of Frauds, the writing "may
comprise several writings that, in combination, supply the essential terms." Vess Beverages, Inc. v.
Paddington Corp., 941 F.2d 651,654 (8th Cir.1991) (applying Missouri law). The content of the e-
mails establishes that the document sent by Sanecki on April 27, 2004, were part of the negotiated
terms, as were the terms specifically resolved by the e-mails.Therefore.jt is probable that ICG will
convince the jury that the documents sent by Sanecki on April 27, 2004 and the parties' subsequent
e-mail communications establish a binding written contract for the sale of goods that contain all the
essential terms.
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b. The Signature

The more difficult question is whether the writings which evidenced the sale of goods
were signed. The answer depends on the definition of "signature" in the context of the UCC.

The UCC's definition of "signed" includes "any symbol executed or adopted by a
party with present intention to authenticate

Page 873
a writing." Mo.Rev.Stat. 400.1-201(39). The Comment to the UCC's definition states:

The inclusion of au thentication in the definition of' signed' is to make clear that as the
term is used in this Act a complete signature is not necessary. Authentication may be printed,
stamped or written; it may be by initials or by thumbprint. Itmay be on any part of the document
and in appropriate cases may be found in a billhead or letterhead. No catalog of possible
authentications can be complete and the court may use common sense and commercial experience in
passing upon these matters.

Id. at Cmt. ~ 39.
Missouri has also adopted the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act ("UETA"). See

Mo.Rev.Stat, §§ 432.200-432.295. The UETA applies to Missouri's UCC provisions that govern the
Statute of Frauds and the UETA defines an electronic signature as, "An electronic sound, symbol, or
process attached to or logically associated with a record and executed or adopted by a person with
the intent to sign the record." Mo.Rev.Stat, § 432.205(8). Moreover, the UETA states, "If a law
requires a signature, an electronic signature satisfies the law." Mo.Rev.Stat. § 432.230(4). Hence,
although Pummill's and Sanecki's signatures were electronic, they satisfy the signature requirement
of the UCC's Statute of Frauds, so long as each had the present intention to authenticate the
document.

There is overwhelming evidence that Sanecki's and Pummill's e-mails are authentic
and that the information contained in them was intended by each to accurately reflect their
communications with the other. Although they do not all contain a typed name at the bottom of the
e-mails, each e-mail contains a header with the name of the sender. Given the testimony at the
preliminary hearing, it is clear that Sanecki and Pummill, by hitting the send button, intended to
presently authenticate and adopt the content of the e-mailsastheirownwriting.This is enough to
satisfy the UCC given the breadth of its definition of signature, as well as the UETA which
specifically refers to a "process attached to or logically associated with a record."

Furthermore, the purpose of the UCC is to prevent fraud. See 73 AM. JUR. 2D Statute
of Frauds § 425. In this case, there is no dispute about the content or authenticity of the parties'
communications. Therefore, neither fraud nor perjury is a concern. Indeed, it would be contrary to
the purpose of the UCC to permit a party to negotiate all the terms of an agreement, do so in a way
which accurately records their negotiations and agreement, but then permit the party to escape
responsibility for its promises because a piece of paper with a handwritten signature has not been
produced. See 73 AM. JUR. 2D Statute of Frauds § 468 ("The courts do not tolerate the use of the
statute
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of frauds to enable one to take advantage of a person's own wrong and it ought not to be

used as a means to allow persons who have made a promise to circumvent their obligations.").
The Court's finding that an electronic signature in an e-mail satisfies the Statute of

Frauds is supported by the developing case law. See Cloud Corp. v. Hasbro, Inc., 314 F.3d 289 (7th
Cir.2002); Roger Edwards, LLC v. Fiddes & Son, Ltd., 245 F.Supp.2d 251 (D.Me.2003); Central
Illinois Light Co. v. Consolidation Coal Co., 235 F.Supp.2d 916, 919 (C.D.Il1.2002);
Commonwealth Aluminum Corp. v. Stanley Metal Association, 186 F.Supp.2d 770,774
(W.D.Ky.2001); Rosenfeld v. Zerneck, 4 Misc.3d 193,776 N.Y.S.2d 458 (N.Y.Sup.2004); Shattuck
v. Klotzbach, 2001 WL 1839720, No. 011109A (Mass. Super. Dec. 11,2001); Amedisys, Inc. v. JP
Morgan Chase Manhattan Bank (In re National Century Financial Enterprises. Inc.), 310 B.R. 580,
595 (Bankr.S.D.Ohio 2004).

Commentators have also suggested that an e-mail "signature" is sufficient to satisfy
the Statute of Frauds provision in the UCc. 12 ANDERSON ON THE COMMERCIAL CODE §
106:6ES (explaining that a valid signature includes "a name as part of an e-mail ... if the requisite
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intention is present."); Richard Allan Horning, Has Hal Signed A Contract: The Statute of Frauds in
Cyberspace, 12 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 253 (August 1996); Jean
Braucher, Rent-Seeking and Risk-Fixing in the New Statutory Law of Electronic Commerce:
Difficulties in Moving Consumer Protection Online, 2001 WIS. L. REV. 527 (2001); Steven
Domanowski, E-Sign: Paperless Transactions in the New Millennium, 51 DEPAUL L. REV. 619
(Winter 2001).

PSF has cited Toghiyany v. AmeriGas Propane, Inc., 309 F.3d 1088, 1090-91 (8th
Cir.2002), for the proposition that an e-mail cannot satisfy the signature requirement of the Statute
of Frauds. In Toghiyany, the Eighth Circuit held that a contract was not enforceable because it
lacked a durational term. The court also said the following:

Furthermore, the documents constituting the contract must be signed, or, in the
alternative, one document must be signed, so long as the others are significantly related to it. Vess
Beverages, 941 F.2d at 654. An enforceable contract cannot be inferred from the writings supplied
by the parties in this case because the writings - various e-mails and draft agreements - neither
contain the essential durational element nor are signed. Id.; see also Kansas City Power & Light Co.
at 1003.

Id. The cases cited by the Eighth Circuit Toghiyany, Vess Beverages, Inc. v.
Paddington Corp., 941 F.2d 651 (8th Cir.1991), and Kansas City Power & Light Co. v. Burlington
N. R.R. Co., 707 F.2d 1002 (8th Cir.l983), do not deal with the electronic signature issue nor does
the court explain why it concludes that the e-mails are not signed. So while Toghiyany "tugs the
other way," Cloud, 314 F.3d at 296, the Court does not believe it precludes the decision reached
today in this case. Significantly, the UCC's definition of "signature" did not apply in Toghiyany
because the sale was not governed by the UCc. Second, Toghiyany was decided before the
enactment of the Missouri UETA which was passed in 2003 - one year after the Eighth Circuit
issued its opinion in Toghiyany. The UETA, therefore, best reflects Missouri's law at the time these
e-mails were exchanged. Third, in General Trading Int'l, Inc. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 320 F.3d 831
(8th Cir.2003), another panel of the Eighth Circuit suggests but does not explicitly state that an e-
mail can satisfy the Statute of Fraud's signature requirement. See Cohen, Henning & Rusch, The
Frontiers of Article 2: Software Contracts, Rolling Contracts, and Electronic
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Commerce in Goods, SK038 ALI-ABA 1, 10 (December 9-11, 2004). Like Toghiyany,

General Trading was decided on other grounds so the current status of the UCC and electronic
signatures is unclear in the Eighth Circuit.

PSF also argues that the Missouri and North Carolina UETA do not apply to
Pummill's e-mails because the Acts require that the transactions are between "parties each of which
has agreed to conduct transactions by electronic means." Mo.Rev.Stat. 432.220(2).14 In determining
whether the parties have agreed, the Court may look to "context and surrounding circumstances,
including the parties' conduct." Id. The Court has done so and concluded that a fact finder will
probably infer from the objective evidence that the parties agreed to negotiate and eventually reach
the terms of an agreement via electronic mail based on their ongoing e-mail negotiations during all
of2003 and the beginning of2004. Moreover, the parties' continued performance after the new
pricing structure took effect on June 28, 2004, demonstrates they intended to reach an agreement via
the June 2004 e-mails.

Furthermore, in determining whether PSF agreed to "conduct transactions by
electronic means," the Court looks to whether Pummill intended to authenticate the writing - not
whether he subjectively intended to enter into a contract. In Vess Beverages, the court rejected the
argument that an individual authenticated his meeting notes when he created an attendance list for
the meeting and included his own initials among the initials of the other attendees. 941 F.2d at 655.
The court stated, "the signature need riot be legally effective assent to the contract, but the signer
must sign with the intent to indicate that the document is his." Id. The court further stated, "Lest
there be any confusion, we emphasize that the standard is whether the party to be charged signed the
writing with intention to authenticate the writing. Although one who signs a writing with intent to
assent to its terms or to authenticate that an agreement exists fulfills the signature requirement in so
doing, neither of these latter two types of intent is necessary to satisfy the Statute of Frauds." Id. at
n. 5. Thus, in determining whether Pummill had the "present intention to authenticate" his June 2004
e-mails, the Court has considered whether Pummill intended to verify that the e-mails were his
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communications - not whether Pummill's e-mails manifested a subjective intent to formalize in
writing a binding contract. To find otherwise would undermine the objective theory of contracts
which Missouri follows."

Intern. Casings Group v. Premium Standard Farms, 358 F.Supp.2d 863 (W.D. Mo., 2005).

The August 8,2006 Missouri State Court of Appeals opinion ofHon. Robert G. Ulrich, Hon.

Joseph M. Ellis, and Hon. Ronald R. Holliger in Crestwood Shops, L.L.c. v. Hilkene, No. WD 65694 (Mo.

App. 8/8/2006) has confirmed the US District court's resolution in Intern. Casings Group of Missouri

Statute of Fraud's application to contracts formed or modified through email. The plaintiff also

incorporates relevant analysis at length for the benefit of the parties omitting some of the facts at the

"***".

"In the third point relied on, Churchill and Ms. Hilkene argue that the trial court erred in concluding
that Ms. Hilkene's March 17, 2005, email satisfied the Statute of Frauds as a signed writing. They
assert that the trial court erroneously applied the law because the parties had not agreed to conduct
Lease transactions by electronic means.

None of the parties dispute that because the Lease was for a term of five years, it was within
the purview of the Statute of Frauds. §§ 432.010, 432.060.9 Thus, like the Lease itself, the
termination of the Lease must also be in writing to comport with the Statute of Frauds. Id. This is
also not disputed by the parties. The trial court relied upon the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act
(UETA), section 432.200 et seq.,IO to conclude that Ms. Hilkene's March 17, 2005, email to
Crestwood was a signed writing comporting with the Statute of Frauds. The UETA gives legal
effect to contracts formed by electronic record, but its application is limited to transactions where all
the parties to the agreement have agreed to conduct transactions by electronic means. § 432.220.2.
Section 432.220.2 states:

Sections 432.200 to 432.295 apply only to transactions between parties each of which has
agreed to conduct transactions by electronic means. Whether the parties agree to conduct a
transaction by electronic means is determined from the context and surrounding circumstances,
including the parties' conduct.

Ms. Hilkene argues in this third point that her March 17, 2005, email does not qualify as a
signed document under the Statute of Frauds because the parties did not agree to conduct
transactions by electronic means ...
***

Ms. Hilkene also states that the Lease and an amendment to the Lease were executed by her on
behalf of Churchill. She observes that the emails between her and Crestwood or its agents were
signed by her, but not explicitly on behalf of Churchill. All of this, she asserts, is evidence that the
parties did not agree to conduct transactions via email.

The trial court made the following relevant findings of fact:
Ms. Hilkene created a barrage of email demands and inquiries, directed at Mr. Padon.
Ms. Hilkene complained that Mr. Padon had sent a certified letter, thus wasting time, and stated

that she preferred to have all communication made in writing. She established a clear pattern and
preference for communicating with Mr. Padon by email.

Both parties agreed to conduct transactions by electronic means. Based on the context and
surrounding circumstances, the parties were in full agreement on their intention to conduct
transactions by email.

The trial court also made the following relevant conclusions oflaw:
The offer conveyed by email, and the acceptance conveyed by certified mail, constituted a

valid contract to terminate the lease. The two documents satisfy the requirements of the Statute of
Frauds.
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The March 17, 2005, email from Ms. Hilkene to Mr. Padon satisfied the requirements of the
Uniform Electronic Transactions Act. Ms. Hilkene's email was a valid written offer.

Several pieces of evidence admitted at trial support the trial court's findings and conclusions. In
an email Mr. Padon sent to Ms. Hilkene on March I, 2005, he stated: "Because of the accusations
voiced during our meeting last Friday, I would prefer to have my correspondence with you in
writing, which unintentionally delayed my response to you because I need to be in my office to
email." Ms. Hilkene responded with an email stating: "I prefer not to call you, and have been
advised to have all communications with you in writing."

Ms. Hilkene acknowledges this evidence, but claims it only evidences an agreement to
communicate or correspond via email. It does not, she asserts, manifest an agreement to conduct
transactions via email. In her March 17,2005 email, sent at 3:50 p.m., Ms. Hilkene stated: "I will be
on email only." This is the email in which Ms. Hilkene made the offer to terminate the Lease, which
Crestwood subsequently accepted. In this email. Ms. Hilkene makes her offer and states that she is
available only through email. By accepting the offer, Crestwood agrees that such an offer, a
transaction, may be done through email. This is substantial evidence that the parties agreed to
transact business via email.

Section 432.220.2 requires the trial court to examine the "context and surrounding
circumstances, including the parties' conduct" in determining whether the parties agreed to conduct
transactions by electronic means. As noted above, the parties communicated primarily through
email. They explicitly agreed to communicate only in writing. Further, Ms. Hilkene complained
when Crestwood communicated with her via a certified letter because the letter took two days to
reach her. She demonstrated a preference for email because of its speed. Moreover, she conveyed
her offer to terminate the contract via email and stated that she could only be reached through the
use of email. The trial court found that this evidence was the manifestation of an intent to conduct
business through email. Deference is given to a trial court's findings of fact. Moore, 136 S.W.3d at
164. The trial court's findings and conclusions are not error.

Point denied.
Point IV

In the fourth point relied on, Churchill and Ms. Hilkene argue that the trial court erred in
concluding that the March 17, 2005, email constituted an offer to rescind the Lease between
Churchill and Crestwood. They assert that the trial court erroneously applied the law to the facts
because the trial court failed to consider whether the surrounding circumstances, the method of
communications, and the language used supported its finding. Instead of an offer, they claim that the
March 17, 2005, email was an attempt to continue negotiations under the terms of the Lease as
illustrated by the surrounding circumstances, the method of communications, and the language
used."

Crestwood Shops, L.L.c. v. Hilkene, No. WD 65694 (Mo. App. 8/8/2006) (Mo. App., 2006).

V. The Loan Contract Was in Writing And Breached

The plaintiffs complaint describes the complete set of express agreements between the parties and

how they were breached. The defendants do not discuss the loan contract (in possession of the defendants)

which was in writing and was breached, the plaintiff never received a rejection of the credit agreement or

any funds:

"In this case, appellee's employee made an offer to process a loan for appellant which Frey
accepted by submitting an application in September 1995. The bank's employee had told appellant
that it would take five days to process the loan.

In our view, when appellee received the last requested documentation in October, it had a duty
to complete the process within or close to the five day time frame. Since appellee took more than
one and a half months to issue a commitment letter, this establishes on its face that a breach of the
initial loan processing agreement occurred in early November 1995.
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In addition, the commitment letter constituted a second offer by the bank which was also
accepted by appellant, establishing another contract."

Toledo O.J., Inc. v. Fifth Third Bank, 2001 OH 4008 at~~ 28,29, 30 (OHCA, 2001).

VI. Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing Breached Under Missouri Law

Each intentional misrepresentation by the defendants to courts, to government officials, to the

media and to US Bancorp shareholders for the purpose of preventing the plaintiff from enforcing his

contract and realizing the benefits of his bargain capitalizing his entrance into the hospital supply market or

having the foreseeable effect thereof is a breach of the contract between the parties under the Uniform

Commercial Code adopted by Missouri:

"The Act renders as the general definition of the term [§ 400.1-201]:
Subject to additional definitions contained in the subsequent articles of this chapter which are
applicable to specific articles or parts thereof, and unless the context otherwise requires, in this
chapter:

(19) "Good faith" means honesty in fact in the conduct or transaction concerned. [original
emphasis]

The early drafts and versions of the general definition of good faith imposed the duty that
contractors observe the reasonable commercial standards of the business or trade involved.
Farnsworth, Good Faith Performance and Commercial Reasonableness Under the Uniform
Commercial Code, 30 U.Chi.L.Rev. 666, 673 (1963). The deletion of that component from the
definition of the general obligation of good faith-sand the absence of any other definition of the duty
in acceleration of performance § 400.1-208--confines and delimits the reciprocal obligation of good
faith between Rigby and Boatmen's Bank and Bancshares to the practice of honesty in fact,
whatever the unreasonableness of that conduct by any commercial standard. Consolidated Public
Water Supply District No. C-I v. Farmers Bank, 686 S.W.2d 844, 851[10-12] (Mo.App.1985)."
"The Restatement (Second) of Contracts 205 provides that even though an actor believes that his or
her conduct is justified, he or she will violate the obligation of good faith in performance if he or she
engages in subterfuges and evasions. See id. at emt. a (quoted in Foseid, 197 Wis. 2d at 796)."

Bank One Milwaukee v. Williams Bay Trading Co. at ~30(Wis. Ct. App., 2000). See also Betterton

v. First Interstate Bank of Arizona, 800 F.2d 732 (8th Cir.1986) (UCC duty of good faith as a contractual

remedy); K.MC. Co., Inc. v. Irving Trust Company, 757 F.2d 752,759 (6th Cir.l985) (good faith is

implied in every contract and this includes a financing agreement; questions of fact should be resolved by

jury decision); Native Alaskan Reclamation and Pest Control, Inc. v. United Bank of Alaska, Alaska, 685

P.2d 1211 (1984).

Rigby Corp. v. Boatmen's Bank and Trust Co., Mo.App., 713 S.W.2d 517, 527 (1986) (in

discussion of good faith from reasonable commercial standards of the trade involved to characterization as

honesty in fact). The plaintiffs complaint describes conduct of the defendants dishonestly stating a false

reason to the plaintiff for failing to perform the contract to provide escrow accounts.
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"an allegation of a breach of the implied covenant of good faith cannot stand alone as a separate
cause of action from a breach of contract claim * * *." Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. v. Calex Corp.,
Franklin App. No. 04AP-980, 2006-0hio-638, ~98. Accord Wauseon Plaza L.P. v. Wauseon
Hardware Co., 156 Ohio App.3d 575, 2004-0hio-166l, 807 N.E.2d 953, ~52. In essence, a claim
for breach of contract subsumes the accompanying claim for breach of the duty of good faith and
fair dealing. "

Krukrubo v. Fifth Third Bank, 2007 Ohio 7007 at 8-9 (Ohio App. 12/27/2007),2007 Ohio 7007

(Ohio App., 2007).

"We conclude that under the expansive definition of bad faith found in Foseid, Bank One's actions,
at best, constitute "evasion of the spirit of the bargain, lack of diligence and slacking off," see 197
Wis.2d at 796, and at worst, amount to "willful rendering of imperfect performance [or] interference
with or failure to cooperate in the other parties performance," see id."

Bank One Milwaukee v. Williams Bay Trading Co. at ~32(Wis. Ct. App., 2000).

The Defendants' Participation in The General Electric Company attempt to avoid honoring a

separate contract to replace the escrow funds with a real estate violated good faith.

"Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 205 (1979). This duty "translates into an 'implied term' or
condition of the contractual arrangement. 'Good faith performance or enforcement of a contract
emphasizes faithfulness to an agreed common purpose and consistency with the justified
expectations of the other party.'" (Citations omitted.) Cadle Co., supra at 366,771 N.E.2d 179.
Good faith and fair dealing is the understanding between the parties "that neither party shall do
anything that will have the effect of destroying or injuring the right of the other party to receive the
fruits of the contract" (citations omitted). Anthony's Pier Four, Inc., supra at 471-472,583 N.E.2d
806.

As in Anthony's Pier Four, Inc., a number of the positions and actions taken by the Bank were
designed to force financial concessions from Tufankjian and injured his right to receive the fruits of
the contract. The Bank played an essential role in financing the proposed purchase of the dealership,
both in providing financing directly and in its assistance in obtaining the SBA loan. The Bank knew
of Tufankjian's reliance on its advice and expertise and used that reliance in an attempt to force
Tufankjian to "sweeten the deaL" Anthony's Pier Four, Inc., supra at 473,583 N.E.2d 806.

The Bank wished to improve upon the deal by including floor-plan financing or obtaining a
higher interest rate. Despite Tufankjian's ongoing refusal to accept the Bank's floor-plan financing
proposals, the Bank kept making them. See note 4, supra.

At various turns the Bank conducted itself in a manner at odds with Tufankjian, and that
conduct obstructed the performance required by the commitment letter. The Bank officer presented
Tufankjian in a negative light at the SSEDC meeting, denigrating his ability to repay the loan; the
appraisal, which was the Bank's responsibility to obtain, was not completed on time, and the Bank
required the use of an out-of-State, more expensive appraiser rather than a local, less expensive one.
Once the Bank refused to guarantee the interest rate for the SBA portion of the loan, and as
Tufankjian's position grew more desperate, the Bank indicated it would lend him all of the money
for the dealership, but only at the rate of7.5 percent with floor-plan financing or at 9.5 percent
without the floor-plan financing. There was also evidence that the Bank wished to abort the loan.

The Bank, by its actions, was seeking "'to recapture opportunities forgone on contracting' as
determined by [Tufankjian's] reasonable expectations" and to secure a better deal from him
(citations omitted). Anthony's Pier Four, Inc., supra at 473,583 N.E.2d 806. The jury were
warranted in finding a breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing and, therefore, in the
circumstances of this case, a breach of the contract. Cadle Co. v. Vargas, 55 Mass.App.Ct. at 366,
771 N.E.2d 179. The judge erred in allowing the Bank's motion for judgment notwithstanding the
verdict on the breach of contract claim.
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Tufankjian v. Rockland Trust Co., 57 Mass.App.Ct. 173, 782 N.E.2d 1 at 5-6 (Mass. App., 2003).

A. Each Misrepresentation of Fact and Law to The Court is a Violation of Duty of Good Faith

The continuing misrepresentation by the defendants through their agents Shughart, Thompson &

Kilroy over the executive summary being emailed to US Bancorp Piper Jaffray as a nonsensical or

irrational assertion that US Bancorp is not responsible for its blatant misconduct of faxing the business plan

against the confidentiality agreement and transmitting its contents to co-conspirators in the hospital supply

cartel of Novation LLC has a long history in this litigation. Most recently this fraudulent misrepresentation

by Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC appeared in the defendants' December 19,2008 Memorandum in

Support of Dismissal. However it was brought to the defendants' attention in 2003:

April 20, 2003

MR. STEVEN D. RUSE KS #11461
9225 Indian Creek Parkway
Overland Park, Kansas 66210
(913) 451-3355
(913)451-3361 (FAX)

Dear Mr. Ruse

I call your attention to our April 28th memorandum under separate cover where we address
your misconduct before the forum. You appear not to have heeded our April 3rd warning against
deliberate misrepresentation ofthe factual record where we stated: "This misleading
argument by the defendants that it was the same intellectual property borders on a
sanctionable misrepresentation." Looking back at why Medical Supply is without offices today
and has lost its creditworthiness and probably the chance to realize its business plan expectations, it
is clearly because of you and your firm's failure to provide a professional service to the forum and
even your client.

This serious breach cannot be overcome by misrepresenting material facts in written
pleadings in an attempt to commit fraud upon the court.

It is my opinion that sanctions will be of little use righting the wrongs Shughart Thomson
and Kilroy have inflicted upon Medical Supply Chain and the hospitals suffering from monopolized
supply costs. We will be researching 18 USC § 1503 claims against Jerry Grundhoffer, Andrew
Cesere and the other defendants who are responsible for the conduct of their attorney agents in this
matter.

With gravest regards,

Bret D. Landrith #20380
605 W. Kansas
Pittsburg, KS 66672 [Emphasis added]

Exb 19 Letter to Steven Ruse, 4-30-2003.
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The intentional fraudulent misrepresentations of factual information to the court, specifically to

Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia by the defendants US Bank and US Bancorp through their willing agent

Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC and the Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS

#11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141; and Jay E. Heidrick KS #20770

have each been not only a breach of the good faith and fair dealing duty under the contract to provide

escrow accounts but also a breach of the fiduciary duty of a trust account provider in a confidential

relationship with the plaintiff to provide accurate factual information to assist the plaintiff in resolving his

claims.

Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461 and Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339 are in the taped meeting in May

2003 being orally reminded in addition to the pleadings that a fiduciary duty is the "Sine qu Non" of an

escrow agency relationships. Exb. 5 May, 2003 Rule 16 conference.

The plaintiffs litigation has been continually dismissed by the Hon. Carlos Murguia citing the

factual misrepresentations of the Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy attorneys Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339

and Andrew M. Demarea, KS #1614. But for the intentional misrepresentations of US Bank and US

Bancorp through their agent Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC, the plaintiff could have recovered his

losses and entered the national market for hospital supplies monopolized by Novation LLC, the co-

conspirator of US Bank, US Bancorp, the former Neoforma, Inc. now GHX LLC and General Electric.

The court would have been reversed on the most recent appeal for adopting Mark A. OlthoffKS #

70339, and Andrew M. Demarea KS #16141 repeated factual misrepresentations that the elements of the

plaintiffs antitrust and racketeering claims were not pled when in fact they were and appeared where the

table of contents stated they were. The defense counsel were unable to support this court's rulings in total.

See Applt Brief at pages 19-31:

http://www.medicalsupplychain.com/pdflNovation%20Appeal%20Brief.pdf

And also in general, the defendants' Applee Brief at:

http://www.medicalsupplychain.com/pdflNovation%20&%20US%20Bank%20Reply%20Brief.pdf

The defendants' repeated threats of sanctioning and the actual procurement of sanction orders

through fraud and sham petitions, along with the disbarment of the plaintiffs original counsel and threats

secured in this court against the plaintiffs replacement counsel Dennis Hawver have all been prohibited in
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a confidential or fiduciary relationship: "Concealment, threat, or adverse pressure of any kind is unlawful

as long as the confidential relation exists."

Goldberg v. Goldberg, 217 Cal.App.2d 623,32 Cal.Rptr. 93 (Cal. App. 2 Dist., 1963).

Missouri state law recognizes that this misconduct is actionable as a breach of fiduciary duty as

fraud and undue influence, both over the court and the plaintiff:

"The terms "fraud" and "undue influence" are frequently used interchangeably. 37 C.J.S. Fraud § I,
at p. 207. However, as long ago noted, while undue influence is a fraud, fraud may exist without any
undue influence. Undue influence upon a person consists of virtually substituting the will of the one
exercising it for that of the other. Fraud consists of making that which is false appear to the other
person to be true, thereby affecting his will. Undue influence need not be attended with fraud and
fraud need not be attended with undue influence except insofar as the misrepresentation amounts to
influence. There need be no pressure in fraud such as is necessary to constitute undue influence.
Gordon v. Burris, 153 Mo. 223, 241,54 S.W. 546,551-552 (1899). Fraud is never presumed."

Estate of Hayes, In re, 658 S.W.2d 956 at 959 (Mo. App. S.D., 1983).

The failure of US Bancorp, US Bank, and US Bancorp Senior Counsel Sarah B. Stroebel MN#

314122 to produce the relevant documents including the email between the plaintiff and US Bancorp Piper

Jaffray, Brian 1. Kabbes and the loan application and approval while at the same time asserting to the court

the documents did not exist in the most recent prohibited second motion and memorandum to dismiss the

plaintiffs claims is condemned in state and federal courts as extrinsic fraud and actionable even in the

absence of a fiduciary relationship:

"In Chewning, we held "the subornation of perjury by an attorney and/or the intentional
concealment of documents by an attorney are actions which constitute extrinsic fraud." Id. at 82,
579 S.E.2d at 610. However, our holding in Chewning does not limit the finding of extrinsic fraud to
misconduct of an attorney or an officer of the court. As we noted in Evans, fraud upon the court has
been defined as "that species of fraud which does, or attempts to, subvert the integrity of the Court
itself, or is a fraud perpetrated by officers of the court so that the judicial machinery cannot perform
in the usual manner its impartial task of adjudging cases that are presented for adjudication." Evans
v. Gunter, 294 S.C. 525, 529, 366 S.E.2d 44, 46 (1988) (quoting H. Lightsey, J. Flanagan, South
Carolina Civil Procedure, 408 (2nd ed. 1985)) (emphasis added)."

Ray v. Ray, 647 S.E.2d 237 at pg. 240 (S.c., 2007).

The duty of a fiduciary not to commit fraud and concealment is however far more certain:

"In a case involving a fiduciary relationship, such as administrator and heir or executor and legatee,
the fiduciary has a duty to deal fairly, not fraudulently, and to disclose the true facts, not deceive. In
re Estate of Olivas, 132 Ariz. 61,63,643 P.2d 1031, 1033 (App. 1982). A breach of this duty may
constitute extrinsic fraud. Id. Moreover, if a fiduciary who speaks falsely or refuses to reveal the
truth also personally profits by his fraudulent conduct, that conduct will justify intervention by the
court even in a collateral proceeding. Sullivan, 51 Ariz. at 495, 78 P.2d at 137."

Keller v. Thurston, 2000 AZ 42217 at pg. 36 (AZCA, 2000).
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As a fiduciary US Bank, US Bancorp and US Bancorp Senior Counsel Sarah B. Stroebel's MN#

314122 concealment of material facts is extrinsic fraud, regardless whether the conduct is coercive:

"Extrinsic fraud can be based upon non-coercive actions of a fiduciary. See generally, Montgomery
v. Kennedy, 669 S.W.2d 309 (Tex.l984). Judith contends that Montgomery v. Kennedy controls the
issue of whether her summary judgment evidence raised an issue of extrinsic fraud. A husband and
wife normally stand in a fiduciary relationship to one another. Bohn v. Bohn, 420 S.W.2d 165,170
(Tex.Civ.App.--Houston [1st Dist.] 1967, writ dism'd). In Montgomery, the Texas Supreme Court
held that a fiduciary had committed extrinsic fraud when he concealed assets in order to prevent
their inclusion in an agreed judgment. 669 S.W.2d at 313-14. The court noted that a fiduciary's
concealment of any material fact constitutes extrinsic fraud if the concealment prevents a party from
presenting at trial his legal right. Id. at 313"

Kennellv. Kennell, 743 S.W.2d 299 atpg. 301 (Tex.App.-Hous. (14 Dist.), 1987).

If the current complaint is dismissed through fraudulent misrepresentation of the facts by officers

of the court, or even silence where the defendants had a fiduciary duty to provide the plaintiff material

facts, the ruling will be voidable at any time:

"If the Hadar Defendants kept silent about such matters, or misrepresented them, as alleged in the
complaint, the contractual disclaimers the lAS court invoked as grounds for dismissing this action
would be voidable as the fruit of the fiduciary's breach of its obligation to make full disclosure.
Defendants have not brought to our attention any authority, from either New York or Delaware (the
state under whose law the Venture was organized), that would give effect to a waiver of a fiduciary'S
duty of full disclosure that the fiduciary obtained by means of its breach of that very duty, even
where the party that gave the waiver was, like BCE, commercially sophisticated and advised by its
own counsel."

Blue Chip Emerald LLC v. Allied Partners, Inc., 2002 NY 8819 at ~ 16 (NYAD, 2002).

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp's repeated misconduct has established the existence of

an unconscionable scheme to commit fraud on the US District Court for the District of Kansas by

preventing the plaintifffrom presenting his evidence to a jury. See, e.g., Rozier, 573 F.2d at 1338 ("In

order to set aside a judgment or order because of fraud upon the court under Rule 60(b) ... it is necessary to

show an unconscionable plan or scheme which is designed to improperly influence the court in its

decision. ") (internal citations omitted).

The same is recognized in Missouri State Court:

"Equity will annul a judgment for fraud, but only where the deceit was extrinsic to the subject
matter litigated so as to distract the suitor from a trial or from the full presentation of the case.
Hemphill v.Hemphill, 316 S.W.2d 582,586[5-7] (Mo.1958). In such a case, the fraud--although
practiced by one party upon the other--goes to the very procurement of the judgment [Fadler v.
Gabbert, 333 Mo. 851, 63 S.W.2d 121, 132 (1933) ] and so perpetrates a fraud on the court as well
as on the injured party. 3 Pomeroy, Equity Jurisprudence § 9l9a (5th ed. 1941)."

Lincoln Steel, Inc. v. Mid-Continent Nat. Bank, 646 S.W.2d 809 at 811 (Mo. App.W.D., 1982).
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B. Fiduciary Duty Violated By Misrepresentation of Law

Itmust also be remembered that statements of false conclusions of fact or law made by a fiduciary

to a beneficiary are condemned equally with untrue factual statements. (Terry v. Bender, 143 Cal.App.2d

198,213,300 P.2d 119; Seeger v. Odell, 18 Cal.2d 409, 414, 115 P.2d 977,136 A.L.R. 1291; Mathewson

v. Naylor, 18 Cal.App.2d 741, 744, 64 P.2d 979; 23 Cal.Jur.2d § 18, p. 47.)

"Respondents' brief says, with respect to Jorgensen v. Jorgensen, supra: 'Concealment or
misrepresentations as to matters oflaw, said the Court, do not constitute extrinsic fraud.' We find no
such statement in the opinion and the contrary is established by the case of Terry v. Bender and
other cases above cited; that is to say, such concealments [217 Cal.App.2d 638] or representations
when made by a fiduciary do work an extrinsic fraud when they operate to keep a beneficiary away
from court or from fully presenting her case."

Goldberg v. Goldberg, 217 Cal.App.2d 623, 32 Cal.Rptr. 93 at 102 (Cal. App. 2 Dist., 1963).

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp have repeatedly caused the plaintiff to be sanctioned for

correctly stating the law after required diligence never performed by the defendants US Bank and US

Bancorp through their willing agent Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC and the Shughart, Thompson &

Kilroy attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS

# 16141 caused the dismissal of Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al., KS Dist.

case no. 03-2324-CM ("Medical Supply II"). All federal claims were dismissed, the present state claims

expressly dismissed without prejudice. No discovery or evidentiary hearings were permitted. Medical

Supply's counsel Bret D. Landrith was admonished by the Hon. Carlos Murguia for failing to research facts

or law including asserting that co-conspirators identified in the complaint need not be named defendants.

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp through their agent Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC

and the Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS #

70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141 with the assistance of then Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy

attorney Susan Hascall caused the dismissal of the appeal Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. US Bancorp, NA,

et a/112 Fed. Appx. 730 (10th Cir. 2004). Medical Supply's counsel Bret D. Landrith was sanctioned

double attorney's fees and costs $23, 956.00 for asserting the existence of an express private right of action

under the USA PATRIOT Act and asserting co-conspirators identified in the complaint need not be named

defendants.

Medical Supply's former counsel Bret D. landrith was given the Tenth Circuit's harshest sanctions
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resulting in $23,956.00 sanctions and a state ethics investigation used to unduely influence the State of

Kansas ethics panel using US Bancorp's counsel Andrew DeMarea's complaint or appealing correctly the

clear error ruling of the Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia conflicting with controlling US Supreme Court

precedent that the trial court erred in finding that Medical Supply had failed to identify independent

coconspirators. Medical Supply 1,2003. The complaint clearly identifies Neoforma, Inc. and Novation LLC

as co-conspirators with US Bancorp, US Bank and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray with the requisite detail of an

agreement to restrain trade in the hospital supply market that meets the current new antitrust pleading

standard under Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly,_ U.S. _,127 S.Ct. 1955,1970,167 L.Ed.2d 929

(2007).

Responding to the extrinsic fraud created by the back channel communications of the defendants

through their agents Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS # 11461; Mark A.

Olthoff, KS # 70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141 and Susan Hascall, the Tenth Circuit diverted the

appeal to a clerk pool that merely adopted without review the Hon. Carlos Murguia's opinion without

recognizing the trial court had over turned clear US Supreme Court authority on point and had denied the

existence of private rights of action expressly granted by the US Congress after 2001.

The trial court imposed an erroneously heightened pleading standard for antitrust claims that failed

to follow Swierkiewicz v. Sorema NA., 534 U.S. 506, 513, 122 S.Ct. 992, 152 L.Ed.2d I (2002) ( citing

Leatherman), The Tenth Circuit sanctioned Medical Supply's former counsel in Medical Supply I for

making this "frivolous argument" (aplt. app. at pgs. 2184) that later became incorporated in the opinion of

the Second Circuit in Twombly v. Bell Atlantic Corp., 425 F.3d 99 at 107 (Fed. 2nd Cir., 2005) and even the

Kansas District court rule in In re Urethane Antitrust Litigation, 409 F.Supp.2d 1275 at 1282-1283 (D.

Kan., 2006).

The references to the complaint in the Appellant Brief Statement of Facts

http://www.medicalsupplychain.com/pdf/MSC%20vs.%20US%20Bancorp%20Piper%20Jaffray%20Appea

1%20Brief.pdfrevealed the trial court of the Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia's clear error in finding Medical

Supply had failed to allege the three elements required to plead 15 U.S.C. § 1 in TV Commc 'ns Network,

Inc. v. Turner Network Television, Inc., 964 F.2d 1022, 1027 (lOth Cir. 1992) and 1 Irving Scher, et aI.,

Antitrust Adviser (4th ed. 2001) § l.04.
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The Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia made this error because of his misplaced reliance on the

pleadings of Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; and Andrew M. Demarea, KS

#16141 that intentionally fraudulently misrepresented that the plaintiffs amended complaint failed to state

a relevant national market in hospital supplies and failed to identify co-conspirators that were not

subsidiaries of US Bancorp, despite the complaint's identification of Neoforma, Inc. and Novation LLC as

co-conspirators in an agreement to restrain trade in the national market for hospital supplies and the

identification of the agreement to restrain trade-GHX LLC. The defendants through their agents obtained

the dismissal and the following appeal decision through extrinsic fraud readily identified in the written

representations of the defendants' pleadings when compared to the written words of the plaintiffs amended

complaint and referenced sources for the plaintiffs factual allegations.

In a desperate search for relief from the court's abuse, the plaintiff wrote a letter dated November

23, 2004 to the Honorable Arlen Specter of the United States Senate and then head of the US Senate

Committee on the Judiciary about the inability to advance an action in the Tenth Circuit to address the $40

Billion dollars a year the nation is losing to the illegal inflation of hospital supply costs by the Novation

LLC monopoly cartel. See Exb 20 Lipari letter to Sen. Arlen Specter.

The law clerks for the Tenth Circuit panel then proceeded to sanction the plaintiff. When the

plaintiff replied to the show cause by citing to controlling authority and the express language of the

Congress in the USA PATRIOT Act granting not one but several express private rights of action, the

inexperienced law clerk pool acknowledged the existence of two private rights of action under the USA

PATRIOT Act, (See Exb 21 )thus overturning Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia's ruling but excluded this

review from the mandate issued to the US District Court for the District of Kansas and never the less

sanctioned the plaintiffs counsel in an open and notorious trespass of law for appealing the imposition of

heightened pleading standards where the trial court had failed to accept the truthfulness of the plaintiffs

averments and for having only pled a relevant market in capitalization (the misrepresentation of the

national market in hospital supplies clearly identified in the plaintiffs complaint but factually

misrepresented in each of the defendants' dishonest pleadings).

The Tenth Circuit itself was overruled for imposing an impermissible heightened standard of

pleading and for not treating the plaintiffs averments as truthful in the pre-discovery phase:
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"Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) requires only "a short and plain statement of the claim
showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." Specific facts are not necessary; the statement need
only'" give the defendant fair notice of what the ... claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.'"
Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U. S. _' _ (2007) (slip op., at 7-8) (quoting Conley v.
Gibson, 355 U. S. 41, 47 (1957)). In addition, when ruling on a defendant's motion to dismiss, a
judge must accept as true all of the factual allegations contained in the complaint. Bell At/antic
Corp., supra, at_ (slip op., at 8-9) (citing Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N. A., 534 U. S. 506,508, n. 1
(2002); Neitzke v. Williams, 490 U. S. 319, 327 (1989); Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U. S. 232,236
(1974)).

Erickson v. Pardus, No. 06-7317 (U.S. 6/4/2007) (2007).

If US Bank, US Bancorp and US Bancorp Senior Counsel Sarah B. Stroebel's MN# 314122 do not

immediately undertake to undo the fraud their agents agents Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC attorneys

Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141 and Susan

Hascall have committed in obtaining the sanctions of the plaintiff, the plaintiff will be forced to seek a new

trial in Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al., KS Dist. case no. 03-2324-CM

based on the change of law and the court's participation through adoption of the misrepresentation and the

subsequent imposition of sanctions to further the unlawful injury of the plaintiff.

The court and reviewing panel made this finding because the independent co-conspirators in the

complaint identified and described in antitrust conspiratorial agreement with the defendants were

themselves not named as defendants, contradicting Medical Supply's use of Law/or: ("It has long been the

rule that it is not necessary for all joint tortfeasors to be named as defendants in a single

lawsuit.") Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 329-330, 75 S.Ct. 865, 869, 99 L.Ed.

1122 (1955); Bigelow v. Old Dominion Copper Mining & Smelting Co., 225 U.S. 111,132,32 S.Ct. 641,

644, 56 L.Ed. 1009 (1912). This rule is current law:

"Even if a plaintiffs right to relief arises from what is realistically viewed as a single episode, if it is
a right against multiple parties-joint tortfeasors, if the right arises under tort law-he needn't join
them in one suit, Airtite v, DPR Ltd. Partnership, 265 Ill.App.3d 214, 202 Ill.Dec. 595,638 N.E.2d
241,247 (1994); Northern Assurance Co. of America v. Square D Co., 201 F.3d 84,88-89 (2d
Cir.2000), unless there is privity among those parties, Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349
U.S. 322,330,75 S.Ct. 865, 99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955)." [emphasis added]

Manicki v. Zeilmann,443 F.3d 922 at 926 (7th Cir., 2006).

C. The Defendants' Knowing Misrepresentation of Liability For Misuse of the USA PATRIOT Act

The May 2005 United States Government Accountability Office Report to Congressional Requesters

entitled "USA PATRIOT ACT Additional Guidance Could Improve Implementation of Regulations

Related to Customer Identification and Information Sharing Procedures" (GAO-05-412 USA Patriot Act)
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supports the plaintiffs view that US Bank and US Bancorp were liable for threatening the plaintiff with a

USA PATRIOT Act Suspicious Activity Report and for using the threat as extortion to injure the plaintiff

and to protect the monopolization of the hospital supply market through the Novation LLC cartel that

includes US Bank, US Bancorp, US Bancorp Piper Jaffray, the former Neoforma, Inc. now succeeded by

GHX LLC and General Electric. Suspicious Activity Reports are not to be disclosed. Their purpose is

clandestine surveillance. US Bank, US Bancorp and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray's overt and public use of the

anti-money laundering provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act to threaten, extort or obstruct Medical Supply

Chain, Inc.'s entry into the market for hospital supplies is against the Suspicious Activity Report rules and

is entirely actionable and creates liability for the defendants.

The Government Accountability Office Report emphasizes that for US Bank and US Bancorp to

have been protected by the safe harbor, it was essential to follow the rules and procedures of section 314(b)

and the requirements of Treasury's anti-money laundering program regulations contained in 31 C.F.R. §

103.110:

The rulemaking process for section 314(b) addressed the need to encourage information sharing
among financial institutions while still protecting customers' right to privacy and established a
mechanism for financial institutions to satisfy the statutory notice requirement. Section 314(b) of the
PATRIOT Act allows financial institutions, upon providing notice to Treasury, to share information
regarding individuals, entities, and countries suspected of possible terrorist or money laundering
activities. The final rule requires that to be protected by the safe harbor from liability for
sharing information pursuant to section 314(b), financial institutions must comply with the
procedures prescribed by the rule, including providing notice annually to FinCEN of their
intent to share information with other institutions. The rule also requires that prior to sharing
information, a financial institution must verify that the financial institution with which
information will be shared has also filed a notice with FinCEN. FinCEN determines that the
notice requirement sufficiently reminds financial institutions of their need to safeguard information
that is obtained using section 314(b).

GAO-05-412 USA Patriot Act at pg. 20

VII. Value of Contract Claim

In Missouri, it is a fundamental precept of contract law that "nominal damages are available where

a contract and its breach are established." Dierkes v. Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 991 S.W.2d 662, 669

(Mo.banc 1999). Stated otherwise, proof of the existence of a contract and its breach make a submissible

case on damages, no matter whether actual damages have been proven. Wasson v. Schubert, 964 S.W.2d

520,526 (Mo.App. 1998); Kozeny-Wagner, Inc. v. Shark, 709 S.W.2d 149,152[4] (Mo.App. 1986).
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Damages for the breach of contract are the amount in contemplation of both parties at the time the

contract was made. A plethora of cases establish "it is well settled that a contract must be construed as of

the date on which it was made [and] cannot be based upon events occurring subsequent to [its] execution."

Bowdoin Square, L.L.c. v. Winn-Dixie Montgomery, Inc., 873 So.2d 1091, 1101 (Ala.2003) (internal

quotation omitted); see also Texas v. Am. Tobacco Co., 463 F.3d 399, 407 (5th Cir.2006) ("[A] contract is

viewed as of the time it was made and not in light of subsequent events.") (applying Texas law); Warner

Robins Supply Co. v. Malone, 143 Ga.App. 332, 238 S.E.2d 709, 712 (Ga.App.1977) ("The surrounding

circumstances must be considered as of the time the contract is made and not in the light of subsequent

events."); Allright Auto Parks, Inc. v. Berry, 219 Tenn. 280, 409 S.W.2d 361, 364 (Tenn. 1966) ("It is the

duty of this Court to construe contracts as of the date of their making. Our exegesis of such agreements

cannot be based upon events occurring subsequent to their execution."); MH. Walker Realty Co. v. Am.

Sur. Co. of N.Y., 60 Utah 435, 211 P. 998,1005 (Utah 1922) ("[W]e must consider [a contract's] terms in

the light of conditions as they existed at the time the contract was entered into and not in the light of

subsequent conditions.").

A. Business Plan Expectation Damages Are Natural Damages

The lost profits described in the plaintiffs forward financials contained in the business plan

evaluated and accepted by the defendants are the natural damages in contemplation by the parties:

"The general rule of damages for breach of contract comes down to us from the opinion of Hadley v.
Baxendale, 9 Exch. 341, and is as follows: 'When two parties have made a contract which one of
them has broken, the damages which the other party ought to receive in respect of such breach of
contract should be such as may fully and reasonably be considered either as arising naturally - i. e.
according to the usual course of things - from such breach of contract itself, or such as may
reasonably be supposed to have been in the contemplation of both parties at the time they made the
contract, as the probable result of the breach of it."

Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Green, 281 S.W. 778 at 782 (Tenn., 1926). The complaint shows the

defendants in addition to depriving Medical Supply Chain, Inc. of the capital the business plan showed

funded entry into the hospital supply market, never provided the line of credit and the evidence shows a

notice of rejection as required by law was never issued:

"It has long been held that in a breach of contract action, the non-breaching party is entitled to the
damages that arise naturally from the breach and are within the parties' contemplation. See Buxbaum
v. G.H.P. Cigar Co., 188 Wis. 389, 206 N.W.2d 59 (1925). Here, the trial court's ruling is
inextricably linked to its finding that Bank One knowingly caused Williams Bay to liquidate. As
discussed, Williams Bay's operations were completely dependent upon bank financing, a fact Bank
One knew. Bank One not only refused to issue the additional letters of credit Williams Bay needed
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to purchase necessary merchandise, but it also prevented Williams Bay from using its existing line
of credit. Given this set of facts, we conclude that the trial court properly determined that Williams
Bay's claimed damages were recoverable compensatory damages because the damages flowed
naturally from the breach and were within the parties' contemplation."

Bank One Milwaukee v. Williams Bay Trading Co. at ~38(Wis. Ct. App., 2000). In a remarkably

similar case of a service provider with market power over a supplier can injure the supplier in another

unrelated market the issue of lost profits liability in the contemplation of both parties arose:

"An award of damages for lost profits will stand only if liability for such damages was contemplated
by the parties at the time of contracting. That contemplation may be recited expressly; otherwise:
[i]n determining the reasonable contemplation of the parties, the nature, purpose and particular
circumstances of the contract known by the parties should be considered ... as well as 'what liability
the defendant fairly may be supposed to have assumed consciously, or to have warranted the
plaintiff reasonably to suppose that it assumed, when the contract was made.'

Kenford II, 540 N.Y.S.2d at 4,537 N.E.2d at 179 (citation omitted).
After reviewing the parties' 20 year relationship, the district court concluded that Travellers

was in essence a captive supplier of tours for TWA. Travellers furnished land arrangements for
Getaway tours on a virtually exclusive basis. But TWA exercised control over the demand for
Getaway tours in the highly elastic and competitive leisure tour industry by: (a) determining the
ultimate level of advertising and marketing, and the number of brochures that would be produced
and distributed to promote Getaway tours for each tour season; (b) designating the number of
transatlantic seats it would set aside for Getaway passengers; and (c) controlling the distribution
channels for Getaway tours through its direct sales force, its relationships with independent travel
agents, and its central reservation and booking systems.

The district court properly looked to "the nature, purpose and particular circumstances of the
contract known by the parties." Kenford II, 540 N.Y.S.2d at 4,537 N.E.2d at 179. Giving full
consideration to the fact that Travellers was in the position of making land arrangements for an
anticipated flow of tourists, and that the flow did not materialize because TWA (exercising near
exclusive control over the demand for the Getaway program) curbed its promotional expenditures
without regard to the effect on the flow of Getaway passengers, we conclude that the district court
properly applied the test of Kenford II. Because of the particular procedural history of this case, we
are not called upon to decide what damages the parties contemplated would become payable if one
side wrongfully terminated the agreement. That was attempted, but did not happen. As a result of
the injunctive relief granted by the district court (relief that is not the subject of this appeal),
Travellers and TWA undertook continued performance for the life of the contract. We believe that it
was reasonably foreseeable at the time that Travellers and TWA renewed their joint venture
agreement that Travellers would suffer lost profits--and claim lost profits as damages-- if Travellers
devoted substantially all its efforts over a period of years to accommodating a flow of Getaway
tourists that is curtailed by TWA's failure to promote the tours. Under these circumstances, TWA
"fairly may be supposed to have assumed consciously" that lost profits damages would be an
appropriate remedy or "to have warranted [Travellers] reasonably to suppose" that TWA assumed
such liability. lId. 540 N.Y.S.2d at 4,537 N.E.2d at 179."

Travellers Intern., A.G. v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 41 F.3d 1570 at 1578 (C.A.2 (N.Y.), 1994)

The prior declaratory action by the plaintiff on the contract in Medical Supply I which the court

declined to resolve gave the defendants at a minimum full notice of the amount in contemplation between

the parties while time still permitted saving the performance and preventing the injury. See Regency

Commercial Associates, LLC v. Lopax, 869 N.E.2d 310 at 322-324,373 lll. App.3d 270 (Ill. App., 2007).
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The defendants had the plaintiffs carefully calculated forward financials and conservative

determination in the business plan accepted by the defendants and upon which the defendants elected to

enter into contract with the plaintiff. A federal court properly allows the plaintiffs testimony of this

information as evidence on what he would have made given his experience in the industry over a decade:

"The fact that plaintiffs business was relatively new would not, in and of itself, require that
evidence of lost profits be excluded since such profits may be awarded where evidence demonstrates
its feasibility." Mid-Country Meats, Inc. v. Woodruff-Evans Const., 334 N.W.2d 332,337 (Iowa
Ct.App. 1983) (holding lost profits claim should have been submitted to jury in case involving four-
month old company); see also Employee Benefits Plus, 535 N.W.2d at 156-57 (upholding lost
profits claim in favor of three year-old company that had never turned a profit). The tax return
evidence supports the jury's determination that BBSerCo would have continued to progress if Green
Bay's fraud had not disrupted its business plan and financing obligations. And Green Bay could
foresee that its conduct would cause BBSerCo lost profits, because Green Bay knew BBSerCo had
pledged the unpaid processing fees towards its loan obligations.

Wrape also gave specific testimony about the effect of Green Bay's fraud on
BBSerCo's business plan. When Green Bay's failure to pay the processing fee disrupted BBSerCo's
financing, BBSerCo had to lay off workers in its New York lab, and sell a company truck and other
equipment, in order to meet its loan obligations. Trial Trans. at 855. The New York lay-off
pre.vented BBSerCo from collecting newborn calf serum it otherwise would have collected and
produced in New York. Id. BBSerCo also lost the capital needed to develop processing relationships
it had planned with two slaughterhouses in Washington and Colorado. Id. at 857-58. Wrape
provided the jury with specific information about the amount of fetal bovine serum, newborn calf
serum, and calf serum BBSerCo planned to produce and sell in its New York, Washington, and
Colorado operations. Id. at 861-62. He based his gross profit calculations on realistic market prices
for the three types of serum, id., and relied on his experience in the industry and BBSerCo's own
historical figures to calculate the costs of production. Id. at 864-74. Based on these detailed
calculations, Wrape projected total lost profits of $160,686. Appellee's App. at 96, lOO (Plaintiffs
Trial Exhibit 46).

Wrape had some thirteen years in the serum processing industry when he and Leinweber
formed BBSerCo. Trial Trans. at 830. Based on such experience, the district court did not abuse its
discretion in allowing Wrape's testimony. Netteland v. Farm Bureau Life Ins. Co., 510 N.W.2d 162,
167 (Iowa Ct.App. 1993) (upholding jury's award oflost profits damages in case where company
owner calculated lost profits claim based on his experience in the business). Once the testimony was
admitted, the jury was free to credit or discount it. "It is axiomatic that' [c]redibility determinations,
the weighing ofthe evidence, and the drawing of legitimate inferences from the facts are jury
functions, not those of a judge.'" Brown v. Sandals Resorts Int'l, 284 F.3d 949,954 (8th Cir.2002)
(quoting Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Prods., Inc., 530 U.S. 133,150, 120 S.Ct. 2097,147
L.Ed.2d 105 (2000)). We should not disturb the district court's decision to allow this testimony
given the standard of review we must apply; nor should we disturb the jury's award of $86,522,
given the "large amount of discretion" the jury had "in determining the amount of its verdict."
Lakota Girl Scout Council, 519 F.2d at 643."

Bbserco, Inc. v.Metrix Co., 324 F.3d 955 at 963 (8th Cir., 2003)

B. Missouri Expectation Damages Law

The defendants have utilized extrinsic interference in the plaintiff's litigation to deliberately

poison the Kansas forum against the plaintiff. A central them repeated time and time again including

Magistrate James P. O'Hara's comments to Hon. Vratil prior to a status hearing in James Bolden's action
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has been that the plaintiffs attorney was "inexperienced" and not fit for the practice of law because he

could not intellectually understand what is often calIed the "New Business Rule" that profits of a start up

like Medical Supply Chain, Inc. or James Bolden's feasibility study for the two homes he had bought in the

City of Topeka were unable to be proven. Kansas District court officials believed that justified his

disbarment and Kansas District court officials even worked in the state proceeding ex parte to deprive the

plaintiffs counsel of Due Process.

The plaintiff was injured because of all the attorneys, or law clerks in this action, only the

plaintiffs attorney performed a professional service, adequately researching the relevant case law and was

disbarred for it with the deliberate purpose of seeking to end Medical Supply Chain, Inc. and James

Bolden's representation on valid legal claims of great societal importance.

The plaintiffs claims for damages from breach of a contract not performed are not speculative or

remote. They are for alI intents and purposes per se and determined at law:

"Clayton argues that, under Coonis [Coonis v. Rogers, 429 S.W.2d 709,714 (Mo.1968)], BMK's lost-
profit evidence lacked sufficient certainty to warrant a judgment in its favor. However, the Coonis standard
of proof only applies in cases where the loss of expected profits flows from the destruction of or injury to a
business. Harvey v. Timber Resources, Inc., 37 S.W.3d 814,818 (Mo.App. E.D. 2001). When a plaintiff
sues for damages arising directly out of a breach of contract, he or she need not prove past profits or
expenses.Id. Thus, "where the breach alleged consists of prevention of performance, the party not in
default may generally recover the profits which would have resulted to him from performance." Id.
at 819. Moreover, where "loss is ascertainable with reasonable certainty from the breach and the profits
claimed are not speculative or conjectural and were within the contemplation of the parties when the
contract was made" any plaintiff - even a new business - may seek lost profits arising from a breach of
contract. Id. (internal citations omitted)." [Emphasis added]

Bmk Corp. v. Clayton Corp., 226 S.W.3d 179 at pg. 195 (Mo. App., 2007)

The plaintiff is relying on Bmk Corp. v. Clayton Corp and Parshall v. Buetzer for proving business

plan expectation damages:

"When a plaintiff sues for damages arising directly out of a breach of contract, he or she need not
prove past profits or expenses. Id. Thus, "where the breach alleged consists of prevention of
performance, the party not in default may generally recover the profits which would have resulted to
him from performance." Id. at 819. Moreover, where "loss is ascertainable with reasonable certainty
from the breach and the profits claimed are not speculative or conjectural and were within the
contemplation of the parties when the contract was made" any plaintiff - even a new business-
may seek lost profits arising from a breach of contract. Id. (internal citations omitted)." [Emphasis
added]

Bmk Corp. v. Clayton Corp., 226 S.W.3d 179 at 195 (Mo. App., 2007).
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A "business owner's testimonial evidence is sufficient to provide the trier of fact with a rational

basis for estimating damages to the plaintiff, including lost profits." Parshall v. Buetzer, 195 S.W.3d 515,

522 (Mo.App. W.D.2006)

Missouri has distinguished between the degree of certainty to prove damages occurred and the

lesser degree of certainty to prove the amount of damages:

"As did the court in Burch, the court Ohlendorfv. Feinstein, 670 S.W.2d 930,933
(Mo.App.E.D.l984), recognized that there is a distinction between the degree of certainty required
to establish the fact of damage and "the lesser certainty required regarding the amount of damages."
The court also said:
"One whose wrongful conduct has rendered difficult the ascertainment of damages cannot escape
liability because the damages cannot be measured with exactness." [Citation omitted.] Further,
where the fact of damage caused by a defendant's wrongdoing is clear, "it is reasonable to require a
lesser degree of certainty as to the amount of loss, leaving a greater degree of discretion to the jury,
subject to the usual supervisory power of the court." [Citation omitted.]

Id."

Burris v. Burris, 904 S.W.2d 564 at 569 (Mo. App. S.D., 1995).

It has long been established in Missouri that the party injured by a breach can prove the existence

of damages and present relative evidence to enable a jury to determine the pecuniary loss:

"In Young v. Tilley, Mo.App., 190 S.W. 95, 96, the court said: 'The mere fact that damages are
based on profits or other elements, making same more or less
indefinite and speculative, is not a ground for denying same, and the tendency of the decisions is to
allow such damage when same can be estimated with a reasonable degree of certainty.' Hiatt Inv.
Co. v. Buehler, 225 Mo.App. 151,16 S.W.2d 219, 225, quoted with approval the general rule on this
subject as follows: 'The rule that damages which are uncertain or contingent cannot be recovered
does not embrace an uncertainty as to the value of the benefit or gain to be derived from the
performance of the contract, but an uncertainty or contingency as to whether such gain or benefit
would be derived at all. It only applies to such damages as are not the certain result of the breach,
and not to such as are the certain result, but uncertain in amount'. See, also, Hawkinson v. Johnston,
8 Cir., 122 F.2d 724, 731, 137 A.L.R. 420, wherein the court quoted from a decision of the United
States Supreme Court as follows: 'Certainty in the fact of damage is essential. Certainty as to the
amount goes no further than to require a basis for a reasoned conclusion. * * *.'

Thayer-Moore Brokerage Co. v. Campbell, 164 Mo.App. 8,20-21,147 S.W. 545, 550, it is
said: 'It is always incumbent upon the party who asserts he has been damaged to adduce proof of the
elements of his damage, but the rule against the recovery of uncertain damages relates to uncertainty
as to the cause rather than uncertainty as to the measure or extent. A person who commits a breach
of his contract and thereby injures the other party is not permitted to escape liability because the
amount of the damages he caused is uncertain and is not susceptible of accurate proof."

Burch v. Union Life Ins. Co., 319 S.W.2d 908 at 912 (Mo. App., 1959).

These are the rulings that will control the Kansas District Court determination of issues regarding

presentation of information about lost future profits to the jury. It is clear that "[i]n the absence of a state

supreme court ruling, a federal court must follow an intermediate state court decision unless other authority

convinces the federal court that the state supreme court would decide otherwise." Delano v. Kitch, 663 F.2d
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990,996 (lOthCir.198l)(citing Westv. American Tel. & Tel. Co.,31l U.S. 223,237, 61 S.Ct.179, 183,85

L.Ed. 139 (1940)), cert. denied, 456 U.S. 946, 102 S.Ct. 2012, 72 L.Ed.2d 468 (1982); Hicks ex reI. Feiock

v. Feiock, --- u.s. ----,108 S.Ct. 1423, 1428 & n. 3, 99 L.Ed.2d 721 (1988).

C. Plaintiff Can Establish Damages With Reasonable Certainty

The plaintiff can establish damages with reasonable certainty with the aid of expert testimony,

economic and financial data, market surveys and analysis, and business records of similar enterprises.

i. Plamtltf's Reasoned Conservative Estimates Was Known To Defendants Before Breach

The plaintiff was the originator of the electronic marketplace as a neutral utility business model

which was misappropriated and altered to be a captive, non competitive cost lowering marketplace by both

Neoforma, Inc. and GHX. The plaintiff has over a decade of experience in the hospital supply industry in

both healthcare accounting software systems and medical devices and durable equipment.

The forward financials are based on Medical Supply Chain, Inc. obtaining less than 6% of the 1.3

Trillion United States market for hospital supplies and are far more conservative than US Bancorp's

expert's study projected and far more conservative than the prospectus created by US Bancorp for

Neoforma, Inc. See Exb 22 Medical Supply Chain, Inc. Business Plan, and Forward Financials

ii. Value of Similar Business

The defendants through U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Inc. underwrote the initial public offering of

Neoforma, Inc. a web based electronic marketplace based on a business model created by the plaintiff and

stolen from him by Owen Healthcare which transmitted the plaintiffs trade secret to Cardinal Health and

Robert Zollars. U.S. Bancorp owned 150,000 shares that were sold in the offering.

The prospectus co-written by the defendants accurately describes the profit an independent

electronic marketplace for hospital supplies would have made. See Exb 23 Prospectus and Forward

Financials of Neoform a, Inc. which lists U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Inc. as the underwriter (Exb 23 page

307 of Vol. II of Settlement Exhibits) and states U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Inc. shares of stock being

sold and the pool the underwriters were able to release as U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Inc. caused the share

value to rise.

Eventually sales of Neoform a, Inc. stock capitalized the company at over $900,000,000.00 (nine

hundred million dollars ). The company did not earn the profit an independent marketplace would have
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realized because Robert Zollars, after selling the initial offering followed the direction of US Bancorp

whose US Bancorp Piper Jaffray analysts controlled the demand for healthcare technology stocks and allied

the company with Novation LLC, the bricks & mortar company that profited by artificially inflating

healthcare costs. The owners of the privately held Novation LLC were able to retain the profit Neoforma,

Inc. investors were to have realized.

The attached press releases show that Neoforma Inc. was an electronic marketplace for hospital

supplies, that General Electric was an initial investor and that Neoforma Inc. eventually created an

agreement with Novation LLC to form an exclusive market for hospitals. See Exb 24 Global Healthcare

Exchange Completes Acquisition of Neoforma, Inc. and Exb 25 March 22, 2006 GE announces financing

ofGHX to buy Neoforma, Inc.

iii. Plaintiff's Forward Financials Within Contemplation of US Bancorp

At the time the parties formed the contract, Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s forward financials and

business plan expectations were well within the contemplation of the defendants for the profit potential of a

web based or Internet electronic marketplace selling hospital supplies. US Bancorp's employee, Senior

Analyst was a leading healthcare technology industry expert on the earnings potential of new companies.

In 1999, US Bancorp published Exb 26 Internet Poised to Transform United States Health Care

Industry, Finds a Recent U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Report and in 2000 US Bancorp published Exb 27

U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Report Says Internet Companies will Shake Up Health Care Industry

Distribution describing the potential of a web based hospital supply electronic marketplace, the business

model originated by the plaintiff in the early 1990's and misappropriated by Bob Zollars and Neoforma,

Inc.

Despite the clear relevancy of the report on the potential of a web based hospital supply

distributor's potential profit created by US Bancorp Senior Analyst Daren Marhula to the defendants'

already asserted defenses that Medical Supply Chain, Inc. was not damaged. US Bank and US Bancorp

through their records custodian, US Bancorp Senior Counsel Sarah B. Stroebel MN# 314122 has repeatedly

refused to produce the report fraudulently asserting the report is not relevant and is instead corruptly trying

to exert undue influence on the Kansas District Court by arguing through the defendants' agents Shughart

Thomson & Kilroy, PC that there has been no economic loss as a result of the defendants' breach.
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There was an agreement averred in Medical Supply Chain's initial antitrust complaint against US

Bancorp, US Bank and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray that resulted in the named defendants US Bancorp, US

Bank and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray and an Unknown Health Care Supplier" averred to be coconspirators

with Neoforma Inc. and Novation LLC denying Medical Supply Chain, Inc. critical inputs with knowledge

that doing so by breaching the escrow contract would restrain hospital supply competition in violation of

the per se prohibition against refusal to deal under § I of the Sherman Antitrust Act. The complaint and its

allegation of antitrust conspiracy clearly met even the later heightened pleading standard for antitrust

conspiracy under Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, _ U.S. _, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 1970, 167 L.Ed.2d 929

(2007) and would not have been dismissed but for the misrepresentations and extrinsic fraud of US

Bancorp in defending the action. Both in fraudulently asserting that the complaint failed to name a legally

independent co-conspirator and in misrepresenting the controlling law as requiring the plaintiff to name as

a defendant each co-conspirator in direct contravention of the United States Supreme Court rule from

Lawlor.

The defendants through Shughart, Thomson & Kilroy also caused the Hon. Carlos Murguia to rule

contrary to and contradict controlling case law of this circuit regarding the prohibition of dismissal when

there is a discoverable unknown defendant (Krueger v.Doe, 162 F.3d 1173 (C.A.l 0 (Okla.), 1993) and

plurality of actors through expressly identified but unnamed coconspirators (Olsen v. Progressive Music

Supply, Inc., 703 F.2d 432 at pg. 435 (C.A.l 0 (Utah), 1983).

Despite these repeated misrepresentations and violations of their duty of candor toward the court

the defendants through Shughart, Thomson & Kilroy PC openly and notoriously sought sanctions against

the plaintiff. Once the sanctions were fraudulently obtained in bad faith, the defendants through Shughart,

Thomson & Kilroy PC used the sanctions with a complaint made by Andrew DeMarea of Shughart,

Thomson & Kilroy (who had knowledge of the defendants' fraud) in a scheme with Magistrate O'Hara to

influence the Kansas State Disciplinary Tribunal to disbar the plaintiffs counsel Bret D. Landrith.

VIII. Repeated Misrepresentations that US Bancorp is not liable for Novation LLC's Monopoly

The defendants' simply smeared Medical Supply Chain, Inc. 's original counsel Bret D. Landrith

through their agent Shughart Thompson & Kilroy PC and attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS # 11461; Mark A.

Olthoff, KS # 70339; and Andrew M. Demarea, KS # 16141 as incompetent and too stupid to be an
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attorney because Landrith thought a bank could monopolize the hospital supply market, a market where the

bank did not directly compete.

This was a breach of the defendants' good faith and fair dealing duty under their contract for the

escrow accounts and was in fact a carefully planned campaign of extrinsic fraud over the Kansas District

Court through misrepresentation of the overwhelming weight of case law with the knowledge that if Bret

D. Landrith could personally be defamed, the trial court and its law clerks would disregard and ignore

Medical Supply Chain's pleadings.

Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; and Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141

and the other agents of the defendants knew and had been served notice that US Bancorp's actions to

achieve Novation LLC's monopoly were subject to treble damages under the Sherman Act:

"While one of the coconspirators, at first glance, may appear to be a non-competitor, upon further
analysis the courts typically determine that the coconspirator has financial ownership or some other
strong financial tie, and, thus a vested interest in a competitor in the relevant market. See, e.g.,
Loewe v. Lawlor, 208 U.S. 274,28 S.Ct. 301, 52 L.Ed. 488 (1908)(a combination by members of
labor organizations to destroy an existing interstate traffic in hats by preventing the manufacturers,
through the instrumentality of a boycott, from manufacturing hats is a combination in restraint of
trade); United States v. General Motors Corp., 121 F.2d 376 (7th Cir.) (defendants could not escape
liability on ground that they were affiliated and noncompeting units where automobile manufacturer
owned all stock of automobile sales company and of finance company which in turn owned all stock
of another finance company and the four were charged with conspiracy to restrain trade), cert.
denied, 314 U.S. 618, 62 S.Ct. 105,86 L.Ed. 497 (1941); Patterson v. United States, 222 F. 599,
610 (6th Cir.) (conspiracy consisted of30 officers and agents who, for about 20 years had been
connected with the National Cash Register Company), cert. denied, 238 U.S. 635, 35 S.Ct. 939,59
L.Ed. 1499 (1915); Dupont Glore Forgan Inc. v. American Telephone & Telegraph, 437 F.Supp.
1104 (S.D.N.Y.1977) (telephone company and its affiliates were not exempt from antitrust liability
by virtue of mere fact that affiliates were all wholly or partially owned subsidiaries), aff'd, 578 F.2d
1367 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 970, 99 S.Ct. 465, 58 L.Ed.2d 431 (1978). Aquatherm has
failed to allege such a relationship between FPL and a competitor in the relevant pool heating
market."

Aquatherm Industries v. Florida Power & Light, 971 F.Supp. 1419 at 1428 (M.D. Fla., 1997).

The Eleventh Circuit went on to re-emephasize the liability of a non market participant like US

Bancorp co-conspiring with market participants like Novation LLC:

"However, in Aquatherm the plaintiffs did not name (or even identify) the alleged co-conspirators
who participated in the relevant market. In this case, SBS alleges a conspiracy between HBC, a clear
market participant, and Cc. Nothing in our case law suggests that a conspiracy must be limited
solely to market participants so long as the conspiracy also involves a market participant and the
non-participant has an incentive to join the conspiracy. Cf. Spectators' Communication Network,
Inc. v. Colonial Country Club, 253 F.3d 215, 222 (5th Cir. 2001) ("[W]e conclude that there can be
sufficient evidence of a combination or conspiracy when one conspirator lacks a direct interest in
precluding competition, but is enticed or coerced into knowingly curtailing competition by another
conspirator who has an anticompetitive motive. "). In its brief, CC correctly points out that
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Spectators involved a group boycott with multiple conspirators, thereby giving the non- participant
defendant the power to injure the plaintiff." [emphasis added]

Spanish Broadcasting System of Florida, Inc. v. Clear Channel Communications, Inc., No. 03-

14588 (Fed. 11th Cir. 6/30/2004) (Fed. 11th Cir., 2004).

On March 22, 2006 GE Healthcare Financial Services provided a five-year, $25 million revolver

and a six-year, $85 million term loan to the web based hospital supply electronic market place Global

Healthcare Exchange (GHX). GHX used the financing to acquire San Jose-based Neoforma, Inc., which

"offers similar, yet complementary, products and services designed to improve efficiencies, accuracy and

collaboration." See Exb 25

Neoforma issued its last SEC form 8K detailing the merger.

IX. Tortious interference

This settlement brief does not address the evidentiary basis nor detail damages for a second claim

and cause of action against the defendants for tortious interference with a contract or business expectancy

under Missouri law. Thee damages would be for the separate tort would be equal to the contract damages

in this action, since the contract with General Electric was an effort by the plaintiff to replace the funds and

capitalization US Bancorp caused to be lost.

At this stage in the present litigation, this conduct averred in the present complaint is a component

of the plaintiffs breach of contract claim against US Bank, NA and US Bancorp and the inherent duty of

good faith and fair dealing breached by US Bank, NA and US Bancorp. The interference with the plaintiffs

contract with General Electric is the extraordinary and egregious conduct of US Bank, NA and US Bancorp

in depriving the plaintiff of the opportunity to mitigate or cover the losses caused by US Bank, NA and US

Bancorp's breach of the contract to provide the plaintiff escrow accounts.

The Kansas District court but not the plaintiff has received the defense counsel's detailed sworn

affidavits for attorney's fees that admit time spent with John K. Power and other attorneys of Husch

Eppenger LLC now Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP for the purpose of coordinating General Electric's

defense of contract and antitrust claims brought by the plaintiff and where US Bancorp had no interest in

the sale of lease contract between Medical Supply Chain, Inc. and General Electric. The defendants have

repeatedly failed to produce these documents in the plaintiffs discovery requests.
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The plaintiff does however have evidence that includes emails between the plaintiff and Norman

E. Siegel of Stueve Siegel Hanson, LLP. See Exb 28 Emails between Seigel and the Plaintiff.

The plaintiff sought to retain Norman E. Siegel to represent the plaintiffs contract related claims

against General Electric and state antitrust claims against General Electric's hospital supply co-conspirator

Novation LLC in the 16th Circuit State of Missouri Court at Independence, Missouri. The plaintiffs cause

was likely to return to federal court in the US District Court for the Western District of Missouri if the state

representation could not be obtained in time. During the course of communications about representation,

the plaintiffs claims against General Electric were removed to the Western District court. Seigel was one

of only a handful of attorneys in the region that had the skills set required to replace the plaintiffs original

counsel in the General Electric and Novation LLC litigation whom the defendants had caused to be

disbarred. See Exb 29 Biography of Norman E. Siegel.

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp through their agent Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC

and with the knowledge of US Bancorp's current President and CEO, Richard K. Davis and approval of

delegating conduct of the litigation to Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC without controls in place to

prevent fraud and racketeering as required under § 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act caused the plaintiffs

federal court litigation with General Electric in Missouri to be obstructed and interfered with during

September to December of 2007.

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp caused the plaintiff to be denied counsel and a

prosecuting witness in the body of Norman E. Siegel and deprived the plaintiff of the business expectancy

of the legal representation of Stueve Siegel Hanson, LLP to prevent the plaintiff from mitigating or

covering for his damages from the defendants US Bank and US Bancorp's breach of the contract for

escrow accounts and to prevent the plaintiff from realizing the benefit from the contract or business

expectancy with General Electric.

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp interfered with and caused the plaintiff to lose his

business expectancy in the representation by Stueve Siegel Hanson, LLP and supplemented their

continuing interference with the plaintiffs business expectancy with General Electric by having their agent

Shughart Thompson & Kilroy, PC and the person Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339 fraudulently misrepresent
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the reputation of the plaintiff and the plaintiffs business and legal claims to Norman E. Siegel in the period

from November 20th to December 8, 2007.

On December 7,2008 the plaintiff heard from Norman E. Siegel numerous misrepresentations

about the viability of his claims that did not originate from case law or the documentation. Some of the

misrepresentations were clear "whoppers" like the litigation against the defendant conglomerate US

Bancorp with banking and non-banking subsidiaries was not viable because banks cannot be liable for

antitrust. Notwithstanding the obvious, that US Bancorp is not a bank, Congress has specifically created

policy specifically prohibiting banks anticompetitive acts in their client's market, creating a specific bank

antitrust act The anti-tying section (Sec. 106) of the Bank Holding Company Act (BHCA) of 1970, and

including banks in provisions of the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust Acts. The overwhelming weight of

American antitrust law reveals banks are not immune. This misrepresentation of the law was communicated

to Norman E. Siegel by the defendants through Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339.

The defendants through Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339 also communicated to Norman E. Siegel in

the week preceding December 7,2007 the intentional factual misrepresentation that the plaintiff had

claimed US Bank and US Bancorp monopolized banking services when the defendants and Mark A.

Olthoff, KS # 70339 knew the plaintiff had claimed that US Bank, US Bancorp and US Bancorp Piper

Jaffray were in an anticompetitive agreement with Novation LLC to deprive healthcare technology

companies of capital to enter the national hospital supply market and the national hospital supply market

for supplies delivered through the internet by preventing new entrants from getting capitalized through the

cartel's misconduct and group boycott.

The plaintiff had also repeatedly supplied Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339 with the US Senate

Judiciary Committee's Sub-Committee on Antitrust Business Rights and Competition's April 30, 2002, on

"Hospital Group Purchasing: Lowering Costs at the Expense of Patient Health and Medical Innovation?"

and specifically the hearing testimony of Ms. Elizabeth A. Weatherman, Managing Director Warburg

Pincus, LLC. See Exb 30 Weatherman testimony about suppression of health care venture capital.

US Bancorp's current President and CEO, Richard K. Davis can be found to be liable in his

individual capacity for acting in excess of his corporate authority for tortious interference with the

plaintiffs General Electric lease sale contract on the most recent conduct by his agent Shughart Thompson
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& Kilroy, PC to deprive the plaintiff of counsel and interfere in the plaintiffs representation of claims

against the GE defendants in the State of Missouri 16th Circuit Court at Independence, Missouri and the US

District Court for the.Western District of Missouri. SeeMailletv.FrontpointPartners.L.L.C..No. 02 Civ.

7865(GBD), 2003 WL 21355218, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. June 10,2003).

US Bancorp's President and CEO, Richard K. Davis can also be found to have committed tortious

interference with US Bank's contract's with the plaintiff by omitting reference or disclosure of US

Bancorp's (NYSE USB) liability in the present litigation from US Bancorp's securities filings as required

under § 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, where the extended corporate governance reposited in the US

Bancorp Board of Directors would have resulted in the contracts with the plaintiff being honored and

Medical Supply Chain entering the market for hospital supplies:

"Defendant Richard 1. Miller ("Miller") served as Cardinal's Executive Vice President, Chief
Financial Officer ("CFO") and Principal Accounting Officer from March I999 through July 2004.
Prior to that time, Miller had served as Cardinal's acting CFO since August 1998, and as a
Controller and Vice President from August 1995 through March 1999. Before joining Cardinal,
Miller had been a partner with Deloitte & Touche with over thirteen years of financial and
accounting experience; he is a certified public accountant ("CPA") and holds a bachelor's degree in
accounting from Ohio State University. Miller prepared and signed the Company's SEC filings,
issued statements in press releases and participated in the Company's conference calls with analysts
and investors. Like Walter, in conjunction with each of Cardinal's public financial statements filed
with the SEC beginning in the Company's September 30,2002, Form 10-K for FY 2002, Walter
signed a certification pursuant to § 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Defendant Miller left Cardinal in
July 2004. Upon his resignation, Miller admitted that "[c]ertain financial reporting practices and
judgments that occurred during my tenure as CFO have come under scrutiny in the ongoing
investigations." During the Class Period, Miller received $16,659,563 in total compensation, $15.4
million of which were incentive-based bonuses and option awards."

In re Cardinal Health Inc. Securities Litigations, 426 F.Supp.2d 688 at 699 to 700 (S.D. Ohio,

2006)

US Bancorp's President and CEO, Richard K. Davis also now has liability for conduct by his

agent Shughart Thompson & Kilroy PC to deny the plaintiff discovery of evidence through extrinsic fraud

to withhold evidence that can be used as exhibits by the plaintiff in the present litigation.

"The High View Fund, L.P. v. Hall, 27 F.Supp.2d 420,429-30 (S.D.N.Y.1998) (holding that a
director of a corporation "may be held liable for tortious interference with the corporation's contracts
if she exceeds the scope of her corporate authority in causing the breach of those contracts."
(emphasis added))"

TVT Records v. Is/and Def Jam Music Group, 279 F.Supp.2d 366 at 379 (S.D.N.Y., 2003)
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X. Defendants' Continuing Antitrust Conduct

The conduct being discovered relevant to the defendants and US Bancorp's current President and

CEO, Richard K. Davis's efforts to keep the plaintiffs business Medical Supply Chain excluded from the

national market for hospital supplies is actionable. The national market for hospital supplies is controlled

by Novation LLC which has over 80% of the relevant national markets for hospital supplies controlled

through illicit long term anticompetitive contracts that also restrict hospital supply purchases online to

Novation LLC's former marketplace Neoforma, Inc. and now Novation, LLC's current marketplace GHX,

LLC.

The defendants through Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy deceived Hon. Carlos Murguia into

dismissing the plaintiffs preceding antitrust action by falsely representing it was subject to res judicata.

Despite clear US Supreme Court authority- Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 75

S.Ct. 865,99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955) repeatedly cited by the plaintiff in pleadings ignored by the court that

showed the transactional analysis used in the Tenth Circuit and in Lawlor prevented res judicata from

applying. Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy perpetuated the extrinsic fraud of smearing the plaintiffs former

counsel Bret D. Landrith in ex parte communications to the court and in fraudulent motions for sanctions.

The court ofHon. Carlos Murguia was deceived by Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy into both dismissing the

plaintiffs federal claims and in sanctioning the plaintiff, incredibly for being right at law:

"The Supreme Court case of Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 75 S.Ct. 865,
99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955), is controlling. In Lawlor, the plaintiffs brought an antitrust action in 1942
alleging that the defendants, National Screen and three producers, had conspired to establish a
monopoly in the distribution of advertising posters to motion picture exhibitors through the use of
exclusive licenses, and that the plaintiffs' business had been injured as a result. In 1943, prior to
trial, that suit was settled and dismissed with prejudice. Id. at 324, 75 S.Ct. at 866. The settlement
was based upon an agreement by National Screen to furnish plaintiffs with all standard accessories
distributed by National Screen pursuant to its exclusive license agreements. In 1949, the plaintiffs
brought another antitrust action, this time alleging that the prior settlement was merely a device used
by the defendants to perpetuate their conspiracy and monopoly. Plaintiffs also alleged that five other
producers had joined the conspiracy since the 1943 dismissal, that defendant National Screen had
deliberately made slow and erratic deliveries of advertising materials in an effort to destroy
plaintiffs' business, and that defendant had used tie-in sales and other means of exploiting its
monopoly power. Id. at 325, 75 S.Ct. at 867. The Supreme Court held that the latter suit was not
barred by res judicata because the two suits were not based on the same cause of action. Id. at 327,
75 S.Ct. at 868. The Court noted:
That both suits involved "essentially the same course of wrongful conduct" is not decisive. Such a
course of conduct-for example, an abatable nuisance--may frequently
give rise to more than a single cause of action .... While the 1943 judgment precludes recovery on
claims arising prior to its entry, it cannot be given the effect of extinguishing claims which did not
even then exist and which could not possibly have been sued upon in the previous case.

Id. at 327-28, 75 S.Ct. at 868 (footnote omitted).
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Cellar Door Productions, Inc. of Michigan v. Kay, 897 F.2d 1375 at 1376-1377 (C.A.6 (Mich.),

1990).

us Bancorp's current President and CEO, Richard K. Davis has continued the antitrust defendant

Jerry Grundhoffer's misconduct in preventing Medical Supply Chain from competing against Novation

LLC in the market for hospital supplies through extrinsic fraud both in this litigation and in the plaintiffs

litigation in Missouri against General Electric where US Bancorp has no interest except for the open

willingness to stop the plaintifffrom getting capital to enter the hospital supply market at all costs .. "[i]n

the context of a continuing scheme to violate the antitrust laws, a cause of action accrues to the plaintiff

each time the defendant engages in antitrust conduct that harms the plaintiff." Ohio-Sealy Mattress Mfg.

Co. v. Sealy, Inc., 669 F.2d 490, 494 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 943, 103 S.Ct. 257, 74 L.Ed.2d 201

(1982).

The unlawful nature of US Bancorp's current President and CEO, Richard K. Davis interference

in the plaintiffs litigation against General Electric including depriving the plaintiff of counsel in US

District Court for the Western District of Missouri and the 16th Circuit State of Missouri court places him in

the zone of personal liability for conduct outside of his legitimate authority as president and CEO of US

Bancorp. Title 15, Chapter 1§ 24 of the Sherman Act entitled "Liability of directors and agents of

corporation" expressly makes corporate officers responsible when their companies violate Sherman § l.

The continuing unlawful conduct of the present defendants and US Bancorp's current President

and CEO, Richard K. Davis to keep the plaintiff out of the market for hospital supplies monopolized by

Novation LLC is similar to that described in Cream Top Creamery v. Dean Milk Co., 383 F.2d 358 (6th

Cir.1967). Cream Top involved an action alleging a continuing scheme to violate antitrust laws subsequent

to a prior dismissal with prejudice. In that case, the court relied upon Lawlor in reversing the District

Court's order granting summary judgment on res judicata grounds. The court noted, "[a]t least insofar as

the complaint alleges violations since the dismissal of the [first] case, the judgment in that case cannot be

given the effect of extinguishing a claim which arose subsequent to that judgment." Id. at 363 (citing

Lawlor, 349 U.S. 322, 75 S.Ct. 865).

The extrinsic fraud of the defendants has rendered the preceding litigations between the parties

into" ... merely a device used by the defendants in that case to perpetuate their conspiracy and monopoly"
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(Lawlor, 349 U.S. 322 at 324). The defendants have not affirmatively disassociated themselves with the

Novation LLC, General Electric, GHX LLC cartel over the Missouri state market and the national market

for hospital supplies delivered through an electronic marketplace as required under United States v. United

States Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 464-65, 98 S.Ct. 2864, 57 L.Ed.2d 854 (1978), u.s. v. Gonzalez, 797

F.2d 915 at 916-917 (C.A.IO (Okl.), 1986) and Drug Mart Pharmacy v. American Home Products Corp.,

288 F.Supp.2d 325 at fn 5 (E.D.N.Y., 2003).

The development of discovery shows that the defendants and US Bancorp's current President and

CEO, Richard K. Davis have placed themselves squarely in per se antitrust liability for a group boycott in

violation of § 416.031.1 RSMo with the co-conspirators Novation LLC, GHX LLC, General Electric and

Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP ( a Missouri corporation) for three times what the plaintiffwould have made

ifhe had not been repeatedly obstructed from entering the national market for hospital supplies. See

Fischer, Spuhl, Herzwurm & Associates, Inc. v. Forrest T. Jones & Co., 586 S.W.2d 310 (Mo., 1979).

XI. Fraud

Stirling v. Chemical Bank, 382 F.Supp. 1146, 1153 (S.D.N.Y.1974), aff'd 516 F.2d 1396 (2nd

Cir.1975) (common law fraud from false representations that outstanding loans would not be called and

further loans would be made).

A. Missouri Fraud Damages

The plaintiff is entitled to separate damages for the defendants repeated fraud and the fraud of

their agents:

"We note also, that, while it is certainly true that a contract induced by fraud gives rise to both an
action for breach of contract and an action in tort, separate damages must be pleaded and proved on
each claim. Clayton Brokerage Co. v. Pilla, supra. Jacks or Better neither pleaded special damages
nor sought instruction on a breach of contract theory. Damages on the counterclaim were based
solely on the tort theory."

Rosenblum v. Jacks or Better of America West Inc., 745 S.W.2d 754 at fn 3 (Mo. App. E.D., 1988)

"A victim of fraud has a choice under Missouri law: either (a) he rescinds the transaction, tenders
return of any benefits he obtained by the transaction, and seeks judicial aid to recover the benefits he
conveyed, or (b) he adheres to the transaction, retaining whatever benefits inured to him, and seeks
to recover in damages the difference in value between what he actually received and what he would
have received had there been no fraud. Baker v. Atkins, 258 S.W.2d 16 (Mo.App.1953). In other
words, the victim offraud can undo the transaction or he can obtain the benefit of the bargain. He
cannot do both. Carterv. Butler, 264 Mo. 306, 174 S.W. 399 (bane 1915); Auffenberg v. Hafley,
457 S.W.2d 929,935 (Mo.App.1970); Clayton Brokerage Co. v. Pilla, 632 S.W.2d 300
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(Mo.App.l982); Stadium Bank v. Milton, 589 S.W.2d 338 (Mo.App.l979); Harper v. Barket, 557
S.W.2d 455 (Mo.App.l977); Yeager v. Wittels, 517 S.W.2d 457, 465 (Mo.App.l974)."

Rosenblum v. Jacks or Better of America West Inc., 745 S.W.2d 754 at 74 (Mo. App. E.D., 1988).

"Lakota Girl Scout Council, Inc. v. Havey Fund-Raising Mgmt., Inc., 519 F.2d 634,643 (8th
Cir.1975) (quoting 5 Corbin on Contracts § 1022 (1964)) (emphasis added); Employee Benefits
Plus, Inc. v. Des Moines Gen. Hosp., 535 N.W.2d 149, 157 (Iowa Ct.App. 1995) (holding lost
profits claimant "is only required to present such evidence as might reasonably be expected to be
available under the circumstances") (internal quotations omitted)."

Bbserco, Inc. v. Metrix Co., 324 F.3d 955 at 962 (8th Cir., 2003).

XII. Total Damages Plaintiff is entitled to from the Breach of Contract

The plaintiff for the purposes of this estimate will disregard non contract claims presently carged

in his current complaint and the claims he will amend to include based on the defendants' subsequent

unlawful conduct after filing the present complaint in Independence, Missouri.

The plaintiff has calculated that the breach of the contract to provide escrow accounts in 2002 has

deprived the plaintiff of $450 million dollars in profit to date. This amount excludes interest and realization

of business appreciation in Medical Supply Chain, Inc that the plaintiff would have enjoyed.

The plaintiff also suffered the breach of good faith and fair dealing which also is included in his

contract damages from US Bank and US Bancorp from interference with the plaintiffs later contract with

General Electric to sell a real estate lease and obtain a sum roughly equal to the US Bank escrow sum in

time to launch Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s entry into the national hospital supply market. This breach of

good faith and fair dealing that resulted in US Bank and US Bancorp through its agents Shughart Thomson

& Kilroy, PC interfering in the plaintiffs claims for redress against the General Electric defendants entitles

the plaintiff to an additional $450 million dollars in profit to date.

The plaintiff will be entitled to judgment interest at 3.42% simple on the nine hundred million

dollars ($900,000,000.00) or eighty four thousand, three hundred and twenty eight dollars and seventy

seven cents ( $ 84,328.77) a day.
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XIII. Proposed Settlement

The plaintiff proposes to settle all past and present claims against US Bank, US Bancorp and its

officers and employees providing the plaintiff receives all the following:

I. The publication of US Bancorp, Inc.'s affirmative disassociation with Novation LLC, Neoforma,

Inc. and their successors in interest.

2. The US Bank defendant's app lication for relieffrom judgment in all previous litigation between

the US Bank, US Bancorp and its officers and employees and a stipulated dismissal.

3. Capitalization of the plaintiffs entry into the national hospital supply market by providing the

plaintiff with two hundred million dollars deposited in Bank of America in the personal account of

Samuel K. Lipari and the provision of a four hundred and fifty million dollar business line of

credit ($450,000,000.00) at 8% to be serviced and controlled by Bank of America.

4. A filing by US Bancorp's CEO and senior counsel in the District Court for Kansas and the Kansas

State Supreme Court reporting the misconduct of the defendants' attorney agents and seeking the

restoration nunc pro tunc of the plaintiffs counsel Bret D. Landrith's license to practice law.

5. A filing by US Bank in the present litigation proposing to dismiss the present action without

prejudice and to retain jurisdiction in the event US Bank, US Bancorp, its officers or employees

violate the terms of this settlement.

CONCLUSION

In good faith the plaintiff believes this will be a win-win resolution that will allow KPMG LLP to

sign off on the US Bancorp current quarterly reporting and financial disclosures without creating new

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002, Pub. L. No. 107-204,116 Stat. 745 liability and another predicate act of fraud

against me to prevent my entry into the market for hospital supplies in competition with Novation, LLC.

Respectfully Submitted,

Sf Samuel K. Lipari

Samuel K. Lipari
297 NE Bayview
Lee's Summit, MO 64064
816-365-1306
saml@medicalsupplychain.com
Prose
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify I have sent a copy via email to the undersigned opposing counsel via email on 2/8/08.

Mark A. Olthoff, Esq.,
Jay E. Heidrick, Esq.
Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, P.C.
Twelve Wyandotte Plaza
120 W. 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64105

via email
jheidrick@stklaw.com
molthoff@stklaw.com
ademarea@stklaw.com

Sarah B. Stroebel (314122)
Senior Corporate Counsel
US Bancorp NA
BC-MN-H21O
800 Nicollette Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55402Mark A. Olthoff, Esq.,

via email

S/ Samuel K. Lipari

Samuel K. Lipari
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I.Previous Settlement History

Around November 8, 2002, Plaintiff offered to settle for provision of the first ten escrow accounts

in time to prevent the loss of$350,000.00 and to pay the defendants $6000.00 for fees. Defendants rejected

the offer through their attorneys Patrick J. McLaughlin a partner and co-chair in the corporate trust services

of Dorsey & Whitney LLP and Mark A. Olthoff, KS lie. #70339 of Shughart Thompson & Kilroy. The

defendants' problem with the plaintiff proposed settlement was that even though no damages would have to

be paid and the plaintiff would be paying US Bank the lucrative fees for the first ten accounts, the

plaintiff would have entered the hospital supply market violating the agreement between US Bancorp Piper

Jaffray and Novation LLC's Neoforma, Inc. to exclude competitors in the supplier markets that weren't

approved by Novation LLC, VHA and UHC.

In a partial settlement effort, the plaintiff offered to accept US Bancorp Piper Jaffray. In the

alternative, the plaintiff offered to work with potential buyers of US Bancorp Piper Jaffray. See Exb 1

(letter to Irving Weiser, CEO of Royal Bank of Canada).

In a 2003 Tenth Circuit Mediation conference during Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. US Bancorp,

NA, et all12 Fed. Appx. 730 (10th Cir. 2004) where US Bank and US Bancorp through their attorneys

Mark A. Olthoff, KS lie. #70339 and Andrew M. DeMarea KS lie. #16141 of Shughart Thompson &

Kilroy offered merely to not seek attorney's fees from the plaintiff if plaintiff dismissed his claims.

II. Evidence of Contract

The plaintiff has copies of the email, memorandums, loan application, bank receipts, Five Star

Guarantee, Non Disclosure notice, tape recordings.

A. Notice at 2003 Rule 16 Conference to preserve electronic records

The plaintiff served notice of his expectations that recent federal decisions on electronic discovery

be observed and that the defendants maintain all electronically stored data relative to the plaintiffs contract,

tortuous interference, fiduciary duty and antitrust related claims and submitted a proposed electronic

discovery plan in the plaintiffs report of the case management conference to Magistrate Waxse on or

around May 6, 2003 See Exb 2
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The May 6 ,2003 report documents notice was given to the defendants US Bank and US Bancorp

that all identified electronic records were to be preserved and provided to the plaintiff for litigating the

contract related claims:

"Electronic Data discovery requests will seek relevant data from and about the following:

• System users and administrators. The system administrators and relevant system users will be
asked how, when and where information is stored, and why it is stored in that manner -- for
example, how files are named, password-protected and encrypted.

• Personal computer and server hard drives. Information will be extracted from PCs and servers.
For PCs, the preferred extraction method is to create a bit-by-bit image of their hard drives. Failure
to follow this procedure, such as by employing a simple unerase or disk-copying utility, may lead to
destruction of data, claims of spoliation and sanctions.

• Telephone And Cell Phone Records You have cell phones and their call logs and Palm Pilots.
You have browser-based applications. Do you have to get cookie files and personal history files? In
certain parts of the world, you may outsource communications.

• Network backup tapes. Backup tapes of server data are regularly archived in case of a server or
system failure. The system administrator typically follows a backup-tape recycling rotation schedule
in which tapes are overwritten after a certain period, typically two to four weeks. As discussed
above, the rotation schedule should stop once litigation is commenced to preserve possibly relevant
information.

• Internet server data and Internet visit data, such as cookies. These data can help administrators
trace someone's Internet usage trail. The trail may be reconstructed from server logs and other trace
evidence, such as cookies. You have browser-based applications. Do you have to get cookie files
and personal history files?
• Embedded chips and PDA devices. Relevant data can often be found in voicemail systems,
dictaphone systems, EZ Pass, and Palm Pilots and other personal digital assistants.

• Databases -- spreadsheets, e-mail and other dynamic systems. Database printouts frequently do
not accurately represent the system data available to and/or used by the user. Computer code under
each field or cell may affect the presentation of data to the viewer and what is actually printed. This
may be important if the database's operations -- how it functioned and processed information -- is
relevant to the proceeding. If that is the case, examination of the code under each field or ceIl will be
necessary.

• Meta data. Meta data is embedded data. For example, many word processors store information
about a document that is not readily apparent from the face of the document, such as the author or
the time it was last accessed or modified. Likewise, the specification (international standard) for e-
mail enables e-mail to be exchanged between different systems. The specification identifies about
30 fields, but the sender and recipients typically see only a few fields -- to, from, subject, date and
headline. The sending e-mail system may contain more information such as time sent or blank
copies -- "bees." This information, particularly bees, could be critical in this litigation.

• System logs. Many computers and servers have their own "audit trail" software that traces user
action and inaction on the system. Some track user identities, passwords and access times.

• File slack -- deleted and encrypted meso Files are stored in "allocated" space. Deleted files
typically reside in unallocated or "slack" space. Computer forensics can recover deleted files even if
they have been overwritten many times. Comparison of deleted files with the printed or current
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electronic versions of the file may reveal evidence of tampering or alteration. Encrypted files require
a deciphering key to access the data.

Authentic Copies Of Electronic Information
Data that is not captured properly may not be admissible in evidence. What constitutes an authentic
copy of electronic data? Most courts allow duplicates, subject to a proper foundation, which is
premised on the data's being authentic. Federal Rule of Evidence 1001(3) defines "original"
computer data as "any printout or other output readable by sight, shown to reflect the data
accurately .... " Rule 1001(4) further defines "duplicate" as "a counterpart produced by the same
impression as the original, or from the same matrix ... or by mechanical or electronic re-recording ...
or by other equivalent techniques which accurately reproduces the originaL"

The copying process must be exact and complete; the data must be capable of independent
verification as a duplicate of the original (accomplished through algorithmic electronic file
comparison, which creates an identifying number that will match the original with the copy); and
the data must be tamper-proof so as to protect against alteration of the data between copying and
presentation in court (the IT specialist should write-protect the data, run virus checks and document
the secure transport and storage of the data).

RULE 16 CONFERENCES
One of the most useful management tools for electronic discovery is the Rule 16 pretrial conference.
Topics for discussion at the conference may include: preservation of evidence (including whether
backup, archival and "deleted" files will be exchanged), preliminary disclosures as to the parties'
computer systems (including numbers, types, and locations of computers, operating systems in use
and backup schedules), document processing and production formats, testifying experts and
anticipated evidentiary disputes.

As with the Rule 26(0 meeting, counsel must be armed with all of the salient facts regarding all
electronic evidence that is relevant to the case. Being fully prepared at a Rule 16 conference may
help limit the scope of discovery of the client's data while maximizing the disclosures from
opposing parties. The court may be educated by expert testimony as to the nature, location and
volume of electronic data, as well as the time and cost involved in producing it.

DISCOVERY REQUESTS AND REVIEW
Parties will incrementally approach electronic discovery by fashioning their request as narrowly and
reasonably as possible. Electronic discovery takes place like a ladder. The first TUngor two are
narrow requests that will not give rise to defenses about the expense and burden.

After the Rule 26 disclosures, attorneys may acquire more in-depth information or additional
electronic data through a combination of interrogatories, requests for documents, and depositions.
Requests should be carefully crafted to seek the data relevant to the claims and defenses in the
matter. A request for "all electronic data" will likely result in an objection based on burden or
expense, and courts often will not allow a "fishing expedition." Therefore, discovery requests must
be specific and exhibit an understanding of how electronic data are created, stored and destroyed.
The same criteria used in disclosing client data under the Rule 26 initial disclosure provision can be
used to formulate effective interrogatories. The response to those interrogatories should provide a
road map for a follow-up request for documents or subpoena duces tecum. If the response does not
provide a road map, there are plenty of cases to support a motion to compel.

Understanding all the advantages and potential pitfalls of electronic evidence is very important.
Though electronic searches may be easier and faster than reviewing hard copies, the sheer volume of
electronic documents can lead to mistakes. In a few million electronic pages of data, for example, it
is relatively easy to miss an e-mail between you and your own client, inadvertently waiving the
attorney-client privilege.
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FRCP 34 authorizes requests for production of documents, including "electronic data compilations."
FRCP 34(a). It is now black letter law that computerized data is discoverable if relevant. Anti
Monopoly, Inc. v. Hasbro, Inc., 1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16355, 1996 WL 22976 (S.D.N.Y.).
Computer records, including those that have been "deleted," are discoverable documents under Rule
34. Simon Property Group v. mySimon, Inc., 194 F.R.D. 639, 640 (S.D. Ind. 2000).

Courts routinely grant requests for electronic production, even when the same information has been
produced in hard copy. Anti-Monopoly, supra. Courts recognize the necessity and efficiency of
production in electronic form, and have applied the federal rules' mandate of just, efficient and
inexpensive resolution of disputes to require electronic production.

If a requesting party will otherwise incur unnecessary expense, paper will not substitute for
computer-readable discovery. Storch v. IPCO Safety Products Co., 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10118,
1997 WL 401589 (E.D. Pa. 1997) (defendant required to produce electronically rather than impose
upon plaintiff the cost ofre-inputting data to allow computer analysis); In re Air Crash Disaster at
Detroit Metropolitan Airport, 130 F.R.D. 634 (E.D. Mich. 1989) (party compelled to re-create
computer-readable tape though it had already produced printouts)."

From Plaintiffs Report of Parties Planning Conference May 6, 2003 at pgs. 29-32. Exb 2.

Spoliation

Already an administrative hearing by the Securities and Exchange Commission has found

spoliation of evidence including destruction of emails that are relevant to this action and that have been

identified in the complaint. On December 3, 2002 Securities regulators found U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray

violated SEC Rule 17a-4 by failing lito preserve for three years, and/or to preserve in an accessible place for

two years" such office memoranda as e-mails related to their exchange, brokerage or dealer businesses.

U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray agreed to pay $1.65 million in fines. See Exb 3. SEC December 3, 2002 news.

Specifically the email received by US Bancorp Piper Jaffray containing the plaintiffs executive

summary. The defendants through their agent Shughart Thompson & Kilroy PC , have already attempted to

deceive this court with a false representation dated December 19,2007 entitled Memorandum in Support of

Motion to Dismiss. The defendants are trying to deceive this court into dismissing the plaintiffs claims for

theft of trade secrets by deliberately misrepresenting the email to US Bancorp Piper Jaffray as containing

the business plan the plaintiff sought to protect. See Exb 4 Excerpt from Defendants' December 19

Memorandum in Support of Dismissal at pgs. 12-14.

The repeated unlawful acts by the defendants causing the dissolution and delay of Medical Supply

Chain, Inc. in addition to the early disclosure of the plan to healthcare suppliers aligned with the

competitors of Medical Supply Chain, Inc. has now made the continued secrecy of the business plan

meaningless and the plan is contained herein.
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The plaintiff through his counsel Bret D. Landrith in a F.R. Civ. P. Rule 16 case management

conference the week of May 2, 2003 with Steven D. Ruse, KS lie. #11461 and Mark A. Olthoff, KS lie.

#70339 of Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, PC and reminded them again of the plaintiffs proposed electronic

discovery plan. A tape of that conference was made by the plaintiff and is Exb 5

( and can be heard online at

http:,' www.rnedicalsurmly(.hain.~om;!ldt!Sugl!arr;()20Thompson%20Kilrov·:·o20STC.vC-[J·Yo20Rus.:%20Mark·}. ..200Ithoft%20Conversion

..wav)

B. Formation of contract

The escrow services contract was formed between the parties with the following email which has

Brian J. Kabbes a Vice President of US Bank's Trust Department in St. Louis Missouri accepting the

escrow agreement or memorandum after the inclusion of a term requiring the funds to be invested in a

treasury fund owned by US Bank.

US Bank's Trust Department through its Vice President Brian Kabbes signed the escrow

agreement. Brian Kabbes signed the agreement both by acknowledging and approving the agreement in a

return email and also by causing his name "Brian J. Kabbes" to be affixed to the memorandum as required

under 2 E. Farnsworth, Farnsworth on Contracts § 6.8, at 144 (1990); Restatement (Second) of Contracts §

134 (1981); Dinuba Farmers' Union Packing Co. v. J.M Anderson Grocer Co., 193 Mo.App. 236,182

S.W. 1036 (1916); Kamada v. RX Group Ltd., 639 S.W.2d 146, 148 (Mo.App.l982); Vess Beverages, Inc.

v. Paddington Corp., 941 F.2d 651 at 654 (C.A.8 (Mo.), 1991) Venable v. Hickerson, Phelps, Kirtley &

Associates, Inc., 903 S.W.2d 659 at 662 (Mo. App.W.D., 1995); Intern. Casings Group v. Premium

Standard Farms, 358 F.Supp.2d 863 (W.D. Mo., 2005).

The email of Brian Kabbes accepting written contract to provide escrow accounts and escrow

agency services and instructing affixing his name and address to it ( Exb 6):

From: <BRIAN J.KABBES@usbank.com>
To: Samuel Lipari <Saml@MedicaISupplyChain.com>
Subject: Re: Up Date:
Date: 10/08/20022:20:23 PM

Attachment N 1: MSCI Escrow.doc

Here is my address:
Brian J. Kabbes
Vice President
U.S. Bank National Association
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One U.S. Bank Plaza
Mail Code: SL-MO-T6CT
St. Louis, MO 63101
314-418-3943
314-418-1225 FAX

>"Samuel Lipari" <Saml@MedicaISupplyChain.com>
> To: Brian.J.Kabbes@USBank.com
>cc: "bret landrith" <colaborator7@yahoo.com>
>Subject: Up Date: 10/07/02 09:59 AM

>Bryan, we have made the necessary changes to #10 Security Interests. Can
>you provide me with acceptable language as it relates to an Authorization
>and/or Rejection release. You may have a better feel for what language is
>needed and/or will be recognized by the Escrow/Bank. S-
>Samuel Lipari
>Chairman&
>Chief Operating Officer
>Medical Supply Chain, Inc.
>Corporate Center
> 1300 NW Jefferson Court
>Blue Springs, MO 64015
>: 816.220.4128
>Fax: 816-220-4199
>SamL@MedicaISupplyChain.com
>www.MedicaISupplyChain.com
>This message is intended solely for the designated recipient, which may
>contain privileged or confidential information and may be subject to
>confidentiality agreement(s). Access to this email by anyone else is
>unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
>distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
>prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this message in error,
>please notify the sender immediately by reply and destroy the original
>communication.

Kabbes email to Lipari 10-8-02 Exb 6

The above email incorporating the text of the email it was a reply to was sent to the plaintiff in

response to a telephone call request for approval of the agreement in its final form to send to the first group

of hospital supply representative candidates selected by Medical Supply Chain, Inc. who were to deposit

their certification funds in the escrow accounts, capitalizing Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s entry into the

national hospital supply market. The email Brian Kabbes was responding to (Exb 7 Lipari email to Kabbes

10-7-02) had as an attachment the written escrow agreement:

From: Samuel Lipari <Saml@MedicaISupplyChain.com>
To: <Brian.J.Kabbes@USBank.com>
Subject: Up Date:
Date: 10/07/20028:59:16 AM

Attachment NI: MSCI Escrow.doc
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Bryan. we have made the necessary changes to #10 Security Interests. Can you
provide me with acceptable language as it relates to an Authorization and/or
Rejection release. You may have a better feel for what language is needed
and/or will be recognized by the Escrow/Bank. S-

Samuel Lipari
Chairman &
Chief Operating Officer
Medical Supply Chain, Inc.
Corporate Center
1300 NW Jefferson Court
Blue Springs, MO 64015
Phone: 816.220.4128
Fax: 816-220-4199
SamL@MedicaISupplyChain.com
www.MedicaISupplyChain.com

This message is intended solely for the designated recipient, which may
contain privileged or confidential information and may be subject to
confidentiality agreement(s). Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender immediately by reply and destroy the original
communication.

Exb 7 Lipari email to Kabbes 10-7-02.

The attachment Nl to the 10-7-02 email agreement had an escrow agreement without Brian

Kabbes Signature block affixed. Exb 8.

The word document meta data shows that the Brian Kabbes signature block was attached as

instructed by Brian Kabbes in his email to Lipari on 10-8-02. The escrow agreement approved after

amendment to include a benefit to US Bank that was included in the email signed by Brian Kabbes on

behalf of US Bank Trust department is Exb 9.

After the escrow agreement terms had been agreed upon and the escrow contract approved for

mailing to the first 10 candidates selected by Medical Supply Chain, Inc. The plaintiff began working on

the release that would be utilized after the seminars were concluded. The next email is the plaintiff

forwarding the release to Brian Kabbes for review, Exb 10. The email also is evidence that documents were

entrusted to the Noland road branch office of US Bank in Independence, Missouri and that the plaintiff had

instructed Doug Lewis to fax to Kabbes in St. Louis the tax clearance and corporate standing:

From: Samuel Lipari <Saml@MedicaISupplyChain.com>
To: Brian Kabbes <BrianJ.Kabbes@USBank.com>
Subject: Escrow Release
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Date: 10/11/2002 11:22:31 AM

Attachment Nl: MSCI Escrow Release.doc

Brian, attached is the MSCI Escrow release. Please review and advise? Did Doug
fax our Tax clearance and Corporation standing documents? Let's talk Monday.

Sam

Samuel Lipari
Chairman & Chief Operating Officer
Medical Supply Chain, Inc.
Corporate Center
1300 NW Jefferson Court
Blue Springs, MO 64015
Phone: 816.220.4128
Fax: 816.220.4199
SamL@MedicaISupplyChain.com
www.MedicaISupplyChain.com

This message is intended solely for the designated recipient, which may
contain privileged or confidential information and may be subject to
confidentiality agreement(s). Access to this email by anyone else is
unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this message in error,
please notify the sender immediately by reply and decommunication.

Exb. 10 Lipari email to Brian Kabbes 10-11-02.

The last email between Kabbes and the plaintiff is dated 10-14-02 and is a query by Lipari on the

status of a separate writing, the release that the MSCI candidates would have to execute to free the

remainder of the escrow funds for use by Medical Supply Chain, Inc.:

From: Samuel Lipari
To: Brian Kabbes
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2002 3:57 PM
Subject: Escrow Release

Brian, is the escrow release OK? Sam

Exb 11 Lipari email to Brian Kabbes 10-14-02.

The voicemailleft by Becky Hainje of US Bank in Independence, Missouri (See Exb 12 or hear

online at hrtp:!!w\v\v.medicalsupplvci1ain.comipdfil..TSB';·',20Beckv%2OHainje%20Cul1version.w;lv ) explains that Brian

Kabbes will not consider accepting additional documentation. Becky Hainje states the reason the escrow

accounts will not be provided is the know your customer provision of the USA PATRIOT Act. Hainje
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reveals additional documentation or changing the contract to meet the requirements claimed by the bank to

make performance an impossibility under the USA PATRIOT Act will not be considered. This

conclusively shows breach and liability of the defendants under the plaintiffs claim for breach of contract.

Refusal to adapt or change the contract to make performance possible voids the UCC impossibility defense

and is a violation of the UCC duty of good faith and fair dealing.

The defendants did not disclose any email as part of their Rule 26 disclosure. The defendants

sought a stay of discovery based on the defendants' misrepresentation of Missouri law on whether the

plaintiff had standing to proceed pro se. See Exb 13 at pages 23-34 from the plaintiffs second draft of the

parties' January 2008 case management conference report. The plaintiff gave notice that the court lacked

jurisdiction to relieve them from their Rule 26 disclosure requirements where the appeal of the same case or

controversy was before the Tenth Circuit as Medical Supply Chain, Inc. and Samuel Lipari v. Neoforma, et

al., Case No. 06-3331.

The defendants' May 4, 2007 letter Exb 14 defends their actions and provided Rule 26 (a)

discovery disclosures that did not include the email critical to resolving the central issue of this litigation:

whether the parties were in contract and whether the contract or contracts were in writing.

October 18 Letter (DEF 00010 Exb 15) from US Bank Trust Legal Services senior corporate

counsel Kristen Strong attempting to overcome the pretext nature of the USA PATRlOT Act know your

customer reason given for breaching the contract discussed by the plaintiff's counsel with her as a

misrepresentation and a legally incorrect understanding of the USA PATRIOT Act law by the bank's trust

department acting as the plaintiffs fiduciary and at length with US Bank officials in previous recorded

conversations.

In ~3 of the October 18 Letter (DEF 00010 Exb 15) Trust Legal Services senior corporate

counsel Kristen Strong also gives two more pretext and false reasons the escrow services contract was

breached, stating the escrow agreement was not in writing and not signed by US Bank.

The defendants omitted or excluded DEF 00011 from disclosure to the plaintiff.

October 22 Letter from US Bank Trust Legal Services senior corporate counsel Kristen Strong

acknowledging receipt of proposed draft complaint and requesting plaintiff to cease communications with

bank employees. DEF 00012 Exb 16
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III. Effect of Anticipatory Breach

The defendants repudiated the contract with the plaintiff. The complaint describes Brian Kabbes, a

US Bank Vice President stating that the escrow contracts would not be performed after they were sent to

the key candidates selected by the plaintiff. "An anticipatory repudiation can be made orally. See Upland

Ind. Corp. v. Pacific Gamble Robinson Co., 684 P.2d 638, 643 (Utah 1984) (anticipatory breach "is the

outcome of words or acts evincing an intention to refuse performance in the future"); accord

REST ATEMENT § 250 (indicating that anticipatory repudiation is typically made by way of a

"statement")."Becker v. HsalWexford Bancgroup, L.L.C., 157 F.Supp.2d 1243 at 1252-1253 (D. Utah,

2001).

By repudiating the contract, the defendants voluntarily accepted liability for the plaintiffs lost

profits:

"It is settled law in this state that either party to a contract has the right to repudiate the contract on
the usual terms of compensating the other for the damages, and that a repudiation of the contract
amounts to a breach. When defendant repudiated the contract on April 6th, the contract was
breached, and a right of action then accrued to the plaintiff to sue for and recover damages caused
by the breach. Itwas not within plaintiffs power thereafter to publish the advertisement in its
catalogue, and sue upon the contract as for a performance, and recover the contract price. Plaintiff's
remedy, having expended labor and incurred expense in a part performance of the contract before its
repudiation, was by suit to recover the money expended, the value of the labor bestowed in part
performance of the contract, plus the profit that would have accrued had not the performance
of the contract been prevented by the defendant." See, also, Frederick v. Willoughby, 136 Mo.
App.244, 116 S. W. 1109." [Emphasis added]

Western Advertising Co. v. Midwest Laundries, 61 S.W.2d 251 (Mo. App., 1933).

Federal courts are consistent in recognizing the long established principle of anticipatory breach

under Missouri law:

Medcon clearly stated its intent not to perform under the contract at that time or any other time.
Medcon lacked a valid legal basis for reaching this extreme conclusion. Engel exercised its statutory
rights when it continued to perform and then resold the goods when Medcon failed to retract its
repudiation. See Mo.Rev.Stat. §§ 400.2-610,400.2-703. Engel is therefore entitled to damages."

Engel Industries v. First American Bank, 798 F.Supp. 9 at 12 (D.C., 1992). The defendants in their

December 19,2003 have argued that escrow accounts are goods. Therefore the defendants have likely

conceded Mo.Rev.Stat. §§ 400.2-610, 400.2-703 apply.

The plaintiff attempted to exercise the option of seeking a declaratory judgment in federal court

against the conduct of US Bank and US Bancorp in anticipatorily breaching the contract that was certain to

injure patients and even result in death in the national market for hospital supplies, not to mention injure
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Medical Supply Chain, Inc. The [non-breaching] party can immediately treat the anticipatory repudiation as

a breach, or it can continue to treat the contract as operable and urge performance without waiving any

right to sue for that repudiation. Kasco Servs. Corp. v. Benson, 831 P.2d 86, 89 (Utah 1992).

Neither US Bank, nor US Bancorp retracted their anticipatory breach before the plaintiff brought

his action.

"Because a party injured by another party's anticipatory repudiation may elect to immediately sue
for damages, a retraction of an anticipatory repudiation must be made before suit is brought to be
effective. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts Sec. 256(1) (1981 )."

Glatt v. Bank of Kirkwood Plaza, 383 N.W.2d 473 at479 (N.D., 1986). The immediacy of the

plaintiffs cause of action also negates the effect oflater misrepresentations of the bank officials regarding

whether the parties were in contract and a cause of action ripened at the repudiation. At law, the filing of

the suit which did not result in Hon. Carlos Murguia hearing the state contract related claims provided the

defendants notice that their anticipatory repudiation could no longer be modified, altered or retracted. It

was at that point quite simply an intentional breach. US Bank and US Bancorp had assumed liability for the

natural damages in contemplation of the parties:

"FARNSWORTH ON CONTRACTS, § 8.21, at 542-43. "As soon as the injured party has
materially changed its position in reliance on the repudiation, ... it is too late for the repudiating
party to retract." ld. at 543. If the injured party notifies the repudiating party that it considers the
repudiation final, either by statements to that effect or by filing a lawsuit, then it need not show
reliance on the repudiation to prevent revocation. Id. at 543, n. 15. However, if there has been no
material change in reliance on the repudiation, and no notice that the repudiation is considered
final, such as by the filing of a lawsuit, then revocation is possible. If the repudiation was by
words, then "the repudiating party can nullify it by giving notice of retraction to the injured party."
Id. at 542. If the repudiation was by deeds, then "the repudiating party can nullify it by correcting
the situation that amounted to the repudiation." Id. at 543." [Emphasis added]

Kinesoft Development Corp. v. Softbank Holdings, 139 F.Supp.2d 869 at 898 (N.D. I\l., 2001)

A. Lack of Business Justification

The defendants had no measurable risk ofliability from providing the escrow accounts:

"30A c.J.S. Escrows § 8, page 991, states in pertinent part as follows:
b. Liabilities

A depositary is liable for a breach of the duties assumed by him under the terms of the escrow
contract.

The liability of a depositary or escrow holder is both fixed and limited by the contract under
which he undertakes to perform the impartial function of stake-holder. So, a depositary is not liable
for failure to comply with instructions or provisions of a contract between the depositors to which
he has not assented and is not bound. On the other hand, ifhe violates duties assumed under the
terms of the escrow contract or instructions, he is liable in damages for the loss suffered thereby,
unless it appears that his wrongful act has been ratified by the injured party. He is liable for his
negligence, as in caring for the property deposited with him, or for breach of duty of good faith
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toward the depositor in personally acquiring such property at an inadequate price, or for conversion
in delivering escrows in violation of the escrow agreement as discussed infra § 11; and he may be
compelled to deliver the instrument to the grantee or obligee where the latter has complied with all
the conditions of the escrow, infra § 15.

Generally, no liability attaches for the depositary's failure to do something not required
by the terms of the escrow, or for a loss incurred while obediently following the escrow
instructions without neglect or fraud. Also, a depositary is not liable for failure to inquire
concerning the authority of an agent of certain of the parties making the deposit; ... (Footnotes
omitted)" [ Emphasis added]

Federal Deposit Ins. v. First Nat. Bank and Trust, 496 F.supp. 294 at 296-297 (W.D. Ok!., 1980).

In addition to clearly established legal authorities severely limiting or excluding liability to escrow

agents, the escrow agreement adopted by US Bank expressly indemnified the escrow agent against all

liability:

"S.Indemnification

Seller and Purchaser jointly and severally agree to indemnify and save the Escrow Agent harmless
from all loss, cost, damages, fees and expenses, including, but not limited to attorney's fees suffered
or incurred by the Escrow Agent as a result thereof."

Exb. 9 Escrow contract article 5.

B. The Falsehood of the Reason Given For Not Performing

The complaint details the misrepresentation of the defendants that the USA PATRIOT Act

prevented from performing the contract and required their breach. The tape recording of US Bank officials

reveals the USA PATRIOT Act was the reason given (later recorded and written communications

demonstrate the defendants sought to deny they had used the USA PATRIOT Act as a pretext for not

performing).

The falsehood is independently demonstrable for each of the following reasons; 1) the "know

your customer" reporting requirements contemplated under the act were not a barrier but a mere reporting

mechanism; 2) the applicability of any reporting requirements to a domestic trust or escrow account was

speculative at the time the reason was given; and 3) the US Treasury Department which is responsible for

regulating banks had published it was delaying implementation of the USA PATRIOT Act to banks.

The May 2005 United States Government Accountability Office Report to Congressional Requesters

entitled "USA PATRIOT ACT Additional Guidance Could Improve Implementation of Regulations

Related to Customer Identification and Information Sharing Procedures" (GAO-05-412 USA Patriot Act)

20 reveals that regulations for Customer Information Procedures ("CIP") did not even get issued or enacted
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till October of2003 a year after US Bank and US Bancorp breach of the contract to provide escrow

accounts on the false pretext that the "know your customer" provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act the CIP

procedures prevented escrow account deposits:

"Since February I and October I, 2003-when financial institutions were to be in compliance with
regulations for sections 314 and CIP of the PATRIOT Act, respectively-banking, securities, and
futures regulators and SROs
issued examination guidance and trained examiners to assess firms for compliance with both
provisions. The five banking regulators jointly issued guidance for CIP and section 314. The SEC
and the securities SROs we reviewed issued final guidance for both provisions individually, and the
futures SROs we reviewed issued final guidance jointly in February 2004 through the Joint Audit
Committee-a consortium of futures exchanges. NFA updated and issued its guidance by October
2003 for both provisions. All federal financial regulators and SROs continue to update staff on
changes to examination procedures and have trained examiners to assess firms for compliance with
CIP and section 314. All Financial Regulators and SROs Have Issued Final Guidance and
Procedures for CIP and Section 314 and The banking regulators jointly issued guidance and
procedures for section 314 on October 20,2003, and for CIP on July 28, 2004. Although banking
regulators did not issue final examination guidance for CIPs until several months after the
regulations took effect, examiners were assessing firms' CIPs using draft or interim guidance
beginning in October 2003."

GAO-05-412 USA Patriot Act at pg. 28 http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d05412.pdf

Ed Higgens, a Senior Vice President and attorney acting for US Bancorp's Chief Financial Officer

Andrew Cesere also stated in a taped phone conversation with the plaintiff that he saw no way that the

know your customer provision of the USA PATRIOT Act would apply to the plaintiffs escrow accounts or

prevent the plaintiff from receiving the escrow accounts, line of credit, clearing and settlement services.

Exb. 17 Ed Higgens recording.

The USA PATRIOT Act reason provided by US Bank and US Bancorp was a false pretext but is

further demonstrable as intentional fraud because the plaintiff supplied the defendants with information

about the inapplicability of the USA PATRIOT Act and also sought to correct any problems causing the

repudiation in order to preserve performance. Exb 12 Becky Hainje voice mail.

IV. Emails, Escrow Agreement, Loan Application Written Contracts Per Missouri Law

Under Missouri Statute of Frauds law, the contract itself need not be in writing; a memorandum of

the contract is sufficient. See Wei! Clothing Co. v. National Garment Co., 148 S.W.2d 586, 594

(Mo.App.1941) (quoting Carter v. Western Tie & Timber Co., 170 S.W. 445, 446 (Mo.App.1914)). The

memorandum need not be a single document but may comprise several writings that, in combination,

supply the essential terms. Bayless Bldg. Materials Co. v. Peerless Land Co., 509 S.W.2d 206, 211
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(Mo.App.l974). Even if only one of the documents is signed, the requirement is satisfied as long as one

document refers to the other, or their contents clearly show they are related. See Mayer v. King Cola Mid-

America, Inc., 660 S.W.2d 746, 748 (Mo.App.l983).

The email exchange led to the Escrow Memorandum to be a signed contract:

"Under the statute of frauds, the writing evidencing a contract of the character of that here involved
is not required to be signed contemporaneously with the making of the contract itself."

Gate City Nat. Bank v. Elliott, 181 S.W. 25 at 28 (Mo., 1915).

The contract itselfneed not be in writing; a memorandum of the contract is sufficient. See Wei!

Clothing Co. v. National Garment Co., 148 S.W.2d 586, 594 (Mo.App.1941) (quoting Carter v. Western

Tie & Timber Co., 170 S.W. 445,446 (Mo.App.1914)). The memorandum need not be a single document

but may comprise several writings that, in combination, supply the essential terms. Bayless Bldg. Materials

Co. v. Peerless Land Co., 509 S.W.2d 206, 211 (Mo.App.1974). Even if only one of the documents is

signed, the requirement is satisfied as long as one document refers to the other, or their contents clearly

show they are related. See Mayer v. King Cola Mid-America, Inc., 660 S.W.2d 746, 748 (Mo.App.l983).

Although the signature requirement may be met with initials, Kamada v. RX Group Ltd., 639 S.W.2d 146,

148 (Mo.App.l982), they must be affixed with the intent to authenticate the writing as that of the signer, 2

E. Farnsworth, Farnsworth on Contracts § 6.8, at 144 (1990); Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 134

(1981).

The escrow contract attachment approved by Brian Kabbes ( Exb. 9) as well as the email of Brian

Kabbes ( Exb. 6) approving the escrow contract for sending to the first round of Medical Supply Chain,

Inc. candidates both meet the Missouri requirements for a signed document: A signature may appear

anywhere in the document and may be typed, printed, or stamped, as well as written. [emphasis added]

Dinuba Farmers' Union Packing Co. v. J.M Anderson Grocer Co., 193 Mo.App. 236,182 S.W. 1036 at

1039 (1916). See also Venable v. Hickerson, Phelps, Kirtley & Associates, Inc., 903 S.W.2d 659 at 662

(Mo. App.W.D., 1995).

A. The Signature of Vice Pres. Brian J. Kabbes for the US Bank Trust Department

Throughout this tragic litigation from 2002 forward (the plaintiff estimated 40,000 Americans die

each year his company is kept out of the market for hospital supplies, US Bancorp's co-conspirator General

Electric has estimated publicly that 50,000 Americans die in hospitals unnecessarily each year because
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healthcare information technology companies are kept out of the market) , the defendants have asserted

there was no written escrow agreement and that the escrow agreement was not signed. Missouri state

attorneys practicing in the Kansas District court repeatedly asserted the agreement was not signed and

repeatedly sought dismissals before discovery and before evidence can be presented that there were

writings and that the writings were signed. The defendants' counsel continues this assertion even though

the issue has been clearly resolved and the writings described in the plaintiffs complaints and pleadings

meet the Missouri statute of frauds signature requirement:

"The Dinuba case indeed holds that the signature of the party to be charged under the statute of
frauds is not confined to the actual subscription of his name. Dinuba, 182 S.W. at 1039. Rather, the
name of the party to be charged may be either in writing or in print, or by stamp upon the
memorandum. Id."

Venable v. Hickerson, Phelps, Kirtley & Associates, Inc., 903 S.W.2d 659 at 662 (Mo. App.W.D.,

1995).

The issue of whether a printed name caused to be affixed to a document with the intention

evidenced by Brian J. Kabbes October 8, 2002 email ( Exb. 6) doing the same to finalize the document of

the Escrow agreement and enable the agreement to be sent to Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s first round of

candidates has been clearly established in Missouri from 1915 onwards:

"But it is said the memorandum is not even signed by the brokerage company. It is true no formal
signature appears to be affixed thereto, but this is unimportant, in view of the fact that the name of
the broker - that is, the Rosen-Reichardt Brokerage Company - is printed on the heading of the
memorandum, and defendant's name is clearly written by the broker therein in typewriting as the
purchaser. The signature required by the statute is not confined to the actual subscription of his
name by the party to be charged, as is said by Mr. Benjamin on Sales (6th Ed.) § 256. Indeed, the
name of the party to be charged may be either in writing or in print, or by stamping the name upon
the memorandum. Moreover, it may be in the body of the writing or at the beginning or at the end of
it.

"But when the signature is not placed in the usual way at the foot of the written or printed
paper, it becomes a question of intention, a question of fact to be determined by the other
circumstances of the case, whether the name so written or printed in the body of the instrument was
appropriated by the party to the recognition of the contract."

See Benjamin on Sales (6th Ed.) § 259. Drury v. Young, 58 Md. 549,42 Am. Rep. 343;
Browne on Statute of Frauds (5th Ed.) § 356. See, also, Saunderson v. Jackson, 2 Bos. and Puller,
237. In Clason's Ex'rs v. Bailey, 14 Johns. 486, Chancellor Kent says:

"It is a point settled that if the name of a party appears in the memorandum, and is applicable to
the whole substance of the writing, and is put there by him or by his authority, it is immaterial in
what part of the instrument the name appears, whether at the top, in the middle, or at the bottom. * *
* Forms are not regarded, and the statute is satisfied if the terms of the contract are in writing, and
the names of the contracting parties appear."

See, also, Higdon v. Thomas, 1 Har. & G. (Md.) 139, 152. It sufficiently appears that
defendant's name was written into the memorandum as the purchaser by the Rosen-Reichardt
Brokerage Company who, according to the evidence, at that stage of the negotiations had, in virtue
of its function as broker, become the agent of defendant, as well as plaintiff, and was authorized to
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do so; moreover, that defendant appropriated the name thus written by accepting and retaining the
memorandum of the sale thus prepared and delivered to it. In the case of Durrell v. Evans, I
Hurlstone & Coltman's Rep. 172, a similar memorandum was considered, for there the name of the
defendant, written by a factor at the head of the memorandum delivered to him, was regarded as a
sufficient signature by his agent. In that case the memorandum related to the sale by the plaintiffs
factor of certain hops, and on a cursory reading of the opinion it would seem that the court, through
laying stress upon the evidence tending to prove the factor was the agent of defendant and
authorized to sign his name thereto, cast an inference that such evidence was essential in every case.
What was there said on the question of evidence showing authority in plaintiffs factor to represent
defendant as well must be considered, however, in connection with the office of the factor, which is
not in all respects identical with that of a broker. The broker, as before said, is in the first instance
the agent of one party only - that is, the party who first employs him - but rises to the dignity of
an agent for both on consummating the negotiations so as to enable him to represent both in
executing the bought and sold notes. See Bouvier's Law Dictionary, "Brokers." But a factor is an
agent of his principal only employed to sell goods for a factorage, or commission. See Bouvier,
"Factor." With this distinction in mind, it is clear that the language of the court employed in Durrell
v. Evans, supra, touching the matter of the evidence essential to show the authority of the factor to
write the defendant's name in the heading of the memorandum as a purchaser of the hops, is to be
treated as beside the instant case, for here the broker possessed the essential authority employed in
virtue of his calling - that is, the authority is implied in law. We regard the memorandum as
sufficient under the statute of frauds, in that the broker possessed authority to represent defendant as
well as plaintiff."

Dinuba Farmers' Union Packing Co. v. J.M Anderson Grocer Co., 193 Mo.App. 236,182 S.W.

1036 (1916).

B. E-Mail Contracts Under Missouri Statute of Frauds Intern. Casings Group

The plaintiff asserted the legal basis under the E-Sign electronic signatures act as it applies to

contracts formed via email or subject to the Missouri Statute of Frauds for seeking a preliminary injunction

in 2002 against the defendants and a declaratory judgment in advance of the breach and injury based on the

November 28, 2000 writings of Patrick A. Randolph, Jr., Professor of Law, UMKC School of Law in his

postings to the LISTSERVE for the Real Estate Brokers Discussion Group (Exb??) and cited in 2002 and

2003 by the plaintiff.

The plaintiff believes the issues of whether a Missouri contract was formed via email and whether

it meets the requirements of Missouri's Statute of Frauds has been dispositively resolved by The Honorable

Nanette K. Laughrey, United States District Judge for the Western District of Missouri in Intern. Casings

Group v. Premium Standard Farms, 358 F.Supp.2d 863 (W.D. Mo., 2005). To aid the parties in settling

this matter and since the Hon. Carlos Murguia produced no written memorandum or findings of fact in

either of the plaintiffs 2002 hearings seeking preliminary injunction, the plaintiff is incorporating the

relevant analysis from Hon. Nanette Laughrey's opinion at length and with the page numbers marked:
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"Considering the evidence presented at the preliminary injunction hearing, the Court
concludes that a jury is likely to find that the parties intended that their agreement be reduced to
writing as a memorialization. They did not intend the writing to be a condition precedent to the
formation of the contract. Pummill's e-mail onJune7.2004.said that everything looked fine except
two things. Sanecki then agreed to PSF's proposal concerning those two things. The parties then
implemented the new pricing structure which was the major stumbling block to the formation of the
contract. In his June 21 e-mail, Pummill says that "we" will mark up the contracts to conform to the
agreement and PSF was then to send them to ICG. At no time does Pummill say "I" will mark them
up and then give them to Manley for his approval, and if Manly approves them, we will send them
to you. There is nothing in the communications or the actions of the parties that suggest that no
contract was formed until the paper documents were formally signed by both Sanecki and Manly.
See Hunt v. Dallmeyer, 517 S.W.2d 720, 724 (Mo.Ct.App.1974) (where there is an intent by the
parties not to be bound by the oral contract but only by a later prepared and signed written contract,
such an intention must be specificaIly understood in the original agreement).

Nor is there objective evidence to indicate that Pummill did not have the authority to
enter into the agreement on behalf ofPSF. The evidence strongly suggests that he had authority to
bind PSF. While there is evidence that suggests that Sanecki did not want to make repairs required
by the terms of the agreement until there was a writing, this does not mean that the parties
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intended the written documents be a condition precedent to the formation of a contract.

Sanecki was obviously concerned about making the repairs on the defendant's property in the event
that PSF attempted to backtrack on its agreement. It was also a minor issue in comparison to the
implementation of the new pricing structure which was done as of June 28, 2004. It is probable that
a jury will find that a written document with a formal signature was not a condition precedent to the
formation of the contract.

2. Statute of Frauds

Because this dispute involves a contract for the sale of goods in excess of five hundred
dollars, it must satisfy the Statute of Frauds or one of the exceptions to it. Mo.Rev.Stat. § 400.2-201
(applying the Statute of Frauds to contracts exceeding five hundred dollars). PSF contends that the
Statute of Frauds has not been satisfied because the agreement was not in writing and was not
signed. ICG contends that the April 27, 2004, documents and the e-mails between Pummill and
Sanecki satisfy the writing and signature requirements of the Statute of Frauds.

The Statute of Frauds has two requirements relevant to this dispute. See Mo.Rev.Stat.
§ 400.2-201. The writing must evidence a contract for the sale of goods and "it must be 'signed,' a
word which includes any authentication which identifies the party to be charged ...." Howard
Construction Co. v. Jeff-Cole Quarries, 669 S.W.2d 221,226 (Mo.Ct.App.1983); also see Sedmak v.
Charlie's Chevrolet, Inc., 622 S.W.2d 694,699 (Mo.Ct.App.1981); Vess Beverages, Inc. v.
Paddington Corp., 886 F.2d 208,213 (8th Cir.1989).

a. Written Contract for the Sale of Goods

As previously indicated, the Court has concluded that it is probable that the e-mail.
exchange between Sanecki and Pummill and the written contracts sent by Sanecki on April 27,
2004, established a contract which contained all the essential terms of the parties' output agreement
for the Milan and Clinton facilities.

The fact that the terms of the agreement are contained in separate documents does not
prevent compliance with the Statute of Frauds. To satisfy the Statute of Frauds, the writing "may
comprise several writings that, in combination, supply the essential terms." Vess Beverages, Inc. v.
Paddington Corp., 941 F.2d 651,654 (8th Cir.1991) (applying Missouri law). The content of the e-
mails establishes that the document sent by Sanecki on April 27, 2004, were part of the negotiated
terms, as were the terms specifically resolved by the e-rnails.Therefore.It is probable that ICG will
convince the jury that the documents sent by Sanecki on April 27, 2004 and the parties' subsequent
e-mail communications establish a binding written contract for the sale of goods that contain all the
essential terms.
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b. The Signature

The more difficult question is whether the writings which evidenced the sale of goods
were signed. The answer depends on the definition of "signature" in the context of the UCc.

The UCC's definition of "signed" includes "any symbol executed or adopted by a
party with present intention to authenticate

Page 873
a writing." Mo.Rev.Stat. 400.1-201(39). The Comment to the UCC's definition states:

The inclusion of authentication in the definition of' signed' is to make clear that as the
term is used in this Act a complete signature is not necessary. Authentication may be printed,
stamped or written; it may be by initials or by thumbprint. It may be on any part of the document
and in appropriate cases may be found in a billhead or letterhead. No catalog of possible
authentications can be complete and the court may use common sense and commercial experience in
passing upon these matters.

Id. at Cmt. -,r 39.
Missouri has also adopted the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act ("UETA"). See

Mo.Rev.Stat, §§ 432.200-432.295. The UETA applies to Missouri's UCC provisions that govern the
Statute of Frauds and the UETA defines an electronic signature as, "An electronic sound, symbol, or
process attached to or logically associated with a record and executed or adopted by a person with
the intent to sign the record." Mo.Rev.Stat. § 432.205(8). Moreover, the UET A states, "If a law
requires a signature, an electronic signature satisfies the law." Mo.Rev.Stat. § 432.230(4). Hence,
although Pummill's and Sanecki's signatures were electronic, they satisfy the signature requirement
of the UCC's Statute of Frauds, so long as each had the present intention to authenticate the
document.

There is overwhelming evidence that Sanecki's and Pummill's e-mails are authentic
and that the information contained in them was intended by each to accurately reflect their
communications with the other. Although they do not all contain a typed name at the bottom of the
e-mails, each e-mail contains a header with the name of the sender. Given the testimony at the
preliminary hearing, it is clear that Sanecki and Pummill, by hitting the send button, intended to
presently authenticate and adopt the content of the e-mails as their own writing. This is enough to
satisfy the UCC given the breadth of its definition of signature, as well as the UETA which
specifically refers to a "process attached to or logically associated with a record."

Furthermore, the purpose of the UCC is to prevent fraud. See 73 AM. JUR. 2D Statute
of Frauds § 425. In this case, there is no dispute about the content or authenticity of the parties'
communications. Therefore, neither fraud nor perjury is a concern. Indeed, it would be contrary to
the purpose of the UCC to permit a party to negotiate all the terms of an agreement, do so in a way
which accurately records their negotiations and agreement, but then permit the party to escape
responsibility for its promises because a piece of paper with a handwritten signature has not been
produced. See 73 AM. JUR. 2D Statute of Frauds § 468 ("The courts do not tolerate the use of the
statute
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of frauds to enable one to take advantage of a person's own wrong and it ought not to be

used as a means to allow persons who have made a promise to circumvent their obligations.").
The Court's finding that an electronic signature in an e-mail satisfies the Statute of

Frauds is supported by the developing case law. See Cloud Corp. v, Hasbro, Inc., 314 F.3d 289 (7th
Cir.2002); Roger Edwards, LLC v. Fiddes & Son, Ltd., 245 F.Supp.2d 251 (D.Me.2003); Central
Illinois Light Co. v. Consolidation Coal Co., 235 F.Supp.2d 916, 919 (C.D.Il1.2002);
Commonwealth Aluminum Corp. v. Stanley Metal Association, 186 F.Supp.2d 770, 774
(W.D.Ky.2001); Rosenfeld v. Zerneck, 4 Misc.3d 193, 776 N.Y .S.2d 458 (N.Y.Sup.2004); Shattuck
v. Klotzbach, 2001 WL 1839720, No. 011109A (Mass.Super. Dec. 11,2001); Amedisys, Inc. v. JP
Morgan Chase Manhattan Bank (In re National Century Financial Enterprises, Inc.), 310 B.R. 580,
595 (Bankr.S.D.Ohio 2004).

Commentators have also suggested that an e-mail "signature" is sufficient to satisfy
the Statute of Frauds provision in the UCc. 12 ANDERSON ON THE COMMERCIAL CODE §
106:6ES (explaining that a valid signature includes "a name as part of an e-mail ... if the requisite
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intention is present."); Richard Allan Horning, Has Hal Signed A Contract: The Statute of Frauds in
Cyberspace, 12 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 253 (August 1996); Jean
Braucher, Rent-Seeking and Risk-Fixing in the New Statutory Law of Electronic Commerce:
Difficulties in Moving Consumer Protection Online, 2001 WIS. L. REV. 527 (2001); Steven
Domanowski, E-Sign: Paperless Transactions in the New Millennium, 51 DEPAUL L. REV. 619
(Winter 200 I).

PSF has cited Toghiyany v. AmeriGas Propane, Inc., 309 F.3d 1088, 1090-91 (8th
Cir.2002), for the proposition that an e-mail cannot satisfy the signature requirement of the Statute
of Frauds. In Toghiyany, the Eighth Circuit held that a contract was not enforceable because it
lacked a durational term. The court also said the following:

Furthermore, the documents constituting the contract must be signed, or, in the
alternative, one document must be signed, so long as the others are significantly related to it. Vess
Beverages, 941 F.2d at 654. An enforceable contract cannot be inferred from the writings supplied
by the parties in this case because the writings - various e-mails and draft agreements - neither
contain the essential durational element nor are signed. !d.; see also Kansas City Power & Light Co.
at 1003.

!d. The cases cited by the Eighth Circuit Toghiyany, Vess Beverages, Inc. v.
Paddington Corp., 941 F.2d 651 (8th Cir.1991), and Kansas City Power & Light Co. v. Burlington
N. R.R. Co., 707 F.2d 1002 (8th Cir.1983), do not deal with the electronic signature issue nor does
the court explain why it concludes that the e-mails are not signed. So while Toghiyany "tugs the
other way," Cloud, 314 F.3d at 296, the Court does not believe it precludes the decision reached
today in this case. Significantly, the UCC's definition of "signature" did not apply in Toghiyany
because the sale was not governed by the UCc. Second, Toghiyany was decided before the
enactment of the Missouri UETA which was passed in 2003 - one year after the Eighth Circuit
issued its opinion in Toghiyany. The UET A, therefore, best reflects Missouri's law at the time these
e-mails were exchanged.Third, in General Trading Int'l, Inc. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 320 F.3d 831
(8th Cir.2003), another panel of the Eighth Circuit suggests but does not explicitly state that an e-
mail can satisfy the Statute of Fraud's signature requirement. See Cohen, Henning & Rusch, The
Frontiers of Article 2: Software Contracts, Rolling Contracts, and Electronic
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Commerce in Goods, SK038 ALI-ABA I, 10 (December 9-11, 2004). Like Toghiyany,

General Trading was decided on other grounds so the current status of the UCC and electronic
signatures is unclear in the Eighth Circuit.

PSF also argues that the Missouri and North Carolina UET A do not apply to
Pummill's e-mails because the Acts require that the transactions are between "parties each of which
has agreed to conduct transactions by electronic means." Mo.Rev.Stat. 432.220(2).14 In determining
whether the parties have agreed, the Court may look to "context and surrounding circumstances,
including the parties' conduct." Id. The Court has done so and concluded that a fact finder will
probably infer from the objective evidence that the parties agreed to negotiate and eventually reach
the terms of an agreement via electronic mail based on their ongoing e-mail negotiations during all
of 2003 and the beginning of 2004. Moreover, the parties' continued performance after the new
pricing structure took effect on June 28, 2004, demonstrates they intended to reach an agreement via
the June 2004 e-mails.

Furthermore, in determining whether PSF agreed to "conduct transactions by
electronic means," the Court looks to whether Pummill intended to authenticate the writing - not
whether he subjectively intended to enter into a contract. In Vess Beverages, the court rejected the
argument that an individual authenticated his meeting notes when he created an attendance list for
the meeting and included his own initials among the initials of the other attendees. 941 F.2d at 655.
The court stated, "the signature need not be legally effective assent to the contract, but the signer
must sign with the intent to indicate that the document is his." Id. The court further stated, "Lest
there be any confusion, we emphasize that the standard is whether the party to be charged signed the
writing with intention to authenticate the writing. Although one who signs a writing with intent to
assent to its terms or to authenticate that an agreement exists fulfills the signature requirement in so
doing, neither of these latter two types of intent is necessary to satisfy the Statute of Frauds." Id. at
n. 5. Thus, in determining whether Pummill had the "present intention to authenticate" his June 2004
e-mails, the Court has considered whether Pummill intended to verify that the e-mails were his
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communications - not whether Pummill's e-mails manifested a subjective intent to formalize in
writing a binding contract. To find otherwise would undermine the objective theory of contracts
which Missouri follows."

Intern. Casings Group v. Premium Standard Farms, 358 F.Supp.2d 863 (W.D. Mo., 2005).

The August 8, 2006 Missouri State Court of Appeals opinion ofHon. Robert G. Ulrich, Hon.

Joseph M. Ellis, and Hon. Ronald R. Holliger in Crestwood Shops, L.L.C. v. Hilkene, No. WD 65694 (Mo.

App. 8/8/2006) has confirmed the US District court's resolution in Intern. Casings Group of Missouri

Statute of Fraud's application to contracts formed or modified through email. The plaintiff also

incorporates relevant analysis at length for the benefit of the parties omitting some of the facts at the

"***".

"In the third point relied on, Churchill and Ms. Hilkene argue that the trial court erred in concluding
that Ms. Hilkene's March 17, 2005, email satisfied the Statute of Frauds as a signed writing. They
assert that the trial court erroneously applied the law because the parties had not agreed to conduct
Lease transactions by electronic means.

None of the parties dispute that because the Lease was for a term of five years, it was within
the purview of the Statute of Frauds. §§ 432.010, 432.060.9 Thus, like the Lease itself, the
termination of the Lease must also be in writing to comport with the Statute of Frauds. Id. This is
also not disputed by the parties. The trial court relied upon the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act
(UETA), section 432.200 et seq.,IO to conclude that Ms. Hilkene's March 17, 2005, email to
Crestwood was a signed writing comporting with the Statute of Frauds. The UET A gives legal
effect to contracts formed by electronic record, but its application is limited to transactions where all
the parties to the agreement have agreed to conduct transactions by electronic means. § 432.220.2.
Section 432.220.2 states:

Sections 432.200 to 432.295 apply only to transactions between parties each of which has
agreed to conduct transactions by electronic means. Whether the parties agree to conduct a
transaction by electronic means is determined from the context and surrounding circumstances,
including the parties' conduct.

Ms. Hilkene argues in this third point that her March 17, 2005, email does not qualify as a
signed document under the Statute of Frauds because the parties did not agree to conduct
transactions by electronic means ...
***

Ms. Hilkene also states that the Lease and an amendment to the Lease were executed by her on
behalf of Churchill. She observes that the emails between her and Crestwood or its agents were
signed by her, but not explicitly on behalf of Churchill. All of this, she asserts, is evidence that the
parties did not agree to conduct transactions via email.

The trial court made the following relevant findings of fact:
Ms. Hilkene created a barrage of email demands and inquiries, directed at Mr. Padon.
Ms. Hilkene complained that Mr. Padon had sent a certified letter, thus wasting time, and stated

that she preferred to have all communication made in writing. She established a clear pattern and
preference for communicating with Mr. Padon by email.

Both parties agreed to conduct transactions by electronic means. Based on the context and
surrounding circumstances, the parties were in full agreement on their intention to conduct
transactions by email.

The trial court also made the following relevant conclusions of law:
The offer conveyed by email, and the acceptance conveyed by certified mail, constituted a

valid contract to terminate the lease. The two documents satisfy the requirements of the Statute of
Frauds.
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The March 17, 2005, email from Ms. Hilkene to Mr. Padon satisfied the requirements of the
Uniform Electronic Transactions Act. Ms. Hilkene's email was a valid written offer.

Several pieces of evidence admitted at trial support the trial court's findings and conclusions. In
an email Mr. Padon sent to Ms. Hilkene on March I, 2005, he stated: "Because of the accusations
voiced during our meeting last Friday, I would prefer to have my correspondence with you in
writing, which unintentionally delayed my response to you because I need to be in my office to
email." Ms. Hilkene responded with an email stating: "I prefer not to call you, and have been
advised to have all communications with you in writing."

Ms. Hilkene acknowledges this evidence, but claims it only evidences an agreement to
communicate or correspond via email. It does not, she asserts, manifest an agreement to conduct
transactions via email. In her March 17,2005 email, sent at 3:50 p.m., Ms. Hilkene stated: "I will be
on email only." This is the email in which Ms. Hilkene made the offer to terminate the Lease, which
Crestwood subsequently accepted. In this email.Ms. Hilkene makes her offer and states that she is
available only through email. By accepting the offer, Crestwood agrees that such an offer, a
transaction, may be done through email. This is substantial evidence that the parties agreed to
transact business via email.

Section 432.220.2 requires the trial court to examine the "context and surrounding
circumstances, including the parties' conduct" in determining whether the parties agreed to conduct
transactions by electronic means. As noted above, the parties communicated primarily through
email. They explicitly agreed to communicate only in writing. Further, Ms. Hilkene complained
when Crestwood communicated with her via a certified letter because the letter took two days to
reach her. She demonstrated a preference for email because of its speed. Moreover, she conveyed
her offer to terminate the contract via email and stated that she could only be reached through the
use of email. The trial court found that this evidence was the manifestation of an intent to conduct
business through email. Deference is given to a trial court's findings of fact. Moore, 136 S.W.3d at
164. The trial court's findings and conclusions are not error.

Point denied.
Point IV

In the fourth point relied on, Churchill and Ms. Hilkene argue that the trial court erred in
concluding that the March 17, 2005, email constituted an offer to rescind the Lease between
Churchill and Crestwood. They assert that the trial court erroneously applied the law to the facts
because the trial court failed to consider whether the surrounding circumstances, the method of
communications, and the language used supported its finding. Instead of an offer, they claim that the
March 17, 2005, email was an attempt to continue negotiations under the terms of the Lease as
illustrated by the surrounding circumstances, the method of communications, and the language
used."

Crestwood Shops, L.L.c. v. Hilkene, No. WD 65694 (Mo. App. 8/8/2006) (Mo. App., 2006).

V. The Loan Contract Was in Writing And Breached

The plaintiffs complaint describes the complete set of express agreements between the parties and

how they were breached. The defendants do not discuss the loan contract (in possession of the defendants)

which was in writing and was breached, the plaintiff never received a rejection of the credit agreement or

any funds:

"In this case, appellee's employee made an offer to process a loan for appellant which Frey
accepted by submitting an application in September 1995. The bank's employee had told appellant
that it would take five days to process the loan.

In our view, when appellee received the last requested documentation in October, it had a duty
to complete the process within or close to the five day time frame. Since appellee took more than
one and a half months to issue a commitment letter, this establishes on its face that a breach of the
initial loan processing agreement occurred in early November 1995.
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In addition, the commitment letter constituted a second offer by the bank which was also
accepted by appellant, establishing another contract."

Toledo O.J., Inc. v. Fifth Third Bank, 2001 OH 4008 at~~ 28,29,30 (OHCA, 2001).

VI. Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing Breached Under Missouri Law

Each intentional misrepresentation by the defendants to courts, to government officials, to the

media and to US Bancorp shareholders for the purpose of preventing the plaintiff from enforcing his

contract and realizing the benefits of his bargain capitalizing his entrance into the hospital supply market or

having the foreseeable effect thereof is a breach of the contract between the parties under the Uniform

Commercial Code adopted by Missouri:

"The Act renders as the general definition of the term [§ 400.1-20 l]:
Subject to additional definitions contained in the subsequent articles of this chapter which are
applicable to specific articles or parts thereof, and unless the context otherwise requires, in this
chapter:

(19) "Good faith" means honesty in fact in the conduct or transaction concerned. [original
emphasis]

The early drafts and versions of the general definition of good faith imposed the duty that
contractors observe the reasonable commercial standards of the business or trade involved.
Farnsworth, Good Faith Performance and Commercial Reasonableness Under the Uniform
Commercial Code, 30 U .Chi.L.Rev. 666, 673 (1963). The deletion of that component from the
definition of the general obligation of good faith--and the absence of any other definition of the duty
in acceleration of performance § 400.1-208--confines and delimits the reciprocal obligation of good
faith between Rigby and Boatmen's Bank and Bancshares to the practice of honesty in fact,
whatever the unreasonableness of that conduct by any commercial standard. Consolidated Public
Water Supply District No. C-J v. Farmers Bank, 686 S.W.2d 844, 851[10-12] (Mo.App.1985)."
"The Restatement (Second) of Contracts 205 provides that even though an actor believes that his or
her conduct is justified, he or she will violate the obligation of good faith in performance if he or she
engages in subterfuges and evasions. See id. at cmt. a (quoted in Foseid, 197 Wis. 2d at 796)."

Bank One Milwaukee v. Williams Bay Trading Co. at ~30(Wis. Ct. App., 2000). See also Betterton

v. First Interstate Bank of Arizona, 800 F.2d 732 (8th Cir.1986) (UCC duty of good faith as a contractual

remedy); K.MC. Co., Inc. v. Irving Trust Company, 757 F.2d 752, 759 (6th Cir.1985) (good faith is

implied in every contract and this includes a financing agreement; questions of fact should be resolved by

jury decision); Native Alaskan Reclamation and Pest Control, Inc. v. United Bank of Alaska, Alaska, 685

P.2d 1211 (1984).

Rigby Corp. v. Boatmen's Bank and Trust Co., Mo.App., 713 S.W.2d 517,527 (1986) (in

discussion of good faith from reasonable commercial standards of the trade involved to characterization as

honesty in fact). The plaintiffs complaint describes conduct of the defendants dishonestly stating a false

reason to the plaintiff for failing to perform the contract to provide escrow accounts.
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"an allegation of a breach of the implied covenant of good faith cannot stand alone as a separate
cause of action from a breach of contract claim * * *." Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. v. Calex Corp.,
Franklin App. No. 04AP-980, 2006-0hio-638, ~98. Accord Wauseon Plaza L.P. v. Wauseon
Hardware Co., 156 Ohio App.3d 575, 2004-0hio-1661, 807 N.E.2d 953, ~52.In essence, a claim
for breach of contract subsumes the accompanying claim for breach of the duty of good faith and
fair dealing."

Krukrubo v. Fifth Third Bank, 2007 Ohio 7007 at 8-9 (Ohio App. 1212712007),2007 Ohio 7007

(Ohio App., 2007).

"We conclude that under the expansive definition of bad faith found in Foseid, Bank One's actions,
at best, constitute "evasion of the spirit of the bargain, lack of diligence and slacking off," see 197
Wis.2d at 796, and at worst, amount to "willful rendering of imperfect performance [or] interference
with or failure to cooperate in the other parties performance," see id."

Bank One Milwaukee v. Williams Bay Trading Co. at ~32(Wis. Ct. App., 2000).

The Defendants' Participation in The General Electric Company attempt to avoid honoring a

separate contract to replace the escrow funds with a real estate violated good faith.

"Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 205 (1979). This duty "translates into an . implied term' or
condition of the contractual arrangement. 'Good faith performance or enforcement ofa contract
emphasizes faithfulness to an agreed common purpose and consistency with the justified
expectations ofthe other party.'" (Citations omitted.) Cadle Co., supra at 366, 771 N.E.2d 179.
Good faith and fair dealing is the understanding between the parties "that neither party shall do
anything that will have the effect of destroying or injuring the right of the other party to receive the
fruits of the contract" (citations omitted). Anthony's Pier Four, Inc., supra at 471-472,583 N.E.2d
806.

As in Anthony's Pier Four, Inc., a number of the positions and actions taken by the Bank were
designed to force financial concessions from Tufankjian and injured his right to receive the fruits of
the contract. The Bank played an essential role in financing the proposed purchase of the dealership,
both in providing financing directly and in its assistance in obtaining the SBA loan. The Bank knew
of Tufankjian's reliance on its advice and expertise and used that reliance in an attempt to force
Tufankjian to "sweeten the deaL" Anthony's Pier Four, Inc., supra at 473,583 N.E.2d 806.

The Bank wished to improve upon the deal by including floor-plan financing or obtaining a
higher interest rate. Despite Tufankjian's ongoing refusal to accept the Bank's floor-plan financing
proposals, the Bank kept making them. See note 4, supra.

At various turns the Bank conducted itself in a manner at odds with Tufankjian, and that
conduct obstructed the performance required by the commitment letter. The Bank officer presented
Tufankjian in a negative light at the SSEDC meeting, denigrating his ability to repay the loan; the
appraisal, which was the Bank's responsibility to obtain, was not completed on time, and the Bank
required the use of an out-of-State, more expensive appraiser rather than a local, less expensive one.
Once the Bank refused to guarantee the interest rate for the SBA portion ofthe loan, and as
Tufankjian's position grew more desperate, the Bank indicated it would lend him all of the money
for the dealership, but only at the rate of7.5 percent with floor-plan financing or at 9.5 percent
without the floor-plan financing. There was also evidence that the Bank wished to abort the loan.

The Bank, by its actions, was seeking "'to recapture opportunities forgone on contracting' as
determined by [Tufankjian's] reasonable expectations" and to secure a better deal from him
(citations omitted). Anthony'S Pier Four, Inc., supra at 473,583 N.E.2d 806. The jury were
warranted in finding a breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing and, therefore, in the
circumstances of this case, a breach of the contract. Cadle Co. v. Vargas, 55 Mass.App.Ct. at 366,
771 N.E.2d 179. The judge erred in allowing the Bank's motion for judgment notwithstanding the
verdict on the breach of contract claim.
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Tufankjian v. Rockland Trust Co., 57 Mass.App.Ct. 173,782 N.E.2d I at 5-6 (Mass. App., 2003).

A. Each Misrepresentation of Fact and Law to The Court is a Violation of Duty of Good Faith

The continuing misrepresentation by the defendants through their agents Shughart, Thompson &

Kilroy over the executive summary being emailed to US Bancorp Piper Jaffray as a nonsensical or

irrational assertion that US Bancorp is not responsible for its blatant misconduct of faxing the business plan

against the confidentiality agreement and transmitting its contents to co-conspirators in the hospital supply

cartel of Novation LLC has a long history in this litigation. Most recently this fraudulent misrepresentation

by Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC appeared in the defendants' December 19,2008 Memorandum in

Support of Dismissal. However it was brought to the defendants' attention in 2003:

April 20, 2003

MR. STEVEN D. RUSE KS #11461
9225 Indian Creek Parkway
Overland Park, Kansas 66210
(913) 451-3355
(913) 451-3361 (FAX)

Dear Mr. Ruse

I call your attention to our April zs" memorandum under separate cover where we address
your misconduct before the forum. You appear not to have heeded our April 3rd warning against
deliberate misrepresentation of the factual record where we stated: "This misleading
argument by the defendants that it was the same intellectual property borders on a
sanctionable misrepresentation." Looking back at why Medical Supply is without offices today
and has lost its creditworthiness and probably the chance to realize its business plan expectations, it
is clearly because of you and your firm's failure to provide a professional service to the forum and
even your client.

This serious breach cannot be overcome by misrepresenting material facts in written
pleadings in an attempt to commit fraud upon the court.

It is my opinion that sanctions will be oflittle use righting the wrongs Shughart Thomson
and Kilroy have inflicted upon Medical Supply Chain and the hospitals suffering from monopolized
supply costs. We will be researching 18 USC § 1503 claims against Jerry Grundhoffer, Andrew
Cesere and the other defendants who are responsible for the conduct of their attorney agents in this
matter.

With gravest regards,

Bret D. Landrith #20380
605 W. Kansas
Pittsburg, KS 66672 [Emphasis added]

Exb 19 Letter to Steven Ruse, 4-30-2003.



The intentional fraudulent misrepresentations of factual information to the court, specifically to

Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia by the defendants US Bank and US Bancorp through their willing agent

Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC and the Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS

#11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141; and Jay E. Heidrick KS #20770

have each been not only a breach of the good fai th and fair dealing duty under the contract to provide

escrow accounts but also a breach of the fiduciary duty of a trust account provider in a confidential

relationship with the plaintiff to provide accurate factual information to assist the plaintiff in resolving his

claims.

Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461 and Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339 are in the taped meeting in May

2003 being orally reminded in addition to the pleadings that a fiduciary duty is the "Sine qu Non" of an

escrow agency relationships. Exb. 5 May, 2003 Rule 16 conference.

The plaintiffs litigation has been continually dismissed by the Hon. Carlos Murguia citing the

factual misrepresentations of the Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy attorneys Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339

and Andrew M. Demarea, KS #1614. But for the intentional misrepresentations of US Bank and US

Bancorp through their agent Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC, the plaintiff could have recovered his

losses and entered the national market for hospital supplies monopolized by Novation LLC, the co-

conspirator of US Bank, US Bancorp, the former Neoforma, Inc. now GHX LLC and General Electric.

The court would have been reversed on the most recent appeal for adopting Mark A. OlthoffKS #

70339, and Andrew M. Demarea KS #16141 repeated factual misrepresentations that the elements of the

plaintiffs antitrust and racketeering claims were not pled when in fact they were and appeared where the

table of contents stated they were. The defense counsel were unable to support this court's rulings in total.

See Applt Brief at pages 19-3\:

http://www.medicalsupplychain.com/pdflNovation%20Appeal%20Brief.pdf

And also in general, the defendants' Applee Brief at:

http://www.medicalsupplychain.com/pdflNovation%20&%20US%20Bank%20Reply%20Brief.pdf

The defendants' repeated threats of sanctioning and the actual procurement of sanction orders

through fraud and sham petitions, along with the disbarment of the plaintiffs original counsel and threats

secured in this court against the plaintiffs replacement counsel Dennis Hawver have all been prohibited in
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a confidential or fiduciary relationship: "Concealment, threat, or adverse pressure of any kind is unlawful

as long as the confidential relation exists."

Goldberg v. Goldberg, 217 Cal.App.2d 623, 32 Cal.Rptr. 93 (Cal. App. 2 Dist., 1963).

Missouri state law recognizes that this misconduct is actionable as a breach of fiduciary duty as

fraud and undue influence, both over the court and the plaintiff:

"The terms "fraud" and "undue influence" are frequently used interchangeably. 37 c.J.S. Fraud § I,
at p. 207. However, as long ago noted, while undue influence is a fraud, fraud may exist without any
undue influence. Undue influence upon a person consists of virtually substituting the will of the one
exercising it for that of the other. Fraud consists of making that which is false appear to the other
person to be true, thereby affecting his will. Undue influence need not be attended with fraud and
fraud need not be attended with undue influence except insofar as the misrepresentation amounts to
influence. There need be no pressure in fraud such as is necessary to constitute undue influence.
Gordon v. Burris, 153 Mo. 223, 241, 54 S.W. 546,551-552 (1899). Fraud is never presumed."

Estate of Hayes, In re, 658 S.W.2d 956 at 959 (Mo. App. S.D., 1983).

The failure of US Bancorp, US Bank, and US Bancorp Senior Counsel Sarah B. Stroebel MN#

314122 to produce the relevant documents including the email between the plaintiff and US Bancorp Piper

Jaffray, Brian 1. Kabbes and the loan application and approval while at the same time asserting to the court

the documents did not exist in the most recent prohibited second motion and memorandum to dismiss the

plaintiffs claims is condemned in state and federal courts as extrinsic fraud and actionable even in the

absence of a fiduciary relationship:

"In Chewning, we held "the subornation of perjury by an attorney and/or the intentional
concealment of documents by an attorney are actions which constitute extrinsic fraud." Id. at 82,
579 S.E.2d at 610. However, our holding in Chewning does not limit the finding of extrinsic fraud to
misconduct of an attorney or an officer of the court. As we noted in Evans, fraud upon the court has
been defined as "that species of fraud which does, or attempts to, subvert the integrity of the Court
itself, or is a fraud perpetrated by officers of the court so that the judicial machinery cannot perform
in the usual manner its impartial task of adjudging cases that are presented for adjudication." Evans
v. Gunter, 294 S.c. 525, 529,366 S.E.2d 44, 46 (1988) (quoting H. Lightsey, J. Flanagan, South
Carolina Civil Procedure, 408 (2nd ed. 1985)) (emphasis added)."

Ray v. Ray, 647 S.E.2d 237 at pg. 240 (S.c., 2007).

The duty of a fiduciary not to commit fraud and concealment is however far more certain:

"In a case involving a fiduciary relationship, such as administrator and heir or executor and legatee,
the fiduciary has a duty to deal fairly, not fraudulently, and to disclose the true facts, not deceive. In
re Estate of Olivas, 132 Ariz. 61,63,643 P.2d 1031, 1033 (App. 1982). A breach of this duty may
constitute extrinsic fraud. Id. Moreover, if a fiduciary who speaks falsely or refuses to reveal the
truth also personally profits by his fraudulent conduct, that conduct will justify intervention by the
court even in a collateral proceeding. Sullivan, 51 Ariz. at 495, 78 P.2d at 137."

Keller v. Thurston, 2000 AZ 42217 at pg. 36 (AZCA, 2000).
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As a fiduciary US Bank, US Bancorp and US Bancorp Senior Counsel Sarah B. Stroebel's MN#

314122 concealment of material facts is extrinsic fraud, regardless whether the conduct is coercive:

"Extrinsic fraud can be based upon non-coercive actions of a fiduciary. See generally, Montgomery
v. Kennedy, 669 S.W.2d 309 (Tex.1984). Judith contends that Montgomery v. Kennedy controls the
issue of whether her summary judgment evidence raised an issue of extrinsic fraud. A husband and
wife normally stand in a fiduciary relationship to one another. Bohn v. Bohn, 420 S.W.2d 165, 170
(Tex.Civ.App.--Houston [1st Dist.] 1967, writ dism'd).In Montgomery, the Texas Supreme Court
held that a fiduciary had committed extrinsic fraud when he concealed assets in order to prevent
their inclusion in an agreed judgment. 669 S.W.2d at 313-14. The court noted that a fiduciary's
concealment of any material fact constitutes extrinsic fraud if the concealment prevents a party from
presenting at trial his legal right. ld. at 313"

Kennell v. Kennell, 743 S.W.2d 299 at pg. 301 (Tex.App.-Hous. (14 Dist.), 1987).

If the current complaint is dismissed through fraudulent misrepresentation of the facts by officers

of the court, or even silence where the defendants had a fiduciary duty to provide the plaintiff material

facts, the ruling wiII be voidable at any time:

"If the Hadar Defendants kept silent about such matters, or misrepresented them, as alleged in the
complaint, the contractual disclaimers the lAS court invoked as grounds for dismissing this action
would be voidable as the fruit of the fiduciary's breach of its obligation to make full disclosure.
Defendants have not brought to our attention any authority, from either New York or Delaware (the
state under whose law the Venture was organized), that would give effect to a waiver of a fiduciary's
duty of full disclosure that the fiduciary obtained by means of its breach of that very duty, even
where the party that gave the waiver was, like BCE, commercially sophisticated and advised by its
own counsel."

Blue Chip Emerald LLC v. Allied Partners, Inc., 2002 NY 8819 at ~ 16 (NYAD, 2002).

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp's repeated misconduct has established the existence of

an unconscionable scheme to commit fraud on the US District Court for the District of Kansas by

preventing the plaintiff from presenting his evidence to a jury. See, e.g., Rozier, 573 F.2d at 1338 ("In

order to set aside a judgment or order because of fraud upon the court under Rule 60(b) ... it is necessary to

show an unconscionable plan or scheme which is designed to improperly influence the court in its

decision.") (internal citations omitted).

The same is recognized in Missouri State Court:

"Equity will annul a judgment for fraud, but only where the deceit was extrinsic to the subject
matter litigated so as to distract the suitor from a trial or from the full presentation of the case.
Hemphill v. Hemphill, 316 S.W.2d 582,586[5-7] (Mo.1958).In such a case, the fraud--although
practiced by one party upon the other--goes to the very procurement of the judgment [Fadler v.
Gabbert, 333 Mo. 851, 63 S.W.2d 121, 132 (1933)] and so perpetrates a fraud on the court as well
as on the injured party. 3 Pomeroy, Equity Jurisprudence § 919a (5th ed. 1941)."

Lincoln Steel, Inc. v. Mid-Continent Nat. Bank, 646 S.W.2d 809 at 811 (Mo. App.W.D., 1982).
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B. Fiduciary Duty Violated By Misrepresentation of Law

Itmust also be remembered that statements of false conclusions of fact or law made by a fiduciary

to a beneficiary are condemned equally with untrue factual statements. (Terry v. Bender, 143 Cal.App.2d

198,213,300 P.2d 119; Seeger v. Odell, 18 Cal.2d 409, 414, 115 P.2d 977,136 A.L.R. 1291; Mathewson

v. Naylor, 18 Cal.App.2d 741,744,64 P.2d 979; 23 Cal.Jur.2d § 18, p. 47.)

"Respondents' brief says, with respect to Jorgensen v. Jorgensen, supra: 'Concealment or
misrepresentations as to matters of law, said the Court, do not constitute extrinsic fraud.' We find no
such statement in the opinion and the contrary is established by the case of Terry v. Bender and
other cases above cited; that is to say, such concealments [217 Cal.App.2d 638] or representations
when made by a fiduciary do work an extrinsic fraud when they operate to keep a beneficiary away
from court or from fully presenting her case."

Goldberg v. Goldberg, 217 Cal.App.2d 623, 32 Cal.Rptr. 93 at 102 (Cal. App. 2 Dist., 1963).

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp have repeatedly caused the plaintiff to be sanctioned for

correctly stating the law after required diligence never performed by the defendants US Bank and US

Bancorp through their willing agent Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC and the Shughart, Thompson &

Kilroy attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS

#16141 caused the dismissal of Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al., KS Dist.

case no. 03-2324-CM ("Medical Supply II"). All federal claims were dismissed, the present state claims

expressly dismissed without prejudice. No discovery or evidentiary hearings were permitted. Medical

Supply's counsel Bret D. Landrith was admonished by the Hon. Carlos Murguia for failing to research facts

or law including asserting that co-conspirators identified in the complaint need not be named defendants.

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp through their agent Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC

and the Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS #

70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141 with the assistance of then Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy

attorney Susan Hascall caused the dismissal of the appeal Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. US Bancorp, NA,

et all12 Fed. Appx. 730 (lOth Cir. 2004) . Medical Supply's counsel Bret D. Landrith was sanctioned

double attorney's fees and costs $23, 956.00 for asserting the existence of an express private right of action

under the USA PATRIOT Act and asserting co-conspirators identified in the complaint need not be named

defendants.

Medical Supply's former counsel Bret D. landrith was given the Tenth Circuit's harshest sanctions
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resulting in $23,956.00 sanctions and a state ethics investigation used to unduely influence the State of

Kansas ethics panel using US Bancorp's counsel Andrew DeMarea's complaint or appealing correctly the

clear error ruling of the Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia conflicting with controlling US Supreme Court

precedent that the trial court erred in finding that Medical Supply had failed to identify independent

coconspirators. Medical Supply 1,2003. The complaint clearly identifies Neoforma, Inc. and Novation LLC

as co-conspirators with US Bancorp, US Bank and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray with the requisite detail of an

agreement to restrain trade in the hospital supply market that meets the current new antitrust pleading

standard under Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, _ U.S. _, 127 S.Ct. 1955,1970, 167 L.Ed.2d 929

(2007).

Responding to the extrinsic fraud created by the back channel communications of the defendants

through their agents Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A.

Olthoff, KS # 70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141 and Susan Hascall, the Tenth Circuit diverted the

appeal to a clerk pool that merely adopted without review the Hon. Carlos Murguia'S opinion without

recognizing the trial court had over turned clear US Supreme Court authority on point and had denied the

existence of private rights of action expressly granted by the US Congress after 2001.

The trial court imposed an erroneously heightened pleading standard for antitrust claims that failed

to follow Swierkiewicz v. Sorema NA., 534 U.S. 506, 513, 122 S.Ct. 992, 152 L.Ed.2d 1 (2002) ( citing

Leatherman), The Tenth Circuit sanctioned Medical Supply's former counsel in Medical Supply I for

making this "frivolous argument" (aplt. app. at pgs. 2184) that later became incorporated in the opinion of

the Second Circuit in Twombly v. Bell Atlantic Corp., 425 F.3d 99 at \07 (Fed. 2nd Cir., 2005) and even the

Kansas District court rule in In re Urethane Antitrust Litigation, 409 F.Supp.2d 1275 at 1282-1283 (D.

Kan., 2006).

The references to the complaint in the Appellant Brief Statement of Facts

http://www.medicalsupplychain.com/pdf/MSC%20vs.%20US%20Bancorp%20Piper%20Jaffray%20Appea

1%20Brief.pdf revealed the trial court of the Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia's clear error in finding Medical

Supply had failed to allege the three elements required to plead 15 U.S.c. § 1 in TV Commc 'ns Network,

Inc. v. Turner Network Television, Inc., 964 F.2d 1022, 1027 (lOth Cir. 1992) and 1 Irving Scher, et al.,

Antitrust Adviser (4th ed. 200 I) § 1.04.
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The Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia made this error because of his misplaced reliance on the

pleadings of Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; and Andrew M. Demarea, KS

#16141 that intentionally fraudulently misrepresented that the plaintiffs amended complaint failed to state

a relevant national market in hospital supplies and failed to identify co-conspirators that were not

subsidiaries of US Bancorp, despite the complaint's identification of Neoform a, Inc. and Novation LLC as

co-conspirators in an agreement to restrain trade in the national market for hospital supplies and the

identification of the agreement to restrain trade-GHX LLC. The defendants through their agents obtained

the dismissal and the following appeal decision through extrinsic fraud readily identified in the written

representations of the defendants' pleadings when compared to the written words of the plaintiff s amended

complaint and referenced sources for the plaintiffs factual allegations.

In a desperate search for relief from the court's abuse, the plaintiff wrote a letter dated November

23, 2004 to the Honorable Arlen Specter of the United States Senate and then head of the US Senate

Committee on the Judiciary about the inability to advance an action in the Tenth Circuit to address the $40

Billion dollars a year the nation is losing to the illegal inflation of hospital supply costs by the Novation

LLC monopoly cartel. See Exb 20 Lipari letter to Sen. Arlen Specter.

The law clerks for the Tenth Circuit panel then proceeded to sanction the plaintiff. When the

plaintiff replied to the show cause by citing to controlling authority and the express language of the

Congress in the USA PATRIOT Act granting not one but several express private rights of action, the

inexperienced law clerk pool acknowledged the existence of two private rights of action under the USA

PATRIOT Act, (See Exb 21 )thus overturning Hon. Judge Carlos Murguia's ruling but excluded this

review from the mandate issued to the US District Court for the District of Kansas and never the less

sanctioned the plaintiffs counsel in an open and notorious trespass of law for appealing the imposition of

heightened pleading standards where the trial court had failed to accept the truthfulness of the plaintiffs

averments and for having only pled a relevant market in capitalization (the misrepresentation of the

national market in hospital supplies clearly identified in the plaintiffs complaint but factually

misrepresented in each of the defendants' dishonest pleadings).

The Tenth Circuit itself was overruled for imposing an impermissible heightened standard of

pleading and for not treating the plaintiffs averments as truthful in the pre-discovery phase:
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"Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) requires only "a short and plain statement of the claim
showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." Specific facts are not necessary; the statement need
only "'give the defendant fair notice of what the ... claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.'"
Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U. S. _, _ (2007) (slip op., at 7-8) (quoting Conley v.
Gibson, 355 U. S. 41,47 (1957)). In addition, when ruling on a defendant's motion to dismiss, a
judge must accept as true all of the factual allegations contained in the complaint. Bell Atlantic
Corp., supra, at _ (slip op., at 8-9) (citing Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N. A., 534 U. S. 506,508, n. I
(2002); Neitzke v. Williams, 490 U. S. 319, 327 (1989); Scheuer v. Rhodes, 416 U. S. 232, 236
(1974)).

Erickson v. Pardus, No. 06-7317 (U.S. 6/4/2007) (2007).

If US Bank, US Bancorp and US Bancorp Senior Counsel Sarah B. Stroebel's MN# 314122 do not

immediately undertake to undo the fraud their agents agents Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC attorneys

Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141 and Susan

Hascall have committed in obtaining the sanctions of the plaintiff, the plaintiff will be forced to seek a new

trial in Medical Supply Chain, Inc. v. General Electric Company, et al., KS Dist. case no. 03-2324-CM

based on the change oflaw and the court's participation through adoption of the misrepresentation and the

subsequent imposition of sanctions to further the unlawful injury of the plaintiff.

The court and reviewing panel made this finding because the independent co-conspirators in the

complaint identified and described in antitrust conspiratorial agreement with the defendants were

themselves not named as defendants, contradicting Medical Supply's use of Lawlor: ("It has long been the

rule that it is not necessary for all joint tortfeasors to be named as defendants in a single

lawsuit.") Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 329-330, 75 S.Ct. 865, 869, 99 L.Ed.

1122 (1955); Bigelow v. Old Dominion Copper Mining & Smelting Co., 225 U.S. 111, 132,32 S.Ct. 641,

644, 56 L.Ed. 1009 (1912). This rule is current law:

"Even if a plaintiffs right to relief arises from what is realistically viewed as a single episode, if it is
a right against multiple parties-joint tortfeasors, if the right arises under tort law-he needn't join
them in one suit, Airtite v. DPR Ltd. Partnership, 265 I1I.App.3d 214, 202 IIl.Dec. 595,638 N.E.2d
241,247 (1994); Northern Assurance Co. of America v. Square D Co., 201 F.3d 84,88-89 (2d
Cir.2000), unless there is privity among those parties, Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349
U.S. 322,330,75 S.Ct. 865,99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955)." [emphasis added]

Manicki v. Zeilmann,443 F.3d 922 at 926 (7th Cir., 2006).

C. The Defendants' Knowing Misrepresentation of Liability For Misuse of the USA PATRIOT Act

The May 2005 United States Government Accountability Office Report to Congressional Requesters

entitled "USA PATRIOT ACT Additional Guidance Could Improve Implementation of Regulations

Related to Customer Identification and Information Sharing Procedures" (GAO-05-412 USA Patriot Act)
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supports the plaintiffs view that US Bank and US Bancorp were liable for threatening the plaintiff with a

USA PATRIOT Act Suspicious Activity Report and for using the threat as extortion to injure the plaintiff

and to protect the monopolization of the hospital supply market through the Novation LLC cartel that

includes US Bank, US Bancorp, US Bancorp Piper Jaffray, the former Neoforma, Inc. now succeeded by

GHX LLC and General Electric. Suspicious Activity Reports are not to be disclosed. Their purpose is

clandestine surveillance. US Bank, US Bancorp and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray's overt and public use of the

anti-money laundering provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act to threaten, extort or obstruct Medical Supply

Chain, Inc.'s entry into the market for hospital supplies is against the Suspicious Activity Report rules and

is entirely actionable and creates liability for the defendants.

The Government Accountability Office Report emphasizes that for US Bank and US Bancorp to

have been protected by the safe harbor, it was essential to follow the rules and procedures of section 314(b)

and the requirements of Treasury's anti-money laundering program regulations contained in 31 C.F.R. §

103.110:

The rulemaking process for section 314(b) addressed the need to encourage information sharing
among financial institutions while still protecting customers' right to privacy and established a
mechanism for financial institutions to satisfy the statutory notice requirement. Section 314(b) of the
PATRIOT Act alIows financial institutions, upon providing notice to Treasury, to share information
regarding individuals, entities, and countries suspected of possible terrorist or money laundering
activities. The final rule requires that to be protected by the safe harbor from liability for
sharing information pursuant to section 314(b), financial institutions must comply with the
procedures prescribed by the rule, including providing notice annually to FinCEN of their
intent to share information with other institutions. The rule also requires that prior to sharing
information, a financial institution must verify that the financial institution with which
information will be shared has also filed a notice with FinCEN. FinCEN determines that the
notice requirement sufficiently reminds financial institutions of their need to safeguard information
that is obtained using section 314(b).

GAO-05-412 USA Patriot Act at pg. 20

VII. Value of Contract Claim

In Missouri, it is a fundamental precept of contract law that "nominal damages are available where

a contract and its breach are established." Dierkes v. Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 991 S.W.2d 662, 669

(Mo.banc 1999). Stated otherwise, proof of the existence of a contract and its breach make a submissible

case on damages, no matter whether actual damages have been proven. Wasson v. Schubert, 964 S.W.2d

520,526 (Mo.App. 1998); Kozeny-Wagner, Inc. v. Shark, 709 S.W.2d 149, 152[4] (Mo.App. 1986).
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Damages for the breach of contract are the amount in contemplation of both parties at the time the

contract was made. A plethora of cases establish "it is well settled that a contract must be construed as of

the date on which it was made [and] cannot be based upon events occurring subsequent to [its] execution."

Bowdoin Square, L.L.c. v. Winn-Dixie Montgomery, Inc., 873 So.2d 1091, 1101 (Ala.2003) (internal

quotation omitted); see also Texas v. Am. Tobacco Co., 463 F.3d 399, 407 (5th Cir.2006) ("[A] contract is

viewed as of the time it was made and not in light of subsequent events.") (applying Texas law); Warner

Robins Supply Co. v. Malone, 143 Ga.App. 332, 238 S.E.2d 709, 712 (Ga.App.1977) ("The surrounding

circumstances must be considered as of the time the contract is made and not in the light of subsequent

events. "); Allright Auto Parks, Inc. v. Berry, 219 Tenn. 280, 409 S.W.2d 361, 364 (Tenn.1966) ("It is the

duty of this Court to construe contracts as of the date of their making. Our exegesis of such agreements

cannot be based upon events occurring subsequent to their execution."); MH. Walker Realty Co. v. Am.

Sur. Co. of N.Y., 60 Utah 435, 211 P. 998, 1005 (Utah 1922) ("[W]emust consider [a contract's] terms in

the light of conditions as they existed at the time the contract was entered into and not in the light of

subsequent conditions.").

A. Business Plan Expectation Damages Are Natural Damages

The lost profits described in the plaintiffs forward financials contained in the business plan

evaluated and accepted by the defendants are the natural damages in contemplation by the parties:

"The general rule of damages for breach of contract comes down to us from the opinion of Hadley v.
Baxendale, 9 Exch. 341, and is as follows: 'When two parties have made a contract which one of
them has broken, the damages which the other party ought to receive in respect of such breach of
contract should be such as may fully and reasonably be considered either as arising naturally - i. e.
according to the usual course of things - from such breach of contract itself, or such as may
reasonably be supposed to have been in the contemplation of both parties at the time they made the
contract, as the probable result of the breach of it."

Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Green, 281 S.W. 778 at 782 (Tenn., 1926). The complaint shows the

defendants in addition to depriving Medical Supply Chain, Inc. of the capital the business plan showed

funded entry into the hospital supply market, never provided the line of credit and the evidence shows a

notice of rejection as required by law was never issued:

"It has long been held that in a breach of contract action, the non-breaching party is entitled to the
damages that arise naturally from the breach and are within the parties' contemplation. See Buxbaum
v. G.H.P. Cigar Co., 188 Wis. 389, 206 N.W.2d 59 (1925). Here, the trial court's ruling is
inextricably linked to its finding that Bank One knowingly caused Williams Bay to liquidate. As
discussed, Williams Bay's operations were completely dependent upon bank financing, a fact Bank
One knew. Bank One not only refused to issue the additional letters of credit Williams Bay needed
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to purchase necessary merchandise, but it also prevented Williams Bay from using its existing line
of credit. Given this set of facts, we conclude that the trial court properly determined that Williams
Bay's claimed damages were recoverable compensatory damages because the damages flowed
naturally from the breach and were within the parties' contemplation."

Bank One Milwaukee v. Williams Bay Trading Co. at ~38(Wis. Ct. App., 2000). In a remarkably

similar case of a service provider with market power over a supplier can injure the supplier in another

unrelated market the issue of lost profits liability in the contemplation of both parties arose:

"An award of damages for lost profits will stand only if liability for such damages was contemplated
by the parties at the time of contracting. That contemplation may be recited expressly; otherwise:
[i]n determining the reasonable contemplation of the parties, the nature, purpose and particular
circumstances of the contract known by the parties should be considered ... as well as 'what liability
the defendant fairly may be supposed to have assumed consciously, or to have warranted the
plaintiff reasonably to suppose that it assumed, when the contract was made.'

Kenford II, 540 N.Y.S.2d at 4,537 N.E.2d at 179 (citation omitted).
After reviewing the parties' 20 year relationship, the district court concluded that Travellers

was in essence a captive supplier of tours for TWA. Travellers furnished land arrangements for
Getaway tours on a virtually exclusive basis. But TWA exercised control over the demand for
Getaway tours in the highly elastic and competitive leisure tour industry by: (a) determining the
ultimate level of advertising and marketing, and the number of brochures that would be produced
and distributed to promote Getaway tours for each tour season; (b) designating the number of
transatlantic seats it would set aside for Getaway passengers; and (c) controlling the distribution
channels for Getaway tours through its direct sales force, its relationships with independent travel
agents, and its central reservation and booking systems.

The district court properly looked to "the nature, purpose and particular circumstances of the
contract known by the parties." Kenford II, 540 N.Y.S.2d at 4,537 N.E.2d at 179. Giving fulI
consideration to the fact that Travellers was in the position of making land arrangements for an
anticipated flow of tourists, and that the flow did not materialize because TWA (exercising near
exclusive control over the demand for the Getaway program) curbed its promotional expenditures
without regard to the effect on the flow of Getaway passengers, we conclude that the district court
properly applied the test of Kenford II. Because of the particular procedural history of this case, we
are not called upon to decide what damages the parties contemplated would become payable if one
side wrongfully terminated the agreement. That was attempted, but did not happen. As a result of
the injunctive relief granted by the district court (relief that is not the subject of this appeal),
Travellers and TWA undertook continued performance for the life of the contract. We believe that it
was reasonably foreseeable at the time that Travellers and TWA renewed their joint venture
agreement that TravelIers would suffer lost profits--and claim lost profits as damages--if Travellers
devoted substantially all its efforts over a period of years to accommodating a flow of Getaway
tourists that is curtailed by TWA's failure to promote the tours. Under these circumstances, TWA
"fairly may be supposed to have assumed consciously" thatIost profits damages would be an
appropriate remedy or "to have warranted [Travellers] reasonably to suppose" that TWA assumed
such liability. lId. 540 N.Y.S.2d at 4,537 N.E.2d at 179."

Travellers Intern., A.G. v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 41 F.3d 1570 at 1578 (C.A.2 (N.Y.), 1994)

The prior declaratory action by the plaintiff on the contract in Medical Supply I which the court

declined to resolve gave the defendants at a minimum full notice of the amount in contemplation between

the parties while time still permitted saving the performance and preventing the injury. See Regency

Commercial Associates, LLC v. Lopax, 869 N.E.2d 310 at 322-324, 373 Ill. App.3d 270 (Ill. App., 2007).
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The defendants had the plaintiffs carefully calculated forward financials and conservative

determination in the business plan accepted by the defendants and upon which the defendants elected to

enter into contract with the plaintiff. A federal court properly allows the plaintiff s testimony of this

information as evidence on what he would have made given his experience in the industry over a decade:

"The fact that plaintiffs business was relatively new would not, in and of itself, require that
evidence of lost profits be excluded since such profits may be awarded where evidence demonstrates
its feasibility." Mid-Country Meats, Inc. v. Woodruff-Evans Const., 334 N.W.2d 332, 337 (Iowa
Ct.App. 1983) (holding lost profits claim should have been submitted to jury in case involving four-
month old company); see also Employee Benefits Plus, 535 N.W.2d at 156-57 (upholding lost
profits claim in favor of three year-old company that had never turned a profit). The tax return
evidence supports the jury's determination that BBSerCo would have continued to progress if Green
Bay's fraud had not disrupted its business plan and financing obligations. And Green Bay could
foresee that its conduct would cause BBSerCo lost profits, because Green Bay knew BBSerCo had
pledged the unpaid processing fees towards its loan obligations.

Wrape also gave specific testimony about the effect of Green Bay's fraud on
BBSerCo's business plan. When Green Bay's failure to pay the processing fee disrupted BBSerCo's
financing, BBSerCo had to layoff workers in its New York lab, and sell a company truck and other
equipment, in order to meet its loan obligations. Trial Trans. at 855. The New York lay-off
prevented BBSerCo from collecting newborn calf serum it otherwise would have collected and
produced in New York. Id. BBSerCo also lost the capital needed to develop processing relationships
it had planned with two slaughterhouses in Washington and Colorado. Id. at 857-58. Wrape
provided the jury with specific information about the amount of fetal bovine serum, newborn calf
serum, and calf serum BBSerCo planned to produce and sell in its New York, Washington, and
Colorado operations. Id. at 861-62. He based his gross profit calculations on realistic market prices
for the three types of serum, id., and relied on his experience in the industry and BBSerCo's own
historical figures to calculate the costs of production. Id. at 864-74. Based on these detailed
calculations, Wrape projected total lost profits of $160,686. Appellee's App. at 96, 100 (Plaintiffs
Trial Exhibit 46).

Wrape had some thirteen years in the serum processing industry when he and Leinweber
formed BBSerCo. Trial Trans. at 830. Based on such experience, the district court did not abuse its
discretion in allowing Wrape's testimony. Netteland v. Farm Bureau Life Ins. Co., 510 N.W.2d 162,
167 (Iowa Ct.App. 1993) (upholding jury's award of lost profits damages in case where company
owner calculated lost profits claim based on his experience in the business). Once the testimony was
admitted, the jury was free to credit or discount it. "It is axiomatic that' [c]redibility determinations,
the weighing of the evidence, and the drawing of legitimate inferences from the facts are jury
functions, not those of a judge.'" Brown v. Sandals Resorts Inti, 284 F.3d 949,954 (8th Cir.2002)
(quoting Reeves v. Sanderson Plumbing Prods., Inc., 530 U.S. 133, 150, 120 S.Ct. 2097,147
L.Ed.2d 105 (2000)). We should not disturb the district court's decision to allow this testimony
given the standard of review we must apply; nor should we disturb the jury's award of $86,522,
given the "large amount of discretion" the jury had "in determining the amount of its verdict."
Lakota Girl Scout Council, 519 F.2d at 643."

Bbserco, Inc. v. Metrix Co., 324 F.3d 955 at 963 (8th Cir., 2003)

B. Missouri Expectation Damages Law

The defendants have utilized extrinsic interference in the plaintiffs litigation to deliberately

poison the Kansas forum against the plaintiff. A central them repeated time and time again including

Magistrate James P. O'Hara's comments to Hon. Vratil prior to a status hearing in James Bolden's action
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has been that the plaintiffs attorney was "inexperienced" and not fit for the practice oflaw because he

could not intellectually understand what is often called the "New Business Rule" that profits of a start up

like Medical Supply Chain, Inc. or James Bolden's feasibility study for the two homes he had bought in the

City of Topeka were unable to be proven. Kansas District court officials believed that justified his

disbarment and Kansas District court officials even worked in the state proceeding ex parte to deprive the

plaintiffs counsel of Due Process.

The plaintiff was injured because of all the attorneys, or law clerks in this action, only the

plaintiffs attorney performed a professional service, adequately researching the relevant case law and was

disbarred for it with the deliberate purpose of seeking to end Medical Supply Chain, Inc. and James

Bolden's representation on valid legal claims of great societal importance.

The plaintiffs claims for damages from breach of a contract not performed are not speculative or

remote. They are for all intents and purposes per se and determined at law:

"Clayton argues that, under Coonis [Coonis v. Rogers, 429 S.W.2d 709,714 (Mo.1968)], BMK's lost-
profit evidence lacked sufficient certainty to warrant a judgment in its favor. However, the Coonis standard
of proof only applies in cases where the loss of expected profits flows from the destruction of or injury to a
business. Harvey v. Timber Resources, Inc., 37 S.W.3d 814,818 (Mo.App. E.D. 2001). When a plaintiff
sues for damages arising directly out of a breach of contract, he or she need not prove past profits or
expenses. Id. Thus, "where the breach alleged consists of prevention of performance, the party not in
default may generally recover the profits which would have resulted to him from performance." Id.
at 819. Moreover, where "loss is ascertainable with reasonable certainty from the breach and the profits
claimed are not speculative or conjectural and were within the contemplation of the parties when the
contract was made" any plaintiff - even a new business - may seek lost profits arising from a breach of
contract. !d. (internal citations omitted)." [Emphasis added]

Bmk Corp. v. Clayton Corp., 226 S.W.3d 179 at pg. 195 (Mo. App., 2007)

The plaintiff is relying on Bmk Corp. v. Clayton Corp and Parshall v. Buetzer for proving business

plan expectation damages:

"When a plaintiff sues for damages arising directly out of a breach of contract, he or she need not
prove past profits or expenses. Id. Thus, "where the breach alleged consists of prevention of
performance, the party not in default may generally recover the profits which would have resulted to
him from performance." Id, at 819. Moreover, where "loss is ascertainable with reasonable certainty
from the breach and the profits claimed are not speculative or conjectural and were within the
contemplation of the parties when the contract was made" any plaintiff - even a new business-
may seek lost profits arising from a breach of contract. Id. (internal citations omitted)." [Emphasis
added]

Bmk Corp. v. Clayton Corp., 226 S.W.3d 179 at 195 (Mo. App., 2007).
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A "business owner's testimonial evidence is sufficient to provide the trier of fact with a rational

basis for estimating damages to the plaintiff, including lost profits." Parshall v. Buetzer, 195 S.W.3d 515,

522 (Mo.App. W.D.2006)

Missouri has distinguished between the degree of certainty to prove damages occurred and the

lesser degree of certainty to prove the amount of damages:

"As did the court in Burch, the court Ohlendorfv. Feinstein, 670 S.W.2d 930, 933
(Mo.App.E.D.1984), recognized that there is a distinction between the degree of certainty required
to establish the fact of damage and "the lesser certainty required regarding the amount of damages."
The court also said:
"One whose wrongful conduct has rendered difficult the ascertainment of damages cannot escape
liability because the damages cannot be measured with exactness." [Citation omitted.] Further,
where the fact of damage caused by a defendant's wrongdoing is clear, "it is reasonable to require a
lesser degree of certainty as to the amount of loss, leaving a greater degree of discretion to the jury,
subject to the usual supervisory power of the court." [Citation omitted.]

Id."

Burris v. Burris, 904 S.W.2d 564 at 569 (Mo. App. S.D., 1995).

It has long been established in Missouri that the party injured by a breach can prove the existence

of damages and present relative evidence to enable a jury to determine the pecuniary loss:

"In Young v. Tilley, Mo.App., 190 S.W. 95, 96, the court said: 'The mere fact that damages are
based on profits or other elements, making same more or less
indefinite and speculative, is not a ground for denying same, and the tendency of the decisions is to
allow such damage when same can be estimated with a reasonable degree of certainty.' Hiatt Inv.
Co. v. Buehler, 225 Mo.App. 151, 16 S.W.2d 219, 225, quoted with approval the general rule on this
subject as follows: 'The rule that damages which are uncertain or contingent cannot be recovered
does not embrace an uncertainty as to the value of the benefit or gain to be derived from the
performance of the contract, but an uncertainty or contingency as to whether such gain or benefit
would be derived at all. It only applies to such damages as are not the certain result of the breach,
and not to such as are the certain result, but uncertain in amount'. See, also, Hawkinson v. Johnston,
8 Cir., 122 F.2d 724,731,137 A.L.R. 420, wherein the court quoted from a decision of the United
States Supreme Court as follows: 'Certainty in the fact of damage is essential. Certainty as to the
amount goes no further than to require a basis for a reasoned conclusion. * * *.'

Thayer-Moore Brokerage Co. v. Campbell, 164 Mo.App. 8, 20-21,147 S.W. 545, 550, it is
said: 'It is always incumbent upon the party who asserts he has been damaged to adduce proof of the
elements of his damage, but the rule against the recovery of uncertain damages relates to uncertainty
as to the cause rather than uncertainty as to the measure or extent. A person who commits a breach
of his contract and thereby injures the other party is not permitted to escape liability because the
amount of the damages he caused is uncertain and is not susceptible of accurate proof."

Burch v. Union Life Ins. Co., 319 S.W.2d 908 at 912 (Mo. App., 1959).

These are the rulings that will control the Kansas District Court determination of issues regarding

presentation of information about lost future profits to the jury. It is clear that "[i]n the absence of a state

supreme court ruling, a federal court must follow an intermediate state court decision unless other authority

convinces the federal court that the state supreme court would decide otherwise." Delano v. Kitch, 663 F.2d
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990,996 (lOth Cir.1981)(citing West v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 311 U.S. 223, 237, 61 S.Ct. 179, 183,85

L.Ed. 139 (1940)), cert. denied, 456 U.S. 946,102 S.Ct. 2012, 72 L.Ed.2d 468 (1982); Hicks ex reI. Feiock

v. Feiock, --- U.S. ----, 108 S.Ct. 1423,1428 & n. 3, 99 L.Ed.2d 721 (1988).

C. Plaintiff Can Establish Damages With Reasonable Certainty

The plaintiff can establish damages with reasonable certainty with the aid of expert testimony,

economic and financial data, market surveys and analysis, and business records of similar enterprises.

i. Plaintiff's Reasoned Conservative Estimates Was Known To Defendants Before Breach

The plaintiff was the originator of the electronic marketplace as a neutral utility business model

which was misappropriated and altered to be a captive, non competitive cost lowering marketplace by both

Neoforma, Inc. and GHX. The plaintiff has over a decade of experience in the hospital supply industry in

both health care accounting software systems and medical devices and durable equipment.

The forward financials are based on Medical Supply Chain, Inc. obtaining less than 6% of the 1.3

Trillion United States market for hospital supplies and are far more conservative than US Bancorp's

expert's study projected and far more conservative than the prospectus created by US Bancorp for

Neoforma, Inc. See Exb 22 Medical Supply Chain, Inc. Business Plan, and Forward Financials

ii.Value of Similar Business

The defendants through U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Inc. underwrote the initial public offering of

Neoforma, Inc. a web based electronic marketplace based on a business model created by the plaintiff and

stolen from him by Owen Healthcare which transmitted the plaintiffs trade secret to Cardinal Health and

Robert Zollars. U.S. Bancorp owned 150,000 shares that were sold in the offering.

The prospectus co-written by the defendants accurately describes the profit an independent

electronic marketplace for hospital supplies would have made. See Exb 23 Prospectus and Forward

Financials of Neoform a, Inc. which lists U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Inc. as the underwriter (Exb 23 page

307 of Vol. II of Settlement Exhibits) and states U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Inc. shares of stock being

sold and the pool the underwriters were able to release as U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Inc. caused the share

value to rise.

Eventually sales of Neoforma, Inc. stock capitalized the company at over $900,000,000.00 (nine

hundred million dollars ). The company did not earn the profit an independent marketplace would have
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realized because Robert Zollars, after selling the initial offering followed the direction of US Bancorp

whose US Bancorp Piper Jaffray analysts controlled the demand for healthcare technology stocks and allied

the company with Novation LLC, the bricks & mortar company that profited by artificially inflating

healthcare costs. The owners of the privately held Novation LLC were able to retain the profit Neoforma,

Inc. investors were to have realized.

The attached press releases show that Neoforma Inc. was an electronic marketplace for hospital

supplies, that General Electric was an initial investor and that Neoforma Inc. eventually created an

agreement with Novation LLC to form an exclusive market for hospitals. See Exb 24 Global Healthcare

Exchange Completes Acquisition of Neoform a, Inc. and Exb 25 March 22, 2006 GE announces financing

ofGHX to buy Neoforma, Inc.

iii. Plaintiff's Forward Financials Within Contemplation of US Bancorp

At the time the parties formed the contract, Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s forward financials and

business plan expectations were well within the contemplation of the defendants for the profit potential of a

web based or Internet electronic marketplace selling hospital supplies. US Bancorp's employee, Senior

Analyst was a leading healthcare technology industry expert on the earnings potential of new companies.

In 1999, US Bancorp published Exb 26 Internet Poised to Transform United States Health Care

Industry, Finds a Recent U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Report and in 2000 US Bancorp published Exb 27

U.S. Bancorp Piper Jaffray Report Says Internet Companies will Shake Up Health Care Industry

Distribution describing the potential of a web based hospital supply electronic marketplace, the business

model originated by the plaintiff in the early 1990's and misappropriated by Bob Zollars and Neoforma,

Inc.

Despite the clear relevancy of the report on the potential of a web based hospital supply

distributor's potential profit created by US Bancorp Senior Analyst Daren Marhula to the defendants'

already asserted defenses that Medical Supply Chain, Inc. was not damaged. US Bank and US Bancorp

through their records custodian, US Bancorp Senior Counsel Sarah B. Stroebel MN# 314122 has repeatedly

refused to produce the report fraudulently asserting the report is not relevant and is instead corruptly trying

to exert undue influence on the Kansas District Court by arguing through the defendants' agents Shughart

Thomson & Kilroy, PC that there has been no economic loss as a result of the defendants' breach.
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There was an agreement averred in Medical Supply Chain's initial antitrust complaint against US

Bancorp, US Bank and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray that resulted in the named defendants US Bancorp, US

Bank and US Bancorp Piper Jaffray and an Unknown Health Care Supplier" averred to be coconspirators

with Neoforma Inc. and Novation LLC denying Medical Supply Chain, Inc. critical inputs with knowledge

that doing so by breaching the escrow contract would restrain hospital supply competition in violation of

the per se prohibition against refusal to deal under § 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act. The complaint and its

allegation of antitrust conspiracy clearly met even the later heightened pleading standard for antitrust

conspiracy under Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, _ U.S. _, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 1970, 167 L.Ed.2d 929

(2007) and would not have been dismissed but for the misrepresentations and extrinsic fraud of US

Bancorp in defending the action. Both in fraudulently asserting that the complaint failed to name a legally

independent co-conspirator and in misrepresenting the controlling law as requiring the plaintiff to name as

a defendant each co-conspirator in direct contravention of the United States Supreme Court rule from

Lawlor.

The defendants through Shughart, Thomson & Kilroy also caused the Hon. Carlos Murguia to rule

contrary to and contradict controlling case law of this circuit regarding the prohibition of dismissal when

there is a discoverable unknown defendant (Krueger v. Doe, 162 F.3d 1173 (C.A.l 0 (Okla.), 1993) and

plurality of actors through expressly identified but unnamed coconspirators (Olsen v. Progressive Music

Supply, Inc., 703 F.2d 432 at pg. 435 (C.A.lO (Utah), 1983).

Despite these repeated misrepresentations and violations of their duty of candor toward the court

the defendants through Shughart, Thomson & Kilroy PC openly and notoriously sought sanctions against

the plaintiff. Once the sanctions were fraudulently obtained in bad faith, the defendants through Shughart,

Thomson & Kilroy PC used the sanctions with a complaint made by Andrew DeMarea of Shughart,

Thomson & Kilroy (who had knowledge of the defendants' fraud) in a scheme with Magistrate O'Hara to

influence the Kansas State Disciplinary Tribunal to disbar the plaintiffs counsel Bret D. Landrith.

VIII. Repeated Misrepresentations that US Bancorp is not liable for Novation LLC's Monopoly

The defendants' simply smeared Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s original counsel Bret D. Landrith

through their agent Shughart Thompson & Kilroy PC and attorneys Steven D. Ruse, KS # 11461; Mark A.

Olthoff, KS # 70339; and Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141 as incompetent and too stupid to be an
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attorney because Landrith thought a bank could monopolize the hospital supply market, a market where the

bank did not directly compete.

This was a breach of the defendants' good faith and fair dealing duty under their contract for the

escrow accounts and was in fact a carefully planned campaign of extrinsic fraud over the Kansas District

Court through misrepresentation of the overwhelming weight of case law with the knowledge that if Bret

D. Landrith could personally be defamed, the trial court and its law clerks would disregard and ignore

Medical Supply Chain's pleadings.

Steven D. Ruse, KS #11461; Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339; and Andrew M. Demarea, KS #16141

and the other agents of the defendants knew and had been served notice that US Bancorp's actions to

achieve Novation LLC's monopoly were subject to treble damages under the Sherman Act:

"While one of the coconspirators, at first glance, may appear to be a non-competitor, upon further
analysis the courts typically determine that the coconspirator has financial ownership or some other
strong financial tie, and, thus a vested interest in a competitor in the relevant market. See, e.g.,
Loewe v. Lawlor, 208 U.S. 274, 28 S.Ct. 301, 52 L.Ed. 488 (1908)(a combination by members of
labor organizations to destroy an existing interstate traffic in hats by preventing the manufacturers,
through the instrumentality of a boycott, from manufacturing hats is a combination in restraint of
trade); United States v. General Motors Corp., 121 F.2d 376 (7th Cir.) (defendants could not escape
liability on ground that they were affiliated and noncompeting units where automobile manufacturer
owned all stock of automobile sales company and of finance company which in tum owned all stock
of another finance company and the four were charged with conspiracy to restrain trade), cert.
denied, 314 U.S. 618, 62 S.Ct. 105,86 L.Ed. 497 (1941); Patterson v. United States, 222 F. 599,
610 (6th Cir.) (conspiracy consisted of 30 officers and agents who, for about 20 years had been
connected with the National Cash Register Company), cert. denied, 238 U.S. 635, 35 S.Ct. 939, 59
L.Ed. 1499 (1915); Dupont Glore Forgan Inc. v. American Telephone & Telegraph, 437 F.Supp.
1104 (S.D.N.Y .l977) (telephone company and its affiliates were not exempt from antitrust liability
by virtue of mere fact that affiliates were all wholly or partially owned subsidiaries), aff'd, 578 F.2d
1367 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 970,99 S.Ct. 465, 58 L.Ed.2d 431 (1978). Aquatherm has
failed to allege such a relationship between FPL and a competitor in the relevant pool heating
market."

Aquatherm Industries v. Florida Power & Light, 971 F.Supp. 1419 at 1428 (M.D. Fla., 1997).

The Eleventh Circuit went on to re-emephasize the liability of a non market participant like US

Bancorp co-conspiring with market participants like Novation LLC:

"However, in Aquatherm the plaintiffs did not name (or even identify) the alleged co-conspirators
who participated in the relevant market. In this case, SBS alleges a conspiracy between HBC, a clear
market participant, and CC. Nothing in our case law suggests that a conspiracy must be limited
solely to market participants so long as the conspiracy also involves a market participant and the
non-participant has an incentive to join the conspiracy. Cf. Spectators' Communication Network,
Inc. v. Colonial Country Club, 253 F.3d 215, 222 (5th Cir. 2001) ("[W]e conclude that there can be
sufficient evidence of a combination or conspiracy when one conspirator lacks a direct interest in
precluding competition, but is enticed or coerced into knowingly curtailing competition by another
conspirator who has an anticompetitive motive."). In its brief, CC correctly points out that
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Spectators involved a group boycott with multiple conspirators, thereby giving the non- participant
defendant the power to injure the plaintiff." [emphasis added]

Spanish Broadcasting System of Florida, Inc. v. Clear Channel Communications, Inc., No. 03-

14588 (Fed. 11th Cir. 6/30/2004) (Fed. 11th Cir., 2004).

On March 22, 2006 GE Healthcare Financial Services provided a five-year, $25 million revolver

and a six-year, $85 million term loan to the web based hospital supply electronic market place Global

Healthcare Exchange (GHX). GHX used the financing to acquire San Jose-based Neoforma, Inc., which

"offers similar, yet complementary, products and services designed to improve efficiencies, accuracy and

collaboration." See Exb 25

Neoforma issued its last SEC form 8K detailing the merger.

IX. Tortious interference

This settlement brief does not address the evidentiary basis nor detail damages for a second claim

and cause of action against the defendants for tortious interference with a contract or business expectancy

under Missouri law. Thee damages would be for the separate tort would be equal to the contract damages

in this action, since the contract with General Electric was an effort by the plaintiff to replace the funds and

capitalization US Bancorp caused to be lost.

At this stage in the present litigation, this conduct averred in the present complaint is a component

of the plaintiffs breach of contract claim against US Bank, NA and US Bancorp and the inherent duty of

good faith and fair dealing breached by US Bank, NA and US Bancorp. The interference with the plaintiffs

contract with General Electric is the extraordinary and egregious conduct of US Bank, NA and US Bancorp

in depriving the plaintiff of the opportunity to mitigate or cover the losses caused by US Bank, NA and US

Bancorp's breach of the contract to provide the plaintiff escrow accounts.

The Kansas District court but not the plaintiff has received the defense counsel's detailed sworn

affidavits for attorney's fees that admit time spent with John K. Power and other attorneys of Husch

Eppenger LLC now Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP for the purpose of coordinating General Electric's

defense of contract and antitrust claims brought by the plaintiff and where US Bancorp had no interest in

the sale of lease contract between Medical Supply Chain, Inc. and General Electric. The defendants have

repeatedly failed to produce these documents in the plaintiff s discovery requests.
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The plaintiff does however have evidence that includes emails between the plaintiff and Norman

E. Siegel of Stueve Siegel Hanson, LLP. See Exb 28 Emails between Seigel and the Plaintiff.

The plaintiff sought to retain Norman E. Siegel to represent the plaintiffs contract related claims

against General Electric and state antitrust claims against General Electric's hospital supply co-conspirator

Novation LLC in the 16th Circuit State of Missouri Court at Independence, Missouri. The plaintiffs cause

was likely to return to federal court in the US District Court for the Western District of Missouri if the state

representation could not be obtained in time. During the course of communications about representation,

the plaintiffs claims against General Electric were removed to the Western District court. Seigel was one

of only a handful of attorneys in the region that had the skills set required to replace the plaintiffs original

counsel in the General Electric and Novation LLC litigation whom the defendants had caused to be

disbarred. See Exb 29 Biography of Norman E. Siegel.

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp through their agent Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC

and with the knowledge of US Bancorp's current President and CEO, Richard K. Davis and approval of

delegating conduct of the litigation to Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy PC without controls in place to

prevent fraud and racketeering as required under § 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act caused the plaintiffs

federal court litigation with General Electric in Missouri to be obstructed and interfered with during

September to December of 2007.

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp caused the plaintiff to be denied counsel and a

prosecuting witness in the body of Norman E. Siegel and deprived the plaintiff of the business expectancy

of the legal representation of Stueve Siegel Hanson, LLP to prevent the plaintiff from mitigating or

covering for his damages from the defendants US Bank and US Bancorp's breach of the contract for

escrow accounts and to prevent the plaintiff from realizing the benefit from the contract or business

expectancy with General Electric.

The defendants US Bank and US Bancorp interfered with and caused the plaintiff to lose his

business expectancy in the representation by Stueve Siegel Hanson, LLP and supplemented their

continuing interference with the plaintiffs business expectancy with General Electric by having their agent

Shughart Thompson & Kilroy, PC and the person Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339 fraudulently misrepresent
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the reputation of the plaintiff and the plaintiffs business and legal claims to Norman E. Siegel in the period

from November 20th to December 8, 2007.

On December 7,2008 the plaintiff heard from Norman E. Siegel numerous misrepresentations

about the viability of his claims that did not originate from case law or the documentation. Some of the

misrepresentations were clear "whoppers" like the litigation against the defendant conglomerate US

Bancorp with banking and non-banking subsidiaries was not viable because banks cannot be liable for

antitrust. Notwithstanding the obvious, that US Bancorp is not a bank, Congress has specifically created

policy specifically prohibiting banks anticompetitive acts in their client's market, creating a specific bank

antitrust act The anti-tying section (Sec. 106) of the Bank Holding Company Act (BHCA) of 1970, and

including banks in provisions of the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust Acts. The overwhelming weight of

American antitrust law reveals banks are not immune. This misrepresentation of the law was communicated

to Norman E. Siegel by the defendants through Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339.

The defendants through Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339 also communicated to Norman E. Siegel in

the week preceding December 7,2007 the intentional factual misrepresentation that the plaintiff had

claimed US Bank and US Bancorp monopolized banking services when the defendants and Mark A.

Olthoff, KS # 70339 knew the plaintiff had claimed that US Bank, US Bancorp and US Bancorp Piper

Jaffray were in an anticompetitive agreement with Novation LLC to deprive healthcare technology

companies of capital to enter the national hospital supply market and the national hospital supply market

for supplies delivered through the internet by preventing new entrants from getting capitalized through the

cartel's misconduct and group boycott.

The plaintiff had also repeatedly supplied Mark A. Olthoff, KS # 70339 with the US Senate

Judiciary Committee's Sub-Committee on Antitrust Business Rights and Competition's April 30, 2002, on

"Hospital Group Purchasing: Lowering Costs at the Expense of Patient Health and Medical Innovation?"

and specifically the hearing testimony of Ms. Elizabeth A. Weatherman, Managing Director Warburg

Pincus, LLC. See Exb 30 Weatherman testimony about suppression of health care venture capital.

US Bancorp's current President and CEO, Richard K. Davis can be found to be liable in his

individual capacity for acting in excess of his corporate authority for tortious interference with the

plaintiffs General Electric lease sale contract on the most recent conduct by his agent Shughart Thompson
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& Kilroy, PC to deprive the plaintiff of counsel and interfere in the plaintiffs representation of claims

against the GE defendants in the State of Missouri 16th Circuit Court at Independence, Missouri and the US

District Court for the Western District of Missouri. See Mailletv. FrontpointPartners, L.L.C., No. 02 Civ.

7865(GBD), 2003 WL 21355218, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. June 10,2003).

US Bancorp's President and CEO, Richard K. Davis can also be found to have committed tortious

interference with US Bank's contract's with the plaintiff by omitting reference or disclosure of US

Bancorp's (NYSE USB) liability in the present litigation from US Bancorp's securities filings as required

under § 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, where the extended corporate governance reposited in the US

Bancorp Board of Directors would have resulted in the contracts with the plaintiff being honored and

Medical Supply Chain entering the market for hospital supplies:

"Defendant Richard J. Miller ("Miller") served as Cardinal's Executive Vice President, Chief
Financial Officer ("CFO") and Principal Accounting Officer from March 1999 through July 2004.
Prior to that time, Miller had served as Cardinal's acting CFO since August 1998, and as a
Controller and Vice President from August 1995 through March 1999. Before joining Cardinal,
Miller had been a partner with Deloitte & Touche with over thirteen years of financial and
accounting experience; he is a certified public accountant ("CPA") and holds a bachelor's degree in
accounting from Ohio State University. Miller prepared and signed the Company's SEC filings,
issued statements in press releases and participated in the Company's conference calls with analysts
and investors. Like Walter, in conjunction with each of Cardinal's public financial statements filed
with the SEC beginning in the Company's September 30, 2002, Form IO-K for FY 2002, Walter
signed a certification pursuant to § 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Defendant Miller left Cardinal in
July 2004. Upon his resignation, Miller admitted that "[c]ertain financial reporting practices and
judgments that occurred during my tenure as CFO have come under scrutiny in the ongoing
investigations." During the Class Period, Miller received $16,659,563 in total compensation, $15.4
million of which were incentive-based bonuses and option awards."

In re Cardinal Health Inc. Securities Litigations, 426 F.Supp.2d 688 at 699 to 700 (S.D. Ohio,

2006)

US Bancorp's President and CEO, Richard K. Davis also now has liability for conduct by his

agent Shughart Thompson & Kilroy PC to deny the plaintiff discovery of evidence through extrinsic fraud

to withhold evidence that can be used as exhibits by the plaintiff in the present litigation.

"The High View Fund, L.P. v. Hail, 27 F.Supp.2d 420, 429-30 (S.D.N.Y.l998) (holding that a
director of a corporation "may be held liable for tortious interference with the corporation's contracts
if she exceeds the scope of her corporate authority in causing the breach of those contracts."
(emphasis added»"

TVT Records v. Island De! Jam Music Group, 279 F.Supp.2d 366 at 379 (S.D.N.Y., 2003)
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x. Defendants' Continuing Antitrust Conduct

The conduct being discovered relevant to the defendants and US Bancorp' s current President and

CEO, Richard K. Davis's efforts to keep the plaintiffs business Medical Supply Chain excluded from the

national market for hospital supplies is actionable. The national market for hospital supplies is controlled

by Novation LLC which has over 80% of the relevant national markets for hospital supplies controlled

through illicit long term anticompetitive contracts that also restrict hospital supply purchases online to

Novation LLC's former marketplace Neoforma, Inc. and now Novation, LLC's current marketplace GHX,

LLC.

The defendants through Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy deceived Hon. Carlos Murguia into

dismissing the plaintiffs preceding antitrust action by falsely representing it was subject to res judicata.

Despite clear US Supreme Court authority- Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 75

S.Ct. 865, 99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955) repeatedly cited by the plaintiff in pleadings ignored by the court that

showed the transactional analysis used in the Tenth Circuit and in Lawlor prevented res judicata from

applying. Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy perpetuated the extrinsic fraud of smearing the plaintiffs former

counsel Bret D. Landrith in ex parte communications to the court and in fraudulent motions for sanctions.

The court of Hon. Carlos Murguia was deceived by Shughart, Thompson & Kilroy into both dismissing the

plaintiffs federal claims and in sanctioning the plaintiff, incredibly for being right at law:

"The Supreme Court case of Lawlor v. National Screen Service Corp., 349 U.S. 322, 75 S.Ct. 865,
99 L.Ed. 1122 (1955), is controlling. In Lawlor, the plaintiffs brought an antitrust action in 1942
alleging that the defendants, National Screen and three producers, had conspired to establish a
monopoly in the distribution of advertising posters to motion picture exhibitors through the use of
exclusive licenses, and that the plaintiffs' business had been injured as a result. In 1943, prior to
trial, that suit was settled and dismissed with prejudice. Id. at 324, 75 S.Ct. at 866. The settlement
was based upon an agreement by National Screen to furnish plaintiffs with all standard accessories
distributed by National Screen pursuant to its exclusive license agreements. In 1949, the plaintiffs
brought another antitrust action, this time alleging that the prior settlement was merely a device used
by the defendants to perpetuate their conspiracy and monopoly. Plaintiffs also alleged that five other
producers had joined the conspiracy since the 1943 dismissal, that defendant National Screen had
deliberately made slow and erratic deliveries of advertising materials in an effort to destroy
plaintiffs' business, and that defendant had used tie-in sales and other means of exploiting its
monopoly power. Id. at 325, 75 S.Ct. at 867. The Supreme Court held that the latter suit was not
barred by res judicata because the two suits were not based on the same cause of action. Id. at 327,
75 S.Ct. at 868. The Court noted:
That both suits involved "essentially the same course of wrongful conduct" is not decisive. Such a
course of conduct--for example, an abatable nuisance--may frequently
give rise to more than a single cause of action .... While the 1943 judgment precludes recovery on
claims arising prior to its entry, it cannot be given the effect of extinguishing claims which did not
even then exist and which could not possibly have been sued upon in the previous case.

Id. at 327-28,75 S.Ct. at 868 (footnote omitted).
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Cellar Door Productions, Inc. of Michigan v. Kay, 897 F.2d 1375 at 1376-1377 (C.A.6 (Mich.),

1990).

US Bancorp's current President and CEO, Richard K. Davis has continued the antitrust defendant

Jerry Grundhoffer's misconduct in preventing Medical Supply Chain from competing against Novation

LLC in the market for hospital supplies through extrinsic fraud both in this litigation and in the plaintiffs

litigation in Missouri against General Electric where US Bancorp has no interest except for the open

willingness to stop the plaintiff from getting capital to enter the hospital supply market at all costs .. "[i]n

the context of a continuing scheme to violate the antitrust laws, a cause of action accrues to the plaintiff

each time the defendant engages in antitrust conduct that harms the plaintiff." Ohio-Sealy Mattress Mfg.

Co. v. Sealy, Inc., 669 F .2d 490, 494 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 943, 103 S.Ct. 257, 74 L.Ed.2d 201

(1982).

The unlawful nature of US Bancorp's current President and CEO, Richard K. Davis interference

in the plaintiffs litigation against General Electric including depriving the plaintiff of counsel in US

District Court for the Western District of Missouri and the 16th Circuit State of Missouri court places him in

the zone of personal liability for conduct outside of his legitimate authority as president and CEO of US

Bancorp. Title 15, Chapter 1§ 24 of the Sherman Act entitled "Liability of directors and agents of

corporation" expressly makes corporate officers responsible when their companies violate Sherman § 1.

The continuing unlawful conduct of the present defendants and US Bancorp's current President

and CEO, Richard K. Davis to keep the plaintiff out of the market for hospital supplies monopolized by

Novation LLC is similar to that described in Cream Top Creamery v. Dean Milk Co., 383 F.2d 358 (6th

Cir.1967). Cream Top involved an action alleging a continuing scheme to violate antitrust laws subsequent

to a prior dismissal with prejudice. In that case, the court relied upon Lawlor in reversing the District

Court's order granting summary judgment on res judicata grounds. The court noted, "[a]t least insofar as

the complaint alleges violations since the dismissal of the [first] case, the judgment in that case cannot be

given the effect of extinguishing a claim which arose subsequent to that judgment." Id. at 363 (citing

Lawlor, 349 U.S. 322,75 S.Ct. 865).

The extrinsic fraud of the defendants has rendered the preceding litigations between the parties

into" ... merely a device used by the defendants in that case to perpetuate their conspiracy and monopoly"
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(Lawlor, 349 U.S. 322 at 324) . The defendants have not affirmatively disassociated themselves with the

Novation LLC, General Electric, GHX LLC cartel over the Missouri state market and the national market

for hospital supplies delivered through an electronic marketplace as required under United States v. United

States Gypsum Co., 438 U.S. 422, 464-65, 98 S.Ct. 2864, 57 L.Ed.2d 854 (1978), U.S. v. Gonzalez, 797

F.2d 915 at 916-917 (C.A.lO (Ok!.), 1986) and Drug Mart Pharmacy v. American Home Products Corp.,

288 F.Supp.2d 325 at fn 5 (E.D.N.Y., 2003).

The development of discovery shows that the defendants and US Bancorp's current President and

CEO, Richard K. Davis have placed themselves squarely in per se antitrust liability for a group boycott in

violation of § 416.031.1 RSMo with the co-conspirators Novation LLC, GHX LLC, General Electric and

Husch Blackwell Sanders LLP ( a Missouri corporation) for three times what the plaintiff would have made

ifhe had not been repeatedly obstructed from entering the national market for hospital supplies. See

Fischer, Spuhl, Herzwurm & Associates, Inc. v. Forrest T. Jones & Co., 586 S.W.2d 310 (Mo., 1979).

XI. Fraud

Stirling v. Chemical Bank, 382 F.Supp. 1146, 1153 (S.D.N.Y.1974), affd 516 F.2d 1396 (2nd

Cir .1975) (common law fraud from false representations that outstanding loans would not be called and

further loans would be made).

A. Missouri Fraud Damages

The plaintiff is entitled to separate damages for the defendants repeated fraud and the fraud of

their agents:

"We note also, that, while it is certainly true that a contract induced by fraud gives rise to both an
action for breach of contract and an action in tort, separate damages must be pleaded and proved on
each claim. Clayton Brokerage Co. v. Pilla, supra. Jacks or Better neither pleaded special damages
nor sought instruction on a breach of contract theory. Damages on the counterclaim were based
solely on the tort theory."

Rosenblum v. Jacks or Better of America West Inc., 745 S.W.2d 754 at fn 3 (Mo. App. E.D., 1988)

"A victim of fraud has a choice under Missouri law: either (a) he rescinds the transaction, tenders
return of any benefits he obtained by the transaction, and seeks judicial aid to recover the benefits he
conveyed, or (b) he adheres to the transaction, retaining whatever benefi ts inured to him, and seeks
to recover in damages the difference in value between what he actually received and what he would
have received had there been no fraud. Baker v. Atkins, 258 S.W.2d 16 (Mo.App.1953). In other
words, the victim of fraud can undo the transaction or he can obtain the benefit of the bargain. He
cannot do both. Carterv. Butler, 264 Mo. 306,174 S.W. 399 (bane 1915); Auffenberg v. Hafley,
457 S.W.2d 929,935 (Mo.App.1970); Clayton Brokerage Co. v. Pilla, 632 S.W.2d 300
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(Mo.App.l982); Stadium Bank v. Milton, 589 S.W.2d 338 (Mo.App.l979); Harper v. Barket, 557
S.W.2d455 (Mo.App.l977); Yeagerv. Wittels, 517 S.W.2d 457, 465 (MoApp.l974)."

Rosenblum v. Jacks or Better of America West Inc., 745 S.W.2d 754 at 74 (Mo. App. E.D., 1988).

"Lakota Girl Scout Council, Inc. v. Havey Fund-Raising Mgmt., Inc., 519 F.2d 634, 643 (8th
Cir.1975) (quoting 5 Corbin on Contracts § 1022 (1964» (emphasis added); Employee Benefits
Plus, Inc. v. Des Moines Gen. Hosp., 535 N.W.2d 149, 157 (Iowa Ct.App. 1995) (holding lost
profits claimant "is only required to present such evidence as might reasonably be expected to be
available under the circumstances") (internal quotations omitted)."

Bbserco, Inc. v. Metrix Co., 324 F.3d 955 at 962 (8th Cir., 2003).

XII. Total Damages Plaintiff is entitled to from the Breach of Contract

The plaintiff for the purposes of this estimate will disregard non contract claims presently carged

in his current complaint and the claims he will amend to include based on the defendants' subsequent

unlawful conduct after filing the present complaint in Independence, Missouri.

The plaintiff has calculated that the breach of the contract to provide escrow accounts in 2002 has

deprived the plaintiff of $450 million dollars in profit to date. This amount excludes interest and realization

of business appreciation in Medical Supply Chain, Inc that the plaintiff would have enjoyed.

The plaintiff also suffered the breach of good faith and fair dealing which also is included in his

contract damages from US Bank and US Bancorp from interference with the plaintiffs later contract with

General Electric to sell a real estate lease and obtain a sum roughly equal to the US Bank escrow sum in

time to launch Medical Supply Chain, Inc.'s entry into the national hospital supply market. This breach of

good faith and fair dealing that resulted in US Bank and US Bancorp through its agents Shughart Thomson

& Kilroy, PC interfering in the plaintiffs claims for redress against the General Electric defendants entitles

the plaintiff to an additional $450 million dollars in profit to date.

The plaintiff will be entitled to judgment interest at 3.42% simple on the nine hundred million

dollars ($900,000,000.00) or eighty four thousand, three hundred and twenty eight dollars and seventy

seven cents ( $ 84,328.77) a day.
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XIII. Proposed Settlement

The plaintiff proposes to settle all past and present claims against US Bank, US Bancorp and its

officers and employees providing the plaintiff receives all the following:

1. The publication of US Bancorp, Inc.'s affirmative disassociation with Novation LLC, Neoforma,

Inc. and their successors in interest.

2. The US Bank defendant's application for relief from judgment in all previous litigation between

the US Bank, US Bancorp and its officers and employees and a stipulated dismissal.

3. Capitalization of the plaintiffs entry into the national hospital supply market by providing the

plaintiff with two hundred million dollars deposited in Bank of America in the personal account of

Samuel K. Lipari and the provision of a four hundred and fifty million dollar business line of

credit ($450,000,000.00) at 8% to be serviced and controlled by Bank of America.

4. A filing by US Bancorp's CEO and senior counsel in the District Court for Kansas and the Kansas

State Supreme Court reporting the misconduct of the defendants' attorney agents and seeking the

restoration nunc pro tunc of the plaintiffs counsel Bret D. Landrith's license to practice law.

5. A filing by US Bank in the present litigation proposing to dismiss the present action without

prejudice and to retain jurisdiction in the event US Bank, US Bancorp, its officers or employees

violate the terms of this settlement.

CONCLUSION

In good faith the plaintiff believes this wilI be a win-win resolution that will alIow KPMG LLP to

sign off on the US Bancorp current quarterly reporting and financial disclosures without creating new

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of2002, Pub. L. No. 107-204, 116 Stat. 745 liability and another predicate act of fraud

against me to prevent my entry into the market for hospital supplies in competition with Novation, LLC.

Respectfully Submitted,

Sf Samuel K. Lipari

Samuel K. Lipari
297 NE Bayview
Lee's Summit, MO 64064
816-365-1306
saml@medicalsupplychain.com
Prose
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify I have sent a copy via email to the undersigned opposing counsel via email on 2f8f08.

Mark A. Olthoff, Esq.,
Jay E. Heidrick, Esq.
Shughart Thomson & Kilroy, P.C.
Twelve Wyandotte Plaza
120 W. 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64105

via email
jheidrick@stklaw .com
molthoff@stklaw.com
ademarea@stklaw.com

Sarah B. Stroebel (314122)
Senior Corporate Counsel
US Bancorp NA
BC-MN-H210
800 Nicollette Mall
Minneapolis, MN 55402Mark A. Olthoff, Esq.,

via email

Sf Samuel K. Lipari

Samuel K. Lipari
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